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-PREFACE

I arrived in Palau on September 1, 1977 and left the third week 
in May, 1978o For five weeks I lived in Ngebuked hamlet of Ngaraard 
Municipality, but realized that the land registration proceedings were 
progressing at a faster rate in Melekeok Municipality0 It was in 
November that I moved to Ngermelech hamlet of Melekeok, where I stayed 
until my departure0

At the outset of my field work, I hoped to study the causes for 
land tenure individualization and the disintegration of land-holding 
corporate matrilineal kin groups0 I found, soon after my arrival, that 
individualization has not been a pronounced trend in Palau since the 
massive registry of lands in 1938c Furthermore, corporate kin group 
holdings have not been dramatically declining in number0 While some 
parcels are still being allotted from clans to individuals, this move
ment is balanced by those parcels that revert from individual to clan
ownershipo I needed to reassess my initial ideaso

Considering the variety of modes of tenure that coexist and the
number of ways in which land is used in Palau, I began to be concerned 
about the nature of the interaction between these variables0 I wanted, 
specifically, to see whether amount and longevity of investment and use 
for commercial purposes corresponded to exclusive forms of tenure0 I
gathered information on the means of exploiting Melekeok’s many re
sources and learned about the tenure rules as they are generally defined
and as they apply to specific resources,,
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I employed three methods in accumulating information while in 

the fieldo
First, I interviewed individuals with expertise in land tenure, 

fishing, gardening, marketing, and forestry^ Initially my interviews 
were rigidly structured and followed, for each person, a format designed 
to elicit his or her recollections about previous administrations and 
perceptions of the land rights and obligations distinguishing each type 
of land tenureo I realized that this method neither allowed maximum 
use of the special skills and interests of my informants nor did it 
invite the input of alternative view points about the types of issue 
that might be relevant to my problenio From then on, my interviews were 
informal, unstructured, and designed to tap knowledge and interests 
specific to the men and women to whom I spokeQ As haphazard as these 
discussions may have been, they were interesting, informative, and 
enjoyableo

The second way I learned about land tenure and resource exploi
tation was by personal experience in shellfishing, gardening, cooking, 
bathing, doing laundry, and relaxing with friends in the village0 I 
observed others fishing, building, playing, gardening, celebrating, 
and working in taro patcheso I absorbed large amounts of unsystemati
cally collected information through participation in these village 
activitieso ,

The land registry of 1938, High Court decisions regarding 
land title, and the land registration material of 1972 provided the 
third source of information0 The land registration material included 
survey maps, areal photographs, court case books, and land title



determination records0 These were the data that allowed quantitative 
testing of hypotheses bearing on investment, commercialization, and 
tenureo

Since my field work ended, I have made use of material in Saipan, 
in Washington, DoCo, in New York, and in New Haven, Connecticut in the 
process of assembling this dissertation0

Innumerable people facilitated my work and made it more pleasanto 
Those who deserve my deepest gratitude are those friends and adopted 
family I had in Palau0 The magistrate of Ngaraard, Subris, and his 
wife, Misao, saw me through my first few weeks in their home0 When I 
moved to Melekeok, I stayed with the prominent chief, Secharuleong, and 
his wife Dirruleong and members of his extended familyo Secharuleong, 
as head of the land registration team and oldest of the high chiefs of 
Melekeok was immeasurably helpful0 So were the other members of the 
land registration team, Ngiraingas Boisek, Rechedebechei Osilek, Orukei 
Rebulkuul, Ngiratrang Kodep, Niraidechedei Ongelungel, and Demei 
Elechuuso The Paramount Chief of Melekeok, Reklai Lomisang residing in 
Koror, was also generous with his time and ideaso

Ponsiano Kempis Mad and Juana Rengulbai Penland were my con
stant companions and offered friendship, advice, amusement, and 
information,,

Ichiro Dingilius, the acting land commissioner of Palau, guided 
me through my work from the day I arrived until the day I left0 I am 
thankful too, to the other people of the office of the land commission 
and the office of land management in Koror who offered me help and 
materialso



To all of these Palauans, I say "Kom kraal mesaol8”
Sharing ray interest in land tenure in Palau is Shigeru 

Kaneshiroo During the last three years I have valued his generosity, 
humor, recollections and understanding,,

Several University of Arizona professors gave academic, organi
zational and stylistic advice0 My committee chairman, Dro James 
Officer, and the other members of my committee, Dr0 Robert Netting and 
Dro Jane Underwood, have been extremely helpful and patient and have
taken long hours out of their pressing schedules to comment and make
recommendations on my worko

The computerization and analysis of my data was made possible 
by the data processing department at the Smithsonian Institution in 
Washington, D0C0 References to German and Japanese documents would 
have been impossible without the help of Timothy O’Leary of the Human 
Relations Area Files in New Haven, Connecticuto

Hazel Gillie prepared this manuscript in accordance with the
standards of The University of Arizona,, Both she and Dorothy Caranchini 
ushered me through the University’s complex bureaucracy0

I am deeply grateful for all that these people have done0
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ABSTRACT

Investigations of the relationship between land tenure and in
centive to invest in the profit from land are important both for 
purposes of refining cultural ecological theory and for practically 
evaluating land reform policieso This dissertation documents such an 
investigation in the Palau Islands, Micronesia0

Exploitation of land and marine resources involves different 
patterns of production and distribution in Palau» Tenure of land and 
marine regions also takes on many forms including two types of public 
tenure, several types of corporate kin group tenure, non-corporate 
group tenure, and two kinds of individual tenure0

The Palauan setting invites the testing of some traditional 
theories relating tenure and resource exploitation:, According to one 
suggestion, exclusive tenure rules clearly defining rights and obliga
tions co-occur with; (1) land or sea use involving high initial invest
ment in an immobile improvement; (2) land or sea use involving investment 
that endures for many years; and (3) commercial production,, In another 
theory, loosely defined and non-exclusive tenure rules are associated 
with investment that is negligible, portable, or of short duration, and 
resources that are abundant, widely distributed, or unable to be con
verted to a generalized currencyo

These suggestions are well supported in analysis of informal 
use rules relating to specific resources in Palau0 They are, by
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contrast, poorly demonstrated when tested with formal rules of title 
embodied in law0

There is a critical distinction in Palau between rights in use, 
enforced through informal social control, and rights in title, enforced 
legally and adjudicated in High Court0 It is customary to borrow land 
in exchange for meeting obligations in the owner's social exchange net- 
worko It is advisable to make productive use of corporately owned land 
in order to reaffirm an otherwise tenuous affiliation in that groupo 
Anything planted belongs to the planter0 Usufruct provides food* Land 
title, meanwhile, has intrinsic-value regardless of its productive or 
non-productive useo It can be bought and sold, used in social exchange 
or kept as a symbol of wealthe Title provides prestigec

Palau's current economic predicament underscores the importance 
of the above distinctiono Subsistence agriculture and local fishing 
contribute an ever declining proportion of foods consumed in Palau0 
Commercial agriculture and fishing provide minimal supplementary incomes 
to a small number of market gardeners and fishermeno The Trust Terri
tory, in which Palau has been a component district, has an economic 
base largely dependent on United States funded bureaucracy and social 
programso Earnings from these sources pay for imported foods= Jobs in 
these sectors are comparatively more lucrative than commercial food 
production,.

This study has policy implications that are not insignificant0 
Tenure alterations issuing title to the user will have little effect on 
productivity in Palau until the more immediate impediments to



production are overcomeo These issues are central to Palau’s struggle 
for self-sufficiency as a nation in free association with the United 
Stateso



CHAPTER 1

• INTRODUCTION

Say the words "urebetellel a chutem" in Palau, and people take 
noticeo The phrase means "land tenure" and it identifies a subject that 
evokes strong sentiments reflecting an importance of land in Palau that 
may be hard for continental people to comprehend= Indeed, the resolu
tion of land tenure problems has been Palau's most continuously pressing 
political issue during the 36 years the United States has had admini
strative responsibility for the areao Now that Palauans are striving 
for a role of greater independence in the world political scene, they 
are looking for responsible, efficient and lucrative routes to develop 
their natural resources* Theories in economic development suggest that 
there is a strong relationship between land tenure and productive use of 
land and marine resources, the understanding of which may facilitate the 
design of effective development plans* The intent of this dissertation 
is to investigate that relationship in one region of Palau, the munici-. 
pality of Melekeok*

Located in the Western Caroline Islands of Micronesia, the 
Palauan archipelago consists of some 250 islands* However, the 15»000 
people there inhabit only nine of them* About half of these people 
live in the booming capital city of Koror* The biggest island of the 
group, known as Babeldaob, is predominantly rural with small settle
ments scattered along the coastline* Melekeok Municipality, on the



east coast of Babeldaob, comprises six such settlements and has a total 
population of about 3 5 0= Melekeok was selected for this research be
cause of its relatively.rapid progress in registering and mapping lando 

Palau is becoming an independent nation this year, but will be 
tied in "free association" with the United States, the most recent of 
its four foreign administrators„ The relationship between Palau and the 
United States will be predicated on the reciprocal satisfaction of 
needso Palau is in a strategically vital location and the United States, 
fearful of losing allies in Southeast Asia, plans to build a military 
facility there0 Palau, meanwhile, has little foundation for economic 
development and will rely on the United States for assistanceo

Free association can be terminated unilaterally at any time0 

However, should termination occur, certain conditions of the associa
tion —  military land use and grant assistance for government opera
tions, infrastructure maintenance, medical care, and education —  will 
still endure for at least 15 years= During this period of time, some 
radical measures to develop economic resources will have to be taken,. 
Tenure of land and sea resources may figure into the changes as both 
cause and effect,. The present state of economic dependency will ideally 
be replaced by a situation of foreign economic interdependency„

Palau*s history is rich with evidence of the role that foreign 
commerce has played from the very beginning0 Long before Europeans 
arrived on the scene, contact with Indonesia, the Philippines, and Yap 
was probably frequent though irregularo Metal tools and other trade 
goods found their way into Palauan life (Keate 1 7 8 8) and the



social contact promoted the spreading of ideas"*" (Kramer 19175 Osborne
1 9 6 6)o

It is debatable when the first European sighted the islandso 
In the 1520's, five different Portuguese ships may have seen Palau 
(Kramer 19170 Sharp i9 6 0 ) 0 Ruiz LSpez de Villalobos was a possible 
visitor in 15^3 (TJ0S0 Army 1956; Sapper 1920; Burney 1 8 0 3) o Sir 
Francis Drake's Isle of Thieves, discovered in 1579, was very likely 
Palau (Burney I8 0 3; Lessa 1975)° The missionaries, Don Francisco de 
Padilla and Joseph Somera anchored off Palau in 1710 for two days, were 
not pleased with what they saw, and left without disembarking (Burney 
1817; Sharp I960)*

The first lengthy contact took place in 1783 when the British 
packet, the Antelope, under the leadership of Captain Henry Wilson, ran 
aground on an offshore reefo Dependency on foreigners began explosively 
at that time as guns and ammunition were eagerly bartered (Keate 1788; 
Delano 1817)°

Contact increased during the early l800's and traders had 
established permanent posts in Palau by l860o By the end of that 
decade, every household was equipped with European trade goodso The 
19th century trader-ethnographer Johann Kubary remarked, "In all houses 
I found iron pots, and every boy had a good steel axe on his shoulder=
On investigation, I learned that Koror itself sells the goods for 
money" (Kubary 1873:24)<,

^Palauan castaways in 1696 gave detailed reports and geographic infor
mation to Europeans in the Philippines (Hezel and del Valle 1972), and, 
in 1721, twenty-four Central Carolinians, marooned on Guam, spread 
additional news about Palau (Cantova 1922, in Burney 1817)o
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Spain asserted her long standing claim on Palau in 1886 becoming 

the first of four foreign administrationso Spain's dominant concern 
was in making converts to the Catholic Church= Trade and dependency on 
foreign goods were neither hastened nor impeded during the 13 year rule0 

In 1899, Germany purchased the Palau Islands from Spain, and the circu
lation of foreign currency resulted from sales of copra and labor in 
phosphate mines= In 1914 Japan seized Palau and this rule was legiti
mized through a class "C" Mandate of the League of Nations0 The 
economy was transformed as wage labor in mines, shops, and canning 
plants grew in importance and as colonists from Japan created a totally 
new economic scene0

World War II brought collapse of the Japanese Empire and the
United States, under the aegis of the United Nations, inherited trust
eeship statuso During the 34 years that the United States has acted 
as trustee over Palau, little progress has been made toward the ex
plicit goal of promoting self-sufficiency* Now in the final days of 
the American administration, in the heyday of costly federal programs, 
the tendency is to encourage dependency* Nearly everyone is affected, 
from infants in their U*S* subsidized baby formula, to the "senior 
citizens" receiving federal "old age" benefits. Most relevant to this 
study, wage labor in the involuted government bureaucracy lures people
away from careers in food production* The typical Palauan diet con
tains growing proportions of imported foods* Rice, beer, soft drinks, 
coffee, Spam, canned tuna and mackerel, bread, peanut butter, sugar and 
"ramen" noodles have become the new staples*



After 95 years of foreign domination, is self-sufficiency an 
attainable goal? Of the various means for bolstering Palau's sagging 
economy, the development of agricultural and maritime resources holds 
most promise and is least controversial0 If tenure of these resources 
and land and sea productivity are closely associated, then the study of 
their relationship may facilitate economic development planningo I was 
initially interested in use and patterns of tenure as an abstract prob
lem » This focus has undergone change, however, and I am hopeful that, 
in addition to adding some theoretical insight into the subject, my 
study will be useful in the practical development of an agrarian and 
fishing economy in Palau0

Colin Clark remarks that no « o certain monosyllabic words have 
the emotional impact of a bulleto 0 0 ° One of these words is land" 
(Clark 1975svii)o The only difference in Palau is that the word for 
land, "chutem," has two syllables!



CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL ISSUES IN LAND TENURE

A Definition of Land Tenure 
Definitions of land tenure range from severely limiting brevity 

to nebulous overgeneralizations0 Ro G. Crocombe (1968:1) defines land 
tenure as „ the way in which people obtain, use and distribute
rights to lando'1 Such straightforward simplicity, though usually com
mendable , in this case obscures certain essential issues0

As Lloyd (1962:60) points out, ” 0 = «, rights are not held in 
relation to inanimate objects, but. in relation to other peopleo" Hoebel 
(1994) also objects to the suggestion that there can be a relation 
between a person and a thing which explains the emphasis he places on 
the "web of social relations" in his definition of property (Hoebel 
1958s43l)o

It is not only rights which are under scrutiny in discussing 
land tenureo Obligations, too, must be consideredo Beaglehole, in his 
comments on the related issue of "property," emphasizes the equal 
importance of "rights and obligations," "privileges and restrictions 
0 0 0  that govern the behavior of man in any society toward the scarce 
objects of value /in this case lanc£7 in that society" (Beaglehole 1968: 
590)o

The label "land" tenure has proved too narrow for many pur
poses o Most anthropologists, especially those engaged in research on 
islands, prefer to extend the definition of land tenure to include



rights with respect to water as well as land* Biebuyck finds it per
tinent to include additionally the "respective products" of water and 
lando It is not always easy to divorce the products of land and water 
from the land and water themselves, he argues (Biebuyck 1968:562), and 
it is for the protection of these secondary resources that rules of 
land tenure are usually enforced.,

The Dimensions of Land Tenure 
Some typologies of land tenure are essentially dichotomous0 

This method of classification is well exemplified in early land tenure 
literature where land tenure is seen as either "communal" or "private" 
(Ferguson 1966; Wissler 1929)«

Observation of actual land tenure systems reveals that these 
dichotomous classificatory schemes are unrealistic and over-simplistic0 

Some of the critics of the bipolar typology have reacted to its fail
ings by allowing additional "types" to exist along the continuum between 
the two polar extremeSo Andre Robert (195*0 inserted a possible 
"possession familiale" in between "la tenure collective" and "propriete 
privee0" Similarly, Lowie (1920) and Hoebel (1958) recognized that a 
category they called "joint property" or "joint ownership" might exist0 

The important distinction between joint or family ownership and com
munal ownership is the size and inclusiveness of the "owning" social 
unite Carrying this criterion still further, Lewis Henry Morgan (1964) 
saw the gap between private and communal ownership as consisting of 
many sub-types: tribal, gentile and family ownership and varyingly
inclusive forms of "gens," Keesing (1958:233) took the argument to its



ultimate by saying that « o the human scene shows all degrees of 
emphasis from an extreme stress on individual 'private * property rights 
to * communal* or 'collective1 holding of propertyo'* But he hastened to 
add that "<> » = there is never total private or communal property owner
ship” (Keesing 1958s233)° In spite of the apparent increase in sophis
tication of these classificatory schemes, their ultimate uni-dimensional 
nature still prevails°

An increase in the data on different forms of land tenure and 
the development of more sophisticated theory of land tenure, law and 
classification, led to a rebellion against typologies based on a single 
variableo Land tenure, it was argued (Crocombe 1968; Sonius 1963; Mair 
1969; Malinowski 1921), consists of a multitude of different kinds of 
rights and obligations with respect to lando

The subject is sometimes discussed in terms of polar opposites 
—  1 individual* and 'communal1 or "collective6 rights— and the 
assumption is made that any system must belong to one or the 
other categoryo Analysis of the data obtained by anthropolo
gists suggests rather that « » o there are two types of right, 
which may be called rights of occupation and rights of ad
ministration (Mair 1969:5*0 °

In addition to the rights mentioned by Mair, are rights of use (Firth 
1936:365; Crocombe 1968:1), rights to keep some or all of the products 
of the land, rights to buy and sell (Crocombe 1968:1) and otherwise to 
alienate the land (Firth 1929), and rights to decide how to use the 
land and who will use the lando The forms which land tenure take are 
not dependent on any finite or absolute set of rights which are uni
versally importanto In describing Kapauku land law, Leopold Pospisil
(1 9 7 1) illustrated the importance of recognizing that rights and 
obligations are specific to the culture in question, and can only



be identified through considering land tenure from the native's point 
of viewo

Personnel is a factor important in all land tenure systems., 
Brock (1969) emphasized that a description of land tenure requires that 
the question "Who can do what?" be answered, and Firth (1929:359) 
pointed out that both individuals and classes of individuals are sig
nificant =

In considering the sum total of privileges and obligations which 
together constitute the ownership of any object, it may be 
found that the different rights may be exercised over it by 
each of the various social groupso

Herskovits (1940), Pospisil (1971), Gluckman (1944), Tobin 
(1956), and Firth (1959) made a contribution to land tenure typology 
which perhaps is implicit in other analyses. Land tenure is dependent 
not only on particular rights and obligations and the personnel in
volved, but also on categories of land and its uses. When describing 
a particular land tenure system, it is necessary to describe it with 
respect to each of the cognitively distinguished land categories.
Firth (1959) made it clear that rights with respect to orchard land 
were altogether different from rights in garden land on Tikopia, 
Pospisil (1971) isolated the culturally significant land types for the 
Kapauku and discovered that the "legal correlates" varied considerably 
from category to category. In the Alpine community of Torbel, as well, 
the dual system of individual rights to agricultural and meadow land 
and communal rights to the mountains, forests and paths is maintained 
because of the different uses to which these types of land are put 
(Netting 1976),
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Finally the temporal factor cannot be neglected in a description 

of land tenureo Rights in land and marine resources may be held in 
perpetuity and be subject to wills by individual owners or rules of 
succession in corporate groups» Others may be temporary0 The duration 
of temporary use rights varies dramatically0 They may be seasonal or 
pertinent to a specific day or time of day. Other temporary rights may 
be conditional to the fulfillment of contractual agreements0 These 
include modes of use, participation in social exchange, duration of 
marriage or other alliances, and payment of use rights fees0

This multi-dimensional view of land tenure has been embraced by 
several land tenure theorists* Gluckman (1944), articulating his ad
miration for Schapera*s incisive and thorough description of land tenure 
among the Tswana of Bechuanaland, made several general recommendations0 

He commented on the need for descriptions of land tenure which are un
ambiguously phrased according to a multi-dimensional system embodying 
rights and obligations, personnel and categories of resources and uses* 
Crocombe (1974:12) identifies some different dimensions which he calls 
the ’•'multi-faceted principles of ownership»•• He considers four: area,
time, population, and legal and customary criteria*

When land tenure is seen in the light of its bounds and dimen
sions, the categorical terms that are ascribed to its various forms 
become clearer* There is reference in land tenure literature to such 
types as feudalism, individual ownership in fee simple, ownership in 
fee simple absolute, joint ownership, collective and cooperative tenure, 
corporate group tenure and many more* Within each type, there are 
naunces of interpretation based on specific rights, personnel, resources
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and conditions* Without supplementary specifications, these terms lack 
precision, but they do have general connotations that give them concep
tual valueo This allows abstract research to be conducted which bears 
on problems such as mine —  on the relationship between land use and 
land tenureo

How Patterns of Use Influence Tenure 
The suggestion that tenure rules evolve out of patterns of land 

use has roots in the thinking of 19th century social evolutionists,,
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels attributed social relations including 
forms of property ownership to the material conditions involved in 
satisfying the biological needs of the species0 In their 1846 book,
The German Ideology, they discuss the details of the "historical mate
rialist" position and propose a historical model relating food produc
tion, division of labor, and pattern of property ownership in a causal 
scheme (Marx and Engels 1965s7-13)» A corollary of this postulated 
technoeconomic determinism is that mode of production, degree and form 
of division of labor, and population trend logically encouraged certain 
features of ownership and social structure0 Morgan, in his 1877 
Ancient Society, stated that "ideas of property were intimately associ
ated with the procurement of subsistence" (Morgan 1964:445), and he 
specified the development of agriculture and specialized land use as 
influencing the progression from communal-tribal ownership to tenure by
matrilineal gens, followed by patrilineal gens and finally by indi-

/
vidualso

More recently, the causal relationship between land use and 
tenure has continued to occupy the attention of anthropologists, though
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now there are three related differences.. Explanations are more pro- 
cessual offering reasons in terms of particular human wants and needs 
"(Firth 1959; Nayacakalou I960; Mair 1969; Netting 1969)0 Unlike the 
earlier theories, which detailed a single path of social and economic 
change, these current theories allow a broad range of possible outcomes 
to stem from a single cause and are thus multilineal» Third, there is 
an interest now in elucidating, within the explicitly causal frame, some 
of the mitigating circumstances that add explanatory sophistication to 
these "laws" (Sahlins 1957; Crocombe 1971; Netting 1976; Alexander 
1980),

I will review briefly the theories that have been proposed to 
explain the general forms of land tenure that occur in Palau; public 
community tenure, nonunilineal kin group tenure, and'individual tenure0

The rubric "public community tenure" embraces so many variant 
forms that, for practical descriptive purposes, it is all but uselesso 
There is land which is rarely visited, lacking in easily exploited 
resources and not demanding any administrative decisions= Alterna
tively, there is the highly structured commune in which the equitable 
rotating administration mediates to insure a "rigorous equality in 
access to benefits —  power (decision-making), education, prestige, 
means of consumption, etc0 —  and equal distribution of all unpleasant 
duties and work" (Galeski 1973:9)° In another form of public tenure, 
service works such as water reservoirs, are owned, in a technical sense, 
by the public, but are administered by a select group and access is 
restricted to a different group of technicians* The public is strictly 
excluded, but enjoys the final benefits°
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There are public lands used for administration and municipal 

services in Palau, but the bulk of the public property is open unde
veloped land used for hunting, woodcutting and transit0 It is not 
untenured land, however; use rights are restricted to those who reside 
in the community.

The forms of use that have been suggested as causes of the 
retention of tracts of this type of public community land include; (1 ) 
minimal or portable investment in technological means of production 
from the land; (2 ) irregular and transitory public need of abundant 
dispersed resources; (3 ) impossibility of converting surplus production 
into profit; (4) low population pressure; and (5) the encroachment on 
land by neighboring communities experiencing relatively greater popu
lation pressure.

Communal ownership of resources has been known to evolve when 
technological innovation changes the manner of exploiting mobile re
sources such as fish and game. In theory, the replacement of station
ary traps with portable guns would eliminate the need for restrictive 
tenure of hunting areas. This process has been noted for fishing re
sources, For Romonum in the Truk lagoon, Goodenough (1951:41) described 
the degeneration of exclusive ownership of fishing spots when immovable 
wiers were replaced with different fishing equipment„

Fish weirs seem to have been much more important in the native 
economy in aboriginal times. One end of Romonum Island is 
studded with weirs. They do not appear to be kept in repair, 
and there seems to be considerable freedom in their use.
Should they again begin to play an important role in the 
economy, it is likely that property rights to them will be 
reasserted.
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Netting (1976) emphasizes the necessity of keeping open and 

public access to facilities that the entire community needs» Among 
these types of resources, he mentions grazing land, forests, sources of 
stone, and public paths0 Burdensome tenure restrictions on them would 
be in no one's best interests* If all members of the community have 
equal needs, no one can make gainful use of surplus, and these require
ments are sporadic, transitory and irregular, then public property 
ownership is adaptive0

Where there is no incentive to take more of the available re
sources, be they lumber, rocks, fresh water, than are immediately needed, 
then free and open use rights will not be abusedo Need for restrictive 
tenure emerges when products are taken faster than they can be replaced 
or be naturally renewed0 Authoritative intervention is critical when 
the end of the supplies or the depletion of wild animal populations 
suddenly becomes apparent 0 This state is known as the "tragedy of the 
commons" and is reached only after pressure on resources grows to a 
critical pointo The type of control that is exerted may be curtailment 
of assumed free rights as in the case of wildlife parks in Africa, 
wilderness designations in the UoSo, and rules limiting upstream water 
diversion in the Truckee River and the Colorado River= Along coastal 
fishing communities in Sri Lanka, the impending tragedy of the common 
and over-exploited fishing grounds was relieved by allocation of tempo
rary and rotating fish netting rights in the two prime locationso In 
the long run, these increasingly restrictive tenure rules actually 
promote equitable public division of scarce resources (Alexander 1980)0
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Communally owned land, as distinct from public untenured lands, 

can be more effectively protected from encroachment by outsiders0 This 
is especially valuable when the land is not regularly used and is at a 
distance from the settlement,, It has further been proved adaptive in 
conservative communities that form islands in the larger national matrix 
(Wolf 1957)o In these cases their tightly knit "closed corporate" 
character is generated from their culturally insular predicament= Rutz 
(1978) discusses communal tenure as a policy deliberately implemented 
in Fiji to protect the population from the threat of outside encroach
ment 0

The "closed corporate" land owning group does not always embrace 
the whole effective social community. Generally, in non-industrial 
societies, the sub-groups who corporately own land are defined by kin
ship or fictive kinship and tenure is related to the structure of the 
kin-group units into which the society is divided.

Some corporate land holding kin groups are more "closed" than 
others. There may be many discriminatory membership criteria, but the 
most widely discussed is descent, particularly strict unilineal descent. 
Population pressure and the need to limit access to relatively scarce 
resources is the explanation offered by Drucker (1977), Kunstadter
(1972), Meggitt (1965), Harner (1970) and Collier (1975) for unilineal 
descent group tenure, Kunstadter (1972s326) adds that ", , , in a 
rapidly growing population with large numbers of young people, it is 
much more likely that a higher proportion can adhere to , , , unilineal 
extended family prescriptions , , , than in a population of the same 
size which has a low proportion of people in the lower age cohorts and
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is not growingo" Meggitt contributes the further observation that 
people tend to be frozen into their natal lands when population in
creases reduce their access to lands in new locations,, "As the growing 
population took up all the available land, men had fewer opportunities 
or inducements to change residence and group membership„ Rules of land 
tenure, and with their recruitment norms, became more rigidly inter
preted and supported" (Meggitt 1965?263)0 It would follow that, as 
population rises, unilocal postmarital residence increasingly accom
panies matching unilineal descent group land tenure 0

Palau, however, represents one of the less "closed" systems of 
corporate group delineation= The matrilineal link has greater weight 
but patrilineal connections and adoption of various kinds give alterna
tive channels for clan affiliation,, Such a flexible structure gives 
the corporate group the chance to recruit additional people while it 
gives the individual the chance to maximize his benefits by maintaining 
an active association with several kin groups at the same time0

Ambilineal, "optative" (Firth 1 9 6 8), "non-restrictive" (Good- 
enough 1 9 5 5), or generally non-unilinear descent groups have grown out 
of the need for flexibility0 Several theories that invoke land use as 
explanations have been proposed,.

Since pressure on land resources can promote unilineal descent, 
then absence of significant pressure owing to low populations or abun
dance of land should be associated with non-unilineal descent,, Yap's 
population has fallen precipitously and land resources in proportion 
to population have increased0 Underwood (19 6 9) observed a correspond
ing shift in the importance of restriction on use* "Numerous options
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in usufruct and residence now exist „ <> = as a consequence of this 
availability of lands” (Underwood 1969s11)= On descent and access to 
resources among the Mbuti Pygmy and the Ik, both hunting societies,
Colin Turnbull concluded that the flux in group affiliation resulted 
from environmental comfort ,—  from environments allowing varied ex
ploitation patterns. Flux thus averts social disruption while the 
structure of group fission and fusion tends to be independent of kin
ship (Turnbull 1968)0

On the other hand, non-unilineal descent group land ownership 
has been attributed to relative land scarcity. From the perspective 
of the individual in search of land resources, flexibility of group 
membership maximizes chances of finding suitable available land, Frake 
(1956:172) argues that "similarities in systems of land tenure between 
Malaysian permanent field cultivators and the peoples of Polynesia and 
Micronesia sure the product of convergence under conditions of land 
scarcity," Vayda and Rappaport (19 6 3) also emphasize the factor of 
territorial limitations as encouraging non-unilineal descent.

It is an inelegant causal scheme that posits land scarcity as 
the cause of both increasingly and decreasingly restrictive tenure.
To account for this paradox, there have been several alternative ex
planations.

Ember (1962) in analyzing Samoa’s "amorphous" non-unilinear 
descent system, concluded that it is adaptive to the situation of highly 
uneven population increases from kin unit to kin unit. Since there is 
an overall scarcity of cultivable land as well as high demographic 
variability, each individual allies himself with as many "septs" as



possible to insure some use rightso Those groups experiencing shortages 
of personnel may, from the vantage point of group security, choose to 
recruit additional people boosting the population of the autonomous uni
localized descent groups for defenseo Ember (1962;9 8 6) describes the 
system of descent, residence and land use rights in Samoa as a state of 
,ldynamic equilibriumc”

Raymond Kelly (1968) was concerned about the influence of demo
graphic pressure as an explanation for both rigid and flexible descent 
systemso He used data from New Guinea, specifically from the Chimbu 
and the Mae Enga, to show that demographic pressure is neither a neces
sary nor a sufficient cause for strict unilinear descent as it relates 
to access to land. The Mae Enga prescribe a rigidly agnatic descent 
system and have experienced high population density with respect to 
their resources. They engage in land transactions within opposed 
agnatic segments of inclusive kin groups and are not locked into im
balances in the mainland ration from group to group. Each corporate 
kin group among the Mae Enga, moreover, owns a total cross-section of 
land types and everyone is likely to have access to the necessary re
sources without realignments of kindred. The Chimbu suffer an equiva
lent degree of land scarcity and yet they permit relatively flexible

t

descent group affiliation. The descent groups of the Chimbu, unlike 
those of the Mae Enga, can claim only an incomplete repertoire of 
necessary land types and thus need to diversify their usufructory 
options. Kelly (1968:57) concludes that descent rules are as dependent 
on "distribution of diverse land types,” and on established social 
values as on resource scarcity.
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Roy Rappaport (1968) attempts to reconcile the difference be

tween Chimbu and Mae Enga responses to population pressure by observing 
fluctuations in population pressure and group boundary maintenance among 
the Tsembaga0 He suggests an explanatory model in which the agnatic 
principle of filiation is strongest when population pressures are both 
very low and approaching a critically high level0 At times of moderate 
population densities, merging of adjacent clan lands and a social fusion 
of two or more clans takes place o At the low end of the population 
density scale, there is an abundance of land of various kinds available 
to any individual from his own agnatic clan or subclan holdings0 Fur
thermore , the distance between neighboring clan lands is great enough 
when settlements are relatively small, that use of other more distant 
clan lands is prohibitive0 When clans grow in population, the borders 
between neighboring clan lands mergeo Use of land acquired through 
affinal land grants alleviates differential pressure on varied resources, 
and results in an ’1 intermingling'1 of clan lands and ultimately a total 
fusion of the two groups» Finally, if population growth hovers close 
to the carrying capacity of the region, the agnatic descent group 
principle is invoked to protect scarce resource rights and clans tend 
to split both territorially and socially0

In contrast to Rappaport"s observation that unilineal descent 
group rules are minimal at middle range population densities, George 
Collier (1975) sees that they are sometimes strongest at that pointc 
In his study of land use and descent among the Tzotzil, he adopts the 
view that unilineal descent groups tend to accompany population in
creases and relative scarcity of cultivable land, but that there is a



point of diminishing returns in this processo Above a certain thresh- 
hold level of population pressure, strict unilinear descent rules tend 
to break down0 Collier explains this for Apas hamlet in Zinacantan, as 
a result of partible lands which have been so subdivided and overused 
to have lost their agricultural value0 The descendants of a man in
creasingly often are seeking wage labor in the ladino community in the 
valleyo

Collier* s example differs from Rappaport’s in that the Tzotzil 
have alternatives to an agrarian livelihoodo Furthermore, the Tzotzil 
use, sell, and buy land as individuals0 Collier measures degree of 
descent group strength by looking at postmarital residence, existence 
of joint father-son households, economic dependence of sons on fathers 
(Collier 1975s66-6?), and size of group sharing a nickname (Collier 
1975s91-96)° Here, the descent group exists for functions other than 
collectively owning lando

The lure of wage labor, as among the Tzotzil, has contributed 
to the breakdown of unilinear descent groups in many other cases0 
Kathleen Gough (1961) systematically reviews 14 societies in which 
matrilineal descent groups have disintegrated in the climate of the 
complex market economy =, These societies now tend to be characterized, 
not by non-unilineal descent groups, but rather by increasing indi
vidualism o The importance of personal wealth, individual property 
ownership and neolocal post-marital residence is, in case after case, 
growingo The specific causes are not "<, ° ° trade, per se, or the use 
of money, or even the existence of markets° ° ° o The root cause of
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modern kinship change . „ „ appears to be the gradual incorporation of 
the society in a unitary market system" (Gough 1961:640)0

The shift toward land tenure individualization, has been attrib
uted, as well, to changes in land use which include: (1 ) an increase
in the economic importance of a native crop or the introduction of a 
new cash crop; (2 ) the increase in value or introduction of an economi
cally important tree crop; (3 ) the intensification of agriculture; and 
(4) technological innovations which enhance the importance of any or 
all of these factors*

Newly introduced cash crops or indigenous crops which acquire 
monetary value are likely to inspire a change in attitude toward the 
land on which they are grown* Nayacakalou describes the trend in Samoa 
as a consequence of man's natural inclination to "keep the fruits of 
his sweat" (Nayacakalou 1960:117) in the newly introduced and highly 
profitable cocoa and banana plantations (see also Mercer and Scott 
1958)o Rice as a cash crop among the Nyakyusa in East Africa (Gulliver 
1958), cashew nuts in Tanzania (Liebenow 1971)9 the shallot industry 
in Ghana (Nukunya 1974), and the coconut, sugar, coffee, and vanilla 
trade in various parts of the Pacific (Crocombe 1971) have all been 
instrumental in promoting individual rights in land*

Those crops that can withstand the rigours of shipment and 
storage have special advantages for commercial agriculture* Such pro
duce as bananas, sweet potatoes, arrowroot and gourds are slow to spoil 
and are marketable where no canning, drying, preservation or refrigera
tion is available * Tomatoes, grapes and leafy green vegetables are 
poor crops for long shipment and storage; they are too soft, too
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fragile, or susceptible to insect infestation. Crocombe (1971) noted 
that land used for the cultivation of crops that are resistant to damage 
from shipping and storage has relatively high value and may encourage 
individual tenure.

It has also been suggested that the introduction or increased 
economic importance of tree crops as opposed to quick maturing ground 
crops, hastens the individualization of land tenure (Brown and 
Podolefsky 1976)= According to Firth (1959), the relatively short time 
which elapses between the soil preparation and the harvest of root crops 
and other small cultigens allows, the laborer to keep track of the re
sults of his or her own work. Claims can thus be made on the profits 
from labor without requiring the additional claim of exclusive rights 
to the land itself, "It is easier for the planter-owner to identify 
and secure for himself the results of his labour than it would be with 
orchard land" (Firth 1959:177)° Tree crops, by comparison, mature so 
slowly that a more formal means of retaining interest in the produce 
must be instituted. Because a tree’s productive life may exceed that 
of its cultivator, the individually held power to determine inheritance 
of orchard land is further conducive to long-term investment of labor,

H, S, Morris’ (1976) case study of the tenure of sago planta
tions among the Melanau of Borneo succinctly demonstrates the influence 
of the slow maturation of trees on tenure rules. It also points out 
the importance of crop maturation cycles. The Melanau rely on sago 
both for commercial purposes and domestic use. Each tree takes years 
to ripen, so, because of the economic importance of the crop and be
cause of the lengthy wait between investment and reward, it is important
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that individuals have tenure security over their own trees. Compounding 
these individualizing factors, the ripening of sago palms is irregularc 
To provide a constant supply and minimize the risk imposed by the un
predictable maturation of the tree, each man must own a whole planta
tion.

If there is not this need to own a whole orchard to satisfy 
individual needs, then tenure of rights to the tree itself and not to 
the land on which it is grown is common. Where trees are spaced far 
apart, and where low foliage is sparse, as in the case of coconut palms, 
there is no reason not to use the land for cultivation of short term 
crops as well. On islands in the Pacific, betel pepper plants are often 
grown among coconut trees. The coconut tree itself may be owned by the 
individual who planted it while rights with respect to the land on 
which it is grown may be corporately held.

This contrasts dramatically with the effect on land tenure of 
crops which permanently monopolize the land on which they are grown.
One such plant that has recently been introduced into the Pacific is 
manioc. Firth (1959) noted that individualization of land on Tikopia 
was closely associated with the planting of manioc precluding the use 
of the land for anything else. Firth observed that manioc plantations 
are occasionally used specifically to preserve personal interest in 
land.

The individual!zation of rights in land has been reported where 
agricultural intensification is taking place. Boserup (1 9 6 5) defines 
agricultural intensification as the lengthening of land use and the 
associated shortening or elimination of fallowing. She observes that,
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The attachment of individual families to particular plots 
becomes more and more important with the gradual shortening 
of the period of fallow and the reduction of the part of the 
territory «, « <> not used in rotation (Boserup 1 9 6 5:81)0

Netting reiterates this idea in discussing African land tenure0
As intensive cultivation increases and the fallow if pro
gressively shortened, the period of usufruct gradually 
changes from temporary to permanent (Netting 1968s 161) <,

The frequency and dependability of the yield from intensively culti
vated land makes retention of usufruct desirable (Netting 1976:143)o

Paula Brown and Aaron Podolefsky (1976) tested the influence of 
agricultural intensification on land tenure among groups in New Guinea0 
They measure degree of intensification according to a quantified scale 
which is based on fallow length and on the presence or absence of such. 
features as field enclosures, erosion and water control devices, and 
. fertilization,, They found that their index of agricultural intensity 
is a good determinant of individual land tenure, but that short fallow 
length, of all components in that index, is the strongest,.

Certain technological changes tend to accompany land use inten
sification and result in individualization of land tenure„ These means 
for allowing maximally intensive land use have been instrumental in 
changing productivity both per unit of land and per unit of labor 
(Boserup 1965; Dumond 1965; Geertz 1963)0 The introduction of irriga
tion where water supplies are irregular, fertilization where soil 
depletion is a problem (Boserup 1965)9 and the plow and beasts of 
burden for efficient land preparation (Mair 1969; Manners 1964) can all 
vastly increase yield per unit of land cultivated,. Terracing where 
steep slopes limit land use, land filling and leveling where variations
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in water table are a problem, and dam construction where flooding is a 
threat can all increase overall yieldo Improvements in fishing tech
nology, too, such as stationary nets, traps, weirs, and dams are instru
mental in augmenting yield from water (Crocombe 1971)= At the same 
time, however, proportionately greater amounts of labor and capital are 
required to implement these improvements, and these investments rarely 
"pay off" immediatelyo Land tenure individualization evolves as an 
assurance that rights to produce will be proportional to labor and 
capital inputo

Wherever there has been a shift from subsistence farming to 
agricultural production with a high initial investment and 
long-term rewards, the transition has been accompanied by 
pressure for individual tenure replacing communal property 
c o c o  Perhaps individualized rights tend to appear wherever 
a resource affords continuing dependable returns of a scarce 
and desirable good (Netting 1968;l6l)0

Technology can allow more stationary utilization of mobile land 
resources that are accompanied by restrictive claims on the lando Ex
ploitation of migratory animals with traps has led to an approach toward 
individual tenure rights among the Rainy Lake Chippewa (Hickerson 1967)0  

Technological innovation that facilitates marketability of pro
duce contributes indirectly to the development of land ownership in 
fee simple both because it may entail major investment and because it 
may lead to higher value of land as a source of the return on the 
investmento Crocombe (1971) mentions means of improving transportation, 
marketing, storage and increases in production beyond subsistence needs» 
Under these categories come outboard motors, trucks, paved roads, 
refrigerators, and ice-making machines, mechanized tillers and har
vesters, scales, packing, drying and canning plants, and advertising
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media. In his discussion of land tenure changes among the Kipsigis of
Kenya, Robert Manners comments,

While I do not think it is possible to assign a single factor 
of explanation for the change from tribal usufruct and communal 
grazing to individual land ownership, certainly the introduc
tion of the steel plow and the encouragement of maize culti
vation for cash sale in the local markets must be reckoned 
among those factors which have helped to bring about this 
crucial change in Kipsigis lifeways (Manners 1964; 270).

Examples are abundant which shatter the notion that agricultural 
change is a sufficient condition for individualization of land tenure. 
Keteira village in Moala, Fiji has been involved in the copra trade to 
a high degree and has maintained ’•communal" land tenure (Sahlins 1957)° 
Among the Kofyar, recent participation in a cash crop economy has led 
to a trend away from individual land tenure. It should be noted, how
ever, that the cultivation of the Kofyar cash crops involved, ‘in con
trast to the traditional intensive agriculture, long periods of fallow 
and low labor and capital investments (Netting 1969)« Even where there 
is an extremely high investment of labor and capital, however, indi
vidual land tenure does not necessarily result. In "hydraulic" 
societies, some rights are likely to be concentrated in the hands of 
government bureaucrats while other rights are held by individuals 
actually working the land (Wittfogel 1957)° Apparently the role of 
high labor and capital input in land tenure individualization must be 
modified. The need in some agricultural systems for high cooperative 
labor investment requiring a large number of specialists, and the situ
ation in which capital investment and rewards are incurred by one 
sector while the labor is performed by another inhibit the development 
of individual land tenure.
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How Patterns of Tenure Influence Use 

The influence of land tenure on land use has most commonly been 
studied with the aim of understanding how adjustments in land tenure can 
promote certain social and economic ideals0 Development planners may be 
concerned with the encouragement of investment in land improvements, 
such as roads, other construction, irrigation works, and even intangible 
resource conservation lawso This kind of infrastructural foundation • 
facilitates long range economic development0 In predominantly agrarian 
societies, the success of land use planning is measured in terms of 
agricultural productivity, and agricultural economists concentrate on 
land tenure as a device to achieve their goal. Meanwhile, however, the 
critical social inequities in too many countries demand resolution,,
The source of gaping discrepancies in wealth, health and sense of social 
well being seems to be differential access to vital resources in the 
form of land and its products0 Land tenure reform is thus designed to 
alleviate social and political tension, narrow the chasm dividing social 
and economic classes and insure a minimal livelihood for the poorest 
citizens*

The nature of the relationship between the form of land tenure 
and the achievement of economic and social goals is not well articu
lated* There are few cases where all ideals are clearly served by a 
single, easily effected change in land tenure* Violent arguments erupt 
over the relative priorities of the various needs in societies plagued 
by multiple and usually functionally and economically related problems* 

The following is a brief discussion of ideas pertaining to the 
effects of land tenure systems on investment in land, on levels of
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productivity, and on social well being as it relates to land use* These 
theories may be applicable to the problem at hando

In Palau9 economic development has been slow0 The infrastruc
tural base in the form of roads, packing plants, and rural fish freezers 
is non-existento Agricultural production and production from marine 
resources is less than adequate while an increasing dependence on easily 
acquired imported foods hinders agricultural development0 Although 
there is a rich (meteet) and poor (chebuul) class in Palau, the distinc
tion does not manifest itself in differing means of gaining a basic 
livelihood,, It is Palau's economic crisis, rather than its relatively 
benign social problems, that requires immediate attention,. This study 
of land tenure is geared toward understanding the impact of land owner
ship as it hastens or impedes economic development and agricultural 
productivity,,

Most agricultural economists agree that for political stability, 
for overall life satisfaction of the majority, and for high productivity, 
the "owner-cultivator system" is desirable= Individual tenure of plots 
that are not unmanagably large insures that the owner and the culti
vator are one and the same person* Here, tenure is secure and profit 
is directly related to productivity which is in turn related, where 
natural disasters do not interfere, to investment* "The owner- 
cultivator system * * * normally provides a basis for substantial in
centives to the cultivator and can provide the basis for a highly 
productive agriculture" (Mellor 1966;249)* Land reform that transfers 
title to the cultivator or, conversely, encourages the owner to do the 
farming (preventing absentee ownership and speculative investment) is .
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sometimes necessary where impediments to production exist (Warriner 
1964)o "Successful reform that puts land in the hands of owners who can 
count on the fruits of their own enterprise has again and again in 
country after country almost literally 'turned sand into gold'" 
(Samuelson 1958;?6o)» Following this reasoning, the economic develop
ment consultants, Nathan Associates, advocated a restructuring of Micro- 
nesian land tenure so that "an equitable form of individual ownership" 
would result (Nathan and Associates 1966)0

Tenure of land in fee simple allows purchase and sale of lando 
Transferring land title from someone who cannot cultivate his land to an 
eager farmer is a means for reappropriating land and, in theory, maxi
mizing production0 MacMeekin (1975? 156) writes that "<> « o the princi
pal rationale for the adoption of the American system of land law is 
that the free alienation of land will lead to the best utilization of 
that lando"

A system of land tenure permitting succession to land title by 
a chosen heir does not discourage investment that has multi-generational 
longevityo Laws governing inheritance of individual land left intestate 
are geared to the probable desires of the deceased in that society<, 
Inheritance by spouses and offspring predominates in Western societies 
and reflects a nuclear family orientationo Construction of a building, 
road, land improvements and other amenities of life that have lasting 
use is most likely under such an inheritance system0

The advantages of the "owner-cultivator" system are not always 
as clear as some planners would have us believe0 One problem is that 
small landowners rarely have either the money or authority over enough
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of a domestic labor force to make large scale improvements even though 
they may have every incentive and wish to do so (Schultz 1953)° These 
individuals are stuck with obsolete equipment and dilapidated structures« 
Unless credit on inviting terms can be provided, their agricultural 
productivity is curtailed by the very circumstance of their individual 
ownership of means of productiono

Assuming there is little land to spare beyond that required for 
household subsistence and livelihood, then there is nothing that can be 
mortgaged or sold to provide, capitalo Furthermore, these limitations 
in size pose other problems that can affect productivity and develop
ment » To be strictly fair, a land owner should divide his holdings 
among all of his heirso Where land is a partible commodity, it can 
thus become increasingly fragmented to the point of losing any value as 
a source of livelihood through agriculture= When land area falls below 
a minimum to provide for the support of the owner and his family, an 
alternate means of earning a living must be found drawing the family 
away from its agrarian life, both economically and, often, physically0 

Collier (1975) mentions the inability to cultivate small parcels of 
land as one of the factors dispersing a unilocal Tzotzil extended family 
and propelling former agriculturalists into lives as wage laborers in 
the lowland Ladino towns =. He discusses a related problem posed by soil 
exhaustion stemming from the disparate overuse of the land during the 
years preceding abandonment„ Swidden agriculturalists, like the 
Tzotzil and like the majority of small "basic grain" farmers in El 
Salvador, must allow their land to go fallow for several years after 
cultivation (Collier 1975; Chapin 1980)0 Each family needs more land
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than it uses each year by a factor of the number of years that the land 
should go fallow to renew its fertility«, Chapin (1980:21) cautions 
that the "land to the tiller" land reform program in El Salvador could 
backfire unless administrators anticipate this need when title to 
"microminifundia" are issued*

Individual land that is too large (latifundia) is almost as 
serious a hinderance to high productivity as land that is too small* 
There are several ways that these large tracts are farmed: permanent
hired help in planting and harvesting, migratory hired help, tenant 
farmers who pay a constant rent in money', tenants who reimburse the 
owner in a percentage of the harvest, and squatters* These non-owners 
have varying interests in the productivity of the land which depend on 
the degree to which their reward is proportional to their work and the 
security of their relationship to the land (Timmons 1965)0

A farm laborer who stands no chance of earning wages in relation 
to his output of labor has no economic incentive to work any more than 
the minimum required to keep the job* There may be incentives stemming 
from ethical or social considerations or from fear of punitive measures, 
but financial reward is possibly the strongest and most enduring motive* 

Even that cultivator who profits from his investment will be 
reluctant to make any investment when he is not confident of his rights 
—  their nature and duration* Wright (1960:49) bemoaned the fact that 
"* * * the spreading of permanent farming techniques in the Southwest 
Pacific * * * is impeded by * * * the uncertainty of land tenure*" and, 
in general, "the tenant farmer has no initiative to improve the property 
knowing that he can be dispossessed at any time and learning from bitter
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experience that little of the fruit of his initiative will ever accrue 
to him" (Samuelson 1958;760)c According to related theories, other 
impediments to productivity are unresolved conflicts over property, and 
inexplicit definition of specific land rights0

Cooperatives of various kinds have been widely acclaimed as 
remedies for some of the problems generated by individualism (Schiller 
1969)0 Cooperative ownership of farm machinery, access roads, irriga
tion systems and hiring of specialized help make sense for neighboring 
small farm owners who want to increase productivity through investment 
that they have no ability to make as individuals0

Similar cooperatives develop from a common need to get produce 
to marketo Road building, renting or buying transportation vehicles 
and establishing a liaison or an outlet in the commercial center are 
generally beneficial for the cooperating neighbors,. When crops require 
processing before they are ready for redistribution as do sugar and 
coffee, a cooperative venture saves everyone money and labor as long 
as there are enough participants=

Adjacent land owners might decide to cooperate in clearing, ' 
planting, or harvesting to allow certain "economies of scale" (Schiller 
1969)0 Burning to clear land, tilling with plows or machinery and 
mechanized harvesting are facilitated when the surface area is ample0 
Of course, as Schiller points out, while there are decided benefits to 
this type of neighborly cooperation, the freedom of the individual 
Owner is diminished by the schedule and land use plans of the owners 
of the abutting plotso His autonomy over his own land becomes en
cumbered with obligations, and these land owners must decide which
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advantages, those of large scale production, or those of individualism, 
are greater„

In all of these forms of cooperation there is no alteration of 
the final individual title to the lando Where cooperation extends to 
shared titular rights in the land, a new package of controversy is un
wrapped 0

My discussion of collective tenure will not focus on collectives 
that result from deliberate politically motivated land reform policies, 
utopian communes that are designed and implemented by believers in a 
common ideology, or territory owned jointly by pioneer settlers (Galeski 
1973:4)o Instead I am interested in the effect on land use of cor
porate kin group tenure, the inception of which was probably the pro
duct of a gradual evolutionary process predating any written recordso 
In fact, as Crocombe (1968:2) emphasizes, "It is misleading to speak of 
traditional Pacific Island tenure systems as communal," since the 
notion of total equality is not inherent in them*

The Department of State (1948), as part of a summary of affairs 
in the year-old Trust Territory, asked rhetorically, "To what extent 
have traditional types of land tenure or inheritance laws impeded the 
adoption of improved methods of cultivation?" The United States 
answered its own questions four years later with the categorical state
ment, "The traditional system of collective ownership combined with a 
subsistence economy, impedes an intensified utilization of land" (The 
State Department 1952)= Very few people who have presumed to know 
anything about the subject of productivity in corporate family farms 
have favorable commentso Rutz notes a stubborn tendency by agricultural



economists ”o „ o to associate the persistence of communal tenure with 
undesirable agricultural practices and low levels of production" (Rutz 
1978;2l)o Rutz adds that there is thought to be little incentive for
individuals to make permanent improvements as there are few rewards to
be earned by the investment of laboro

In Podedworny's paper on traditional sub-Saharan land tenure, 
he observes that, while there are social advantages to kin group tenure, 
"o o o the merits of customary tenure do not change the fact that it is 
an anachronism hampering development" (Podedworriy 1974:105-106)0 In an 
analysis of economic development potential for Micronesia, Robert Nathan 
and Associates (1966) described land tenure as "feudal" and saw this as 
a hurdle to overcome in their plans for development0 The trusteeship 
of the descent group leader impinges on the full decision-making author
ity of the individual using the land, which, they argue, limits pro
ductivity to a level well below the potential for the lahdo A= Co So 
Wright, in a i960 paper on land classification in the Pacific, condemns 
corporate tenure and limited and temporary usufruct as "» o o unjust to 
the individual who devotes his own time and money o « 0 to building up
the fertility of the land" (Wright I960:49)»

Speaking out in favor of corporate kin land tenure, are Irving 
Gershenberg (1971) and Imre Sutton (1975)° The former responds to the 
suggestion that customary land tenure is an obstacle to development by 
pointing out that customary land tenure is flexible, allowing movement, 
rotation in and out of the agricultural work force and increasing the 
probability that someone is making productive use of the lando He con
cludes that there are many factors involved in productivity more
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immediately critical than land tenure« Imre Sutton (1975) cites 
examples from the annals of American Indians to demonstrate how im
portant corporate group tenure has been* It is an adhesive to social 
groups who continue to use land productively as part of the totality of 
their traditional way of life0 He refers to the Red Lake Chippewa who, 
he argues, had a successful commercial lumbering operation, because 
they had not opted for allotment of land to individualSo

Whatever disagreements there may be about the relative merits 
and shortcomings of the different systems of land tenure, a few general 
conclusions seem to be well accepted. John Timmons (1965) identifies 
disincentives to production and innovation that include the uncertainty 
of future rights, lack of reward for expense of effort and the fragmen
tation of land. To W. Schultz (1953) points to both land fragmentation 
and the persistence of huge haciendas and plantations as preventing 
optimal land use, and blames the "separation of control and operation" 
for low productivity and poor planning. The lack of credit, he adds, 
can curtail investment even when other incentives are there. Finally, 
taking a more positive approach, Ronald Crocombe (1968) lists the fea
tures in land tenure systems that promote and favor investment, pro
ductivity and long range future planning.

1. It must be clear who holds what.rights in the land.
2. Tenure must be secure.
3= Improvements must be protected.
4. There should be no unproductive right holders.
5. Land should go to those able to farm it best.
6. It should be adequately distributed among rural people.
7. Soil should be protected and used.
8. Holdings should be suitable in size, shape and location.
9. Speculation should be discourages (Crocombe 1968;8-9).
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Following these guidelines, productivity can be maximized, at least to 
the extent that land tenure can be legislated and legislation will in
deed alter land tenure habitso This problem of law, custom and behavior 
is a complex one and needs to be reviewed,.

Law, Custom and Behavior in Land Tenure 
Western scholars traditionally discuss land tenure as an exclu

sively legal problemo But, as Crocombe (1968s6) emphasizes, "land law 
is only part of land tenureo" There are many attitudes and expectations 
regarding land and water that come under the rubric of custom or "eti
quette" (Lowie 1920), and must not be mistaken for law0 The distinction 
between purely legal phenomena and custom must be clarified,,

For many years it was widely believed that law was a trait 
characterizing only "civilized" nations,, Malinowski, however, in the 
spirit of cultural relativism and its associated concern that "primi
tive" peoples be recognized as possessing complex social, political and 
economic institutions, reacted to this limited concept of law. He 
argued that any rule based on reciprocal expectations, rights and duties 
constituted the law of society0

Civil law, the positive law governing all the phases of tribal 
life, consists, then of a body of binding obligations regarded 
as a right by one party and acknowledged as a duty by the 
other, kept in force by a specific mechanism of reciprocity 
and publicity inherent in the structure of the society 
(Malinowski 1967 s 58)„

By extension, "Primitive law is „ „ „ the totality of the customs of
the tribe" (Hartland 1924:$)„

Recognizing that some distinction needed to be made between
formally enforced rules and informal social control, Hoebel defined law
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infraction is regularly met, in threat or in fact, by the application 
of physical force by an individual or group possessing the socially 
recognized privilege of so acting” (Hoebel 1972;28)0 Law, according to 
Hoebel, can be either "private,” carried out by the family or associates 
of the prosecutor, or "public,” adjudicated and enforced by a higher 
governmental authority*

Leopold Pospisil (1971, 1973) has further narrowed the defini
tion of law by barring Hoebel*s sometimes retaliatory and arbitrary 
"private” law from the category of legal institutions* He maintains 
that, even using this most conservative definition, still no society is 
without law* Law is no longer considered a subdivision of custom; the 
two are thought to be independent and actually, according to Bohannon 
(1965:37), "out of phase*” It follows that some relationships between 
people or groups of people with respect to land are maintained through 
custom without benefit of external authority, coercion, and universal 
applicability* These are not "legal” relationships* Other rights and 
obligations meanwhile, may be fully institutionalized into law* Johann 
Kubary expressed his anguish over the Palauan situation when he noted 
that "It's difficult to decide where the customs end and the law begins" 
(Kubary 1895:226)*

Law can exist on more than one social level* Extended families, 
lineages, clans, villages, districts, and nations can have entirely 
different substantive and procedural law* It is not necessarily true, 
moreover, that these systems supplement or complement one another* 
Pospisil (1971) says that it is common for conflicting sets of rules
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to exist simultaneously in one culture, and any analysis of societal 
rules must recognize this possibility,.

The problem is especially noticeable in cases of foreign admin
istration and in the area of land tenure= Foreign powers often manipu
late native land tenure law and impose, without regard to already 
existing land laws, a set of rules more to their moral, economic or 
political likingo Commonly foreign law and native traditional law 
serve different situational needs so that discrepancies in their legal 
substances never lead to open conflict0 Where the colonial judicial 
system is inadequate to serve the region outside a small radius of the 
administrative center and beyond the miopic purview of foreign officials 
and their minions, then the traditional system prevails0 Only those 
cases beyond the judicial capabilities of local leaders or outside their 
traditional domain will ever be brought to the attention of the foreign 
government for adjudication,. Even when the administrators are en
lightened enough to recognize the validity of the indigenous system 
efforts to codify the law of non-literate people are often met with 
failureo Crocombe sees the paradox of instigating change through freez
ing traditiono He observes that change is "o „ o inevitable even where
administrative machinery (is) set up specifically to perpetuate custom, 
for the very absence of such formalized framework (is) one of its 
salient features" (Crocombe 1971s21)„

The causal priority of law and behavior is rarely clear» Very
little behavior is ever actually regulated by law, but in the activi
ties that fall under the jurisdiction of legal authority, behavior and 
law do a sort of minuet, appearing at times to be independent yet
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revolving around one another alternatively close and far apart0 Law 
responds, after a lag, to changes in behavior, and behavior, in turn, 
tends to fall roughly in line with the terms of the law0 The whole 
system is a dynamic one; exogenous factors influence behavior and out
side legislative forces alter the law0

The magnitude of the variance between behavior and law depends 
on the effectiveness of the procedure of law enforcement and adjudica
tion, on the difference between cultural norms and the substance of the 
law, and on what I am calling the ’’challenge thresholdo"

In land tenure, restraining orders, eviction notices, resource 
conservation rules, and laws barring theft of produce, livestock and 
portable personal property are ineffectual if there is no agency em
powered to enforce them, inadequate trials, and lack of predictable and 
swift retribution0

Where cultural norms and customarily accepted rules are at odds 
with the law, a situation which occurs particularly in culturally 
heterogeneous societies and societies under colonial rule, then be
havior may more often conform to customary rules or the law of the. 
subordinate group than to the dominant law0 Podedworny warned that 
forced individualization of land tenure cannot be made ”o = = by any, 
even the best, legislative acts. „ „ 0 Only by profound social and 
economic transformations of agriculture —  liquidation of shifting 
cultivation and the gradual development of commercial agriculture (can 
such changes be enacted)" (Podedworny 1974:106)o In Tanzania the policy 
has been explicitly to maintain traditionalism and to condemn indi
vidualism "as a foreign conception incompatible with African custom"
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(Knight 1974;248)o But despite such efforts, tenure of land used for 
cashew plantations has been held to an increasing extent by the indi
vidual =, "Although in principal Nyerere's government had made communally 
owned land part of the national domain, with the planting of cashew 
estates, a form of de facto private ownership emerged" (Liebenow 1971s 
327) o

A certain amount of leeway is allowed in the interpretation of 
most laws which is accounted for by circumstantial factors, personali
ties, and cultural values0 Behavior that is technically illegal may 
never be challenged under extenuating circumstances or in marginal areas 
where the "spirit of the law" justifies a lenient attitude,. The chal
lenge threshold naturally depends on the offenseo In land tenure, most 
cases of trespass are overlooked, but unlawfully entering a top secret 
military installation, a private meeting, an exclusive sanctuary of 
profound religious significance, or a dressing room will be legally 
challenged,, If the pig escapes and roots up the neighbor’s sweet 
potato garden once, it will cause complaints and objections, but by the 
tenth such occurrence, formal justice may be invokedo Offenses per
formed by children or non-responsible adults are viewed in a benevolent 
lighto Figures of authority and power may likewise escape challenge by 
cowardly victims of their abuse» These points of flexibility are never 
codified and changing values tighten and extend challenge thresholds 
giving law the potential for gradual change„ There may come a point at 
which laws atrophy from chronic failure to challenge violations,. Never 
reconfirmed, they fall into disuse= Even if they remain "bn the books" 
in codified legal systems or verbally acknowledged in non-codified legal
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systems, they are not, by Hoebel's 1954 definition, laws anymore; vio
lations are not sanctioned with regularity by an official authority 
(Pospisil 1975), and they become the "dead rules" to which Pospisil 
(1978:21) refers*

In the other direction, what was formerly a custom can be con
verted to law when its infraction is formally challenged by an offended 
party0 The judicial authorities are compelled to decide if some puni
tive action is due0 If so, this sets a precedent which places the 
custom in the more rigorous realm of law0 Some customs are so iron
clad in homogeneous societies that there needs to be no supplementary 
law, until someone does what had been hitherto inconceivableo The abuse 
of rights such as water diverting rights, and rights to gather wild foods 
on public lands generates new laws to protect the public interest0 

These features of changing law through adjustments in the 
challenge threshold are relevant to land tenure rules under situations 
of changing resource value0 When resources become abundant owing to 
population declines or reduced need, then protective legislation may 
not be observedo When there arises a commercial value for resources, 
or the limits of the supply become apparent, then rules to curtail free 
use are enactedo In these dynamic ways, law, custom and behavior 
interact and reflect change in land use and tenure„



CHAPTER 3

NATIVE LAND AND MARINE TENURE TYPES

The land and marine tenure typology that is in effect today 
results from a blend of indigenous and introduced concepts0 These are 
not easily differentiated as elements of traditional rules form the sub
stance of written law, while new types of tenure have places in the 
native semantic system,,

Expertise in land tenure stems from several factors, and the 
substance of the information varies accordingly0 The people who are 
publicly acknowledged authorities are titled old men of high ranko In 
Melekeok, these include Reklai Lomisang, Ruluked Rengulbai, Secharuleong. 
Kitalong, and Tkedesau Mado Accompanying their titles is a conscious
ness of their obligation to the community to know traditional protocol 
and lore of their clans and their village0

Although the prestigious titles of these men confer respect in 
areas of traditional law, old men of undistinguished lineage have earned 
deference by virtue of their advanced age0 They recall incidents occur
ring during earlier administrations and share with other old men a 
lively interest in debate 0 The subjects of discussion often relate to 
kinship, money, and land. Men stay up until early morning alternately 
listening and haranguing to the rythmic background "tap tap tap" of a 
half dozen betel nut hammers in small wooden mortars„
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Old women do not generally participate in these discussions and 
cede authority over land matters to their husbands and brothers0 Still, 
their knowledge of taro patches, gardens and crop introductions is ex
tensive o Their recollection of events in history is reliable, but they 
are not publicly recognized experts in land tenure0

Young people have, varying degrees of concern with land tenureo 
Some admit that they know little». Some have studied Palauan culture in 
a high school course and have read the supplementary pamphlet "Chutem 
me a Chei" ("Land and Sea"), prepared by the education department in 
which traditional land tenure rules are listed* Others profess a 
greater interest and are actively studying the subject in preparation 
for their future rules as titled elders*

These people are not always in agreement with one another about 
the breakdown of land tenure types, and many other citizens of Palau 
are ignorant of some of the subtler subtypes and of the denotation of 
the terms used* Some confusion is generated by the dynamic aspect of 
land law* Individual tenure introduced during German times, laws 
governing inheritance of subcategories of individual land and other 
recently passed land legislation have infiltrated the indigenous tenure 
system and have become more or less incorporated into native cognition* 
This evolution is still taking place, and it accounts for conceptual 
disagreements*

My role as an anthropologist influenced the responses elicited 
by my questions about land tenure* Informants associate anthropology 
with an interest in reconstructing precontact culture* These people 
described, as best they could guess, rules that, in effect, have been
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long-obsoleteo Others volunteered the tenure types that are chiseled 
for time immemorial in the Japanese land registry of 1938 and the Trust 
Territory land registry* A third group presented their observations by 
including a time frame and hence adding an element of dynamism* It is 
this group that attempted to convey some concept of change and fluidity 
and whose descriptions represented the currently operating system*

When discussion of land law and law of the sea appears in print, 
there is a chance that the statements contained therein may be used to ' 
substantiate claims in court* In Palau District Court Civil Action 
#517t Shigeru Kaneshiro’s 1958 article "Land Tenure in Palau" was held 
up as evidence supporting a claim for land as ulsiungel (a gift of land 
or money in reward for service to a non-relative)* There is no doubt 
that Kaneshir0*5 discussion of ulsiungel was correct and the use of his 
work justified, but the example calls attention to the responsibility 
of the researcher, and to the possibility that informants may emphasize 
certain issues in anticipation of future claims*

Under the system, which most old men accept, there are five 
broad categories: chutem buai, chutem beluu, chetemel a blai, kloklel 
a bedengel, and tenancy in common* Some of these are subdivided, and 
Figure 1 depicts the situation*

I have argued that the subject of land tenure on islands neces
sarily should include tenure of marine resources* In Palau, urebetellel 
a. ohutem (tenure of land) includes chei (sea) as well as chutem (land)* 
The subject of marine ownership is always discussed incidentally in the 
broader context of land tenure, though only chutem buai and chetemel a. 
blai have ever applied there * Using the same terms emphasizes that
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types of sea tenure are, in a cognitive sense, the same as types of land
tenureo The terminological lumping is relevant0

Chutem Buai
Until recently, there was no territory belonging to Palau as a 

unified political entity0 Instead, Palau was divided into autonomous 
village-states, of beluu, which formed loose alliances with one another 
(see McKnight i960; Force i9 6 0)0 Warfare between beluu and groups of 
affiliated beluu were common= The arch-rivals have been Koror and 
Melekeok at least since the time of contact0 The total number of beluu
depended on transitory merging and splitting, but today there are l6 0

They have been called "municipalities” under the United States' trustee
ship,, They will be "states" in the new Republic of Belau„

Boundaries
Each one had its own exclusive territory including cultivated 

lands, settled areas, mangrove swamps, lagoon, reef, and unoccupied 
inland regions,. Interior borders of beluu on Babeldaob were not dis
tinct c z They were usually marked by such features as ridges or streams, 
but these frontiers were often the subjects of disputes between adjacent 
beluuo Borders changed as a result of warfare, friendly exchanges of 
territory, or realignments of hamlets within the beluu0 The boundaries 
to the seaward side were even less clearo Johannes (1977?123) noted 
that " 0 0 0  Palauans traditionally laid claim to waters extending as 
far out to sea as one could travel by canoe and still see the islandso" 
Nakayama and Ramp (1974s79) found that, "In Palau the outer zone is 
said to extend out to the maximum range of homing birds, seventy-five
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to one hundred and fifty miles in the case of frigate birdso” I am not 
aware, from my interrogations, of these rules, but there seems to be no 
question that beluu territory embraced all reef regions including the 
isolated ones far beyond the fringing or barrier reef systems0

Most of the land and marine regions that lie within the bounds 
of Melekeok is not claimed by any clan, lineage or individuals It is 
not untenured, however» Rather it is traditionally the property of the 
beluu and is called chutem buai, or public community lands

Political Geography
Within Melekeok are smaller kekerei el beluu (hamlets) 0 Kubary 

listed six: Molegojok, Ngarupessang, Ngaramass, Ngaruliuang, Ngaburok,
and Blissaol (Kubary 1873:6 0)» Kramer (1919) listed seven active ham- 
letso These were Ngarevikl, Ngerupesang, Melekeiok, Ngerames, 
Ngaremeleg, Ngeruliang, and Ngeburego Today there are five active and 
one uninhabited hamlets: Ngerubesang, Ngerang, Melekeok, Ngarmelech,
Ngeruliang, and Ngeburch (now vacant) (see Figs 2)o

Of these hamlets, Melekeok is the ordomel (capital) 0 Of the 
others, all but Ngerubesang are clustered together with no evident 
division among thenio Ngerubesang, though, is both geographically and 
politically separate and, in some respects, reserves some degree of 
autonomyo The migration legends, privileges and heritage of the people 
there are distinctive and are issues of sometimes fierce separatist 
pride (Smith 1977s12)=

Each of the hamlets, in theory, has a body of clan elders who 
comprise the klobak or council= In fact, only in Melekeok and 
Ngerubesand are a majority of positions filled. These seats are ranked.
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Figure 2. Settlements in Melekeok Municipality.
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Melekeok hamlet has 11; the highest ranking elder has the title Reklai, 
and is the chief of the highest ranking Udes clan0 He is referred to by 
his title and his given name, i0e0, Reklai Lomisang, or by his title, 
Kellai, for short« Ngerubesang has 10 positions in its klobako Its 
highest ranking chief is titled Ngiraingas and comes from the Ingas 
Clan0 Since Melekeok is the capital then Reklai is the paramount chief, 
or Bedesil a beluu0

i . . . .The sketchy background in the political geography of the beluu 
is necessary to understand the use, administration, and alienation of 
chutem buai»

Use Rights
The chutem buai has many uses0 Marine regions provide fish, 

marine mammals, reptiles, hundreds of invertebrates, and safe passage 
for small boats= Mangrove swamps furnish wood, crabs, nipa palm thatch, 
and several kinds of vegetable foods« In the forests, large trees for 
lumber and canoes grow. Wild fruits, bats, pigeons, and feral pigs are 
foods that can be found there o The barren wasteland in the interior 
may have few resources, but is the best terrain for paths and long 
distance visibility0

Anyone with friendly intentions has freedom to enter Melekeok’s 
chutem buaio The fringing reef provides calm passage from north to 
southo At high tide, the traffic past the village through Melekeok*s 
waters is heavy« Trails lead across the chutem buai in the desolate 
interior* Now that motor boats offer speedier alternatives, it is rare 
to find people taking the overland trek, but these routes of communi
cation are public *
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Reklai always reserves the right to exclude a person of mali

cious or suspicious motives, however= The only written record of his 
having exercised this right involved the 19th century trader, Andrew 
Cheyne, despised by Palauans for his deceit and treachery= According 
to Spoehr (1 9 6 3), he was not permitted to land in Melekeok, and spent 
six days on his boat offshore before he abandoned the efforts

Use of the material resources of the chutem buai is open to any 
resident of the beluuo Anyone whose mother is a strong member of a 
clan of that beluu can also use the chutem buai o This is his kotel
(the place where his heel print is), and is his home whether or not he

zactually resides there„ People who can claim neither of the above- 
mentioned channels for land use, can ask Reklai for use permission0 In 
earlier days, a use fee of Palauan money was usually levied0

Administration and Alienation
It is the Reklai and his klobak who have the authority to alien

ate lands from the beluu. These lands may either be transferred to a 
neighboring beluu, or be converted to a settlement for a band of 
refugees from another beluu„

The way chutem buai can be given to a neighboring beluu is as 
ti-akl payment or tiklel a beluu» If one village helps another in time 
of war, then the latter can reward the former with a gift of land or 
marine regions to express gratitude= At a time in the distant past, 
Melekeok came to the military aid of Ngchesar, the beluu to the south0 
Ngchesar gave Mekeleok a reef in exchange as tiklel a beluu0

In case a large group of refugees from another village seek 
land, a portion of chutem buai can be designated as their property by
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the charitable chiefo The region in Melekeok known as Blisang was con
verted from chutem buai to become the property of a horde of immigrants 
from Ngardmauo The chief, Reklai, retained reversionary rights, how
ever, and when they deserted Blisang in the i860's (Kubary 1873)9 the 
land reverted to chutem buai once again« In general, a whole hamlet 
evacuating its home because of internal village disputes or depopula
tion can forfeit its land to the beluu as a whole and augment the area 
of chutem buai in the village =

Chutem buai can be lost involuntarily as war booty and in the 
course of realignment of rebellious hamletso In these cases the para
mount chief has no authority or control over eventso Warfare in Palau 
was, in part, a means of acquiring additional land and money for the 
"treasuries" of powerful beluuQ Johann Kubary (1873s32) remarked that, 
"War has a different sense here than it has in other places» It is a 
political institution, a traditional custom, and a means of raising 
tributeo" Warfare was terminated at last when the British captain, 
Cyprian Bridge, forced the two rival states, Melekeok and Koror, to 
sign a peace agreement in 1883 (Kramer 1917)o One small skirmish 
apparently occurred in the l8 9 0's but there was no official war dance 
and only one casualty*

In this discussion of the tenure of the chutem buai, I have 
been using the present tense to describe the privileges of Reklai and 
the rights and obligations of the community* Itwas with some hesita
tion that I chose to do so* The fact is that none of these chiefly 
prerogatives has been exercised in over 50 years, and yet informants 
still affirm their present validity0 My position as an anthropologist
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almost certainly skewed some responses in favor of the traditional.
There has not been any intervillage warfare to speak of since 1 8 8 3, so 
losing land through war booty no longer occurs, and the Reklai’s author
ity to alienate lands as tiklel a beluu or to assign chutem buai for 
use as refugee camps is of course untested. Everyone acknowledges the 
propriety of these old formalities, and everyone publicly confirms 
Redlai’s status as trustee over the chutem buai, but the responsibili
ties and privileges of the position have apparently become vestigial,

I tentatively propose the following explanation which accounts 
for the non-conflicting dual sets of laws, and the perpetuation of 
verbalized legal tradition which is out of phase with the realities of 
behavior. As long as Reklai refrains from exercising his anachronistic 
rights, conflict will be forestalled, a formal challenge to his author
ity will be prevented, and this nominal authority will remaino Even 
unexercised chiefly authority carries some prestige value in Palau,

Chutem Buai as "Government Land”
Germany and Japan designated chutem buai untenured and hence 

government land. The Japanese made extensive use of it for the tens 
of thousands of settlers who flocked to Palau in the 1930's, Blisang, 
for example, the village evacuated 70 years earlier, became a thriving 
agricultural community for Japanese colonists. Vast.tracts were turned 
into pineapple plantations and other commercial farms, Reklai's 
authority meant nothing.

The departure of the Japanese might have meant the return of 
chiefly administrative privilege, but several factors prevented this 
resurgence. First, there was no mechanism for the enforcement of
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exclusionary privilege or collection of use right fees from outsiders,. 
Young people in the American administration have lost some respect for 
chiefs as a function of an educational system that teaches foreign 
values (Nevin 1977) and of a wage labor system that permits economic 
independence and physical distance from the village group0 Further
more, elected magistrates of municipalities have usurped some of the 
responsibilities of the chiefs* Elected officials are seldom indi
viduals of high social rank, and almost never are beluu titleholders 
(Force i9 6 0)„

Under the Trust Territory government, public lands could change 
their status through the terms of the Homestead Act (Trust Territory of 
the Pacific Island, Trust Territory Code, Title 6 7, Section 200)0 The 
homesteader had to begin putting the land to productive use within 120 
days and continue this use for three years before earning full titlec

Since 1974, however, homesteading has been temporarily halted*
It was in 1974 that the United States government, anticipating the 
termination of the trusteeship, made the decision to transfer public 
lands title to district authority (Palau District Administrator 1974)= 
This program was carried out step by step between 1975 and 1979® The 
issuance of new homesteads have to wait until some of the problems of 
the transfer are resolved*

Once the trusteeship ends officially and beluu boundaries are 
established, the beluu are to assume responsibility over these public 
lands and homesteading will probably resume* Administration of home
steading at that time will be undertaken by the Municipal Land Authority, 
a commission of eight including Reklai and the elected municipal



magistrateo However this system evolves, it is certain that Reklai will 
act in a non-traditional manner in his capacity as Municipal Land Com
missioner 0 ■

Chutem Beluu
Chutem beluu is that public property which has been developed 

to serve the community. In Melekeok, it includes meeting houses, aban
doned meeting houses, cemeteries, an office building, most of the main 
paths, the land on which the medical dispensary sits, and two plots 
next to fresh water streams.

Most of this land has been chutem beluu only since the Japanese 
administration, before which is was owned by kebliil (clans), Each 
.parcel was used at that time for a public activity or for a man's club
house, Next to the two fresh water pools, stone terraces allowed easy
public access. The cemetery had been established in 1916 on clan land,
A couple of boat houses, waiting platforms, and a meeting house were
originally on clan land, as was the elementary school, These clans had 
given conditional use rights to the community at various times in his
tory, Whether there was any lease agreement involving Palauan money,
I do not knowo

Between 1916, when the cemetery was given to the beluu, and 
1941, when the Japanese land survey had been completed, all of the 11 
parcels had been given from the clans to the beluu under the trustee
ship of Acting Reklai Tellei and subsequently Reklai Brel, They were 
registered as such in the Japanese land registry, the Tochi Daichio, 
There is debate in some cases concerning the validity of these trans
fers, Two families have insisted to the court in Koror that this land
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be returned; one because the original intended use has changed, and the 
other because it denies having transferred its tenure in the first place. 
The former claimant has lost the case, but the latter, reclaiming the 
elementary school, won.

Only two types of land were probably chutem beluu from an 
earlier time; the cobbled stone paths and the site of the original trio 
of meeting houses, which was called "Baimelekeong," According to Reklai 
Lomisand, the latter was clan land, too, at one time, but control was 
assumed by a Raklai a long time ago on behalf of the village0 This 
chutem baluu of great antiquity is administered by the Reklai and the 
klobak, known as "Ngarabaimelekeongo"

Decisions on use rights were never necessary, as it would have 
been unimaginable earlier in history to change either the paths or the 
bai complexo Alienating the land was also not an issued The only 
responsibility of the Reklai and Ngarabaimelekeong was to assume that 
the improvements on the property were properly maintained. For this, 
they conscripted the labor of men’s and women’s age grade societies, 
cheldebechel,

Chetemel a Blai (Chetemel a Kebliil and 
Chetemel a Telungalek)

Outside observers usually note that land in Palau was tradi
tionally the property of the blai or corporate kin group (Yanaihara 
1935; Vidich 1949:47)o Though this was one of several traditional 
tenure types, and less than half of Palau’s land was owned in this way, 
it accounted for all house sites and agricultural lands before European 
contact.



Barnett (i9 6 0) has stressed the importance of group membership 
in Palauo In his discussion of social groups in Palau, McKnight (i9 6 0) 
describes the complex system of orthogonal dual divisions= The com
munity was split in two according to many overlapping but independent 
principleso Territory, kinship and voluntary societies were the main 
mechanisms providing both directions for competition and an adhesive to 
keep the social group together,, Within each subdivision, furthermore, 
there was a segmentary competition-alliance hierarchy,. Of the various 
groups that cross-cut Palauan society, the ties of kinship, real or 
fictive, were most important in interactions involving land or money» 
This has been undermined lately by the individualization of land and by 
the social and economic independence that wage labor offers the indi
vidual 0 The structure of the kin group still retains most of its 
original characteristics even if its functions have changedQ

The Blais Group Definition
The kinship system in Palau is based on the principle of an 

inclusive hierarchy of groupsc The smallest unit corresponds more or 
less to our nuclear familyo It is called ongalek, coming probably from 
oungalek meaning to have children (Force 1960:45; McManus 1977)o 
Several ongalek comprise a telungalek, a term that has been commonly 
glossed as "lineageo1’ Several telungalek make up a kebliil which be
comes "sib" or, more commonly, "clan" in translation0 Allied kebliil 
form a klebliilo A diagram depicting these inclusive sets is seen in 
Figure 3° I shall continue the custom of using the word "lineage" for 
telungalek and "clan" for kebliil only to conform to popular usage o
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telungalek

ongalekbngalek

telungalektelungalek

Figure 3° Inclusive sets of kin-based social groups0



My acceptance of. this convention by no means implies that the native 
social units fit the strict patterns of lineages and clans as defined 
in the anthropological literature* Not only are they seldom consan- 
guineal and never strictly unilineal, but the kebliil is occasionally 
not even an exogamous social unit* Furthermore, these kin groups do 
not usually trace descent from common ancestors either mythical or real* 

The actual difference in any absolute sense between kebliil and 
telungalek is cloudy* In most descriptions, the kebliil is described 
as a genealogically inclusive exogamous kin group made up of several 
related telungalek* Exceptions, however, are so common as to cast doubt 
on the general rule* Some member telungalek have been affiliated with 
the kebliil from the beginning* These groups form the old guard,
Mechut el Yars (old sails) telungalek of the kebliil* Others were once 
full-fledged kebliil and suffered depopulation so severe that they were 
forced to merge with a more enduring group* These are Beches el Yars 
(new sails)* Small bands of in-migrating people can also become 
ultechakl (adopted) members of a kebliil* Their descendents, too, can 
only claim to be Beches el Yars members*

The distinction between telungalek and kebliil is sometimes so 
hazy that there is disagreement concerning the label that would apply 
to a named kin group* Under some circumstances, there are advantages 
in the kebliil status* Under others, the status of subordinate 
telungalek confers greater benefits to its members* Palauans avoid the 
ascription of these terms by calling them both "blai*"

After many unsuccessful attempts by others to pin down the 
meaning of the word blai (Barnett 19^9; Useem 1949), Force (1960s50)
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appropriately determined that it is a generic term covering, in dif
ferent contexts, klebliil, kebliil, telungalek or ongalek0 My obser
vation has been that it is used deliberately to avoid the specificity 
of these other terms in a society that is hesitant to state or even 
imply the route of descendency and degree of relatedness0

One of the reasons that it is so exasperating to define 
telungalek, kebliil, and blai is that the criteria for membership are 
neither simple nor absoluteo Several factors are simultaneously im
portant: biological descent, adoptive descent, fulfillment of obliga
tions, residence, size of group, wealth of group, popularity of 
individual, and volition,.

Those whose affiliation with a blai is based on descent from 
the mother, are called ochell, while patrilineal descendants are 
ulechello Biologically related individuals are distinguished from 
rrodel, or adopted childreno Within the class of rrodel, there are
further gradations (Smith 1977; lyars 1976)„

Anyone who is biologically ochell or is a closely related ochell
adoptee, is an unconditional member of the kin group, but those who are
affiliated through a patrilineal link must fulfill obligations to the 
groupo While there is no minimum duty that justifies inclusion, the 
extent of the required involvement is not governed by whim and caprice0 
It varies with respect to the size and wealth of the group= A blai 
with few members and extensive corporate holdings may be lenient in its 
demands, while a kin group that is well populated and has proportion
ately less to share may make entry more stringento The generosity and 
concern of the individual has a lot to do with his or her acceptance
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into the group= It is improper to discuss these criteria in any but the 
most general and abstract way. Explicit exclusionary rules and regula
tions applied to specific individuals is an unspeakable breach of 
decencyo

In a rare break with custom, these rules of etiquette were 
violated in a court case, Palau District Court Civil Action #1000 Indi
vidual 'A9 tried to evict ,B9 from the clan and hence force 9B9 to 
forfeit rights in land, 9A* listed clan functions that 9B9 had failed 
to attends six money-raising parties, one funeral and one burialo 9B9 
responded with an itemization of contributions: eleven dollars and a
toluk (tortoise shell woman9s money) at one funeral, six dollars at 
another, five dollars at a money-raising party and five dollars and a 
toluk at anothero As it turned out, the court refused to consider 
either side9s evidence, and concluded that it was immaterial to the 
case anywayo The land in question had been individually owned by 9B9 
through a clan agreement since 1938o The fact that it had been clan 
land prior to that time was not germane» Countless precedent cases 
repeatedly reiterated that ,9in the case of individual land in Palau 
Islands, the lineage or clan from which it came retains no control over 
it" (Mariur v Ngoriakl, Trust Territory Records Volo V)Q

Palauan money, like land, was the property of the corporate 
blaio It had limited uses, most of which involved social exchange and 
payment for a few specialized services* Foreign money by contrast has 
a dazzling number of uses to satisfy an individual9 s personal desires* 
Until land became evaluated (through sales and war claims) in terms of 
foreign currency, there was no reason to define clan membership *
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Now, even if the group were clearly delineated, the problems of relative 
strength of claim would have to be quantified,, A rule of thumb was 
suggested in a recent court case that allocated land revenues according 
to the relative share of a pig that each person would receive at a clan 
feasto This does not seem rigorous, but many Palauans feel that the 
basic concept is fair. The exigencies of the complex market economy and 
a new legal system may be making such definition desirable at least from 
the standpoint of dispute resolution0 At this point, however, few 
people would want to sacrifice the benefits of the flexible blai system 
for a few advantages in courto

Rights of Administration and Use
Chetemel ja blai is administered by the chief of the kin group0 

Every kebliil (clan) and telungalek (lineage) has a titled position for 
the senior male and a similar position for the senior female, The male 
chief has administrative authority over all dry lands and delachel 
(fishing holes) while the female title holder governs the mesei (taro 
swamps)o Their real administrative responsibilities are to issue Use 
permits and to confer with ochell (matrilineal) and "strong" ulechell 
(patrilineal) members when questions of land alienation ariseo

Ochell members are indisputably entitled to use rights on blai 
land by virtue of their unconditional membership in the blai, Ulechell 
and more distantly affiliated people have to fill certain blai obliga
tions as discussed above in order to qualify to use the blai land. Men 
may request garden land and taro swamp land for their wives and will 
usually receive these parcelso
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Borrowing land and usufruct through an adoptive connection are 

not distinct from one another= Kramer (1926) observed that if non
relatives borrow land they become kauchad (indeterminately related) with 
the clan0 By borrowing chetemel a blai, a non-member can be '’adopted" 
into the family as an ex post facto justification,. And in this case, 
the person will feel the obligation to aid the blai by providing money 
or food when the need arises (Kaneshiro 1958)„

Alienation
Robert Green, former land commissioner of Yap and Palau, firmly 

maintained that the only way Palauans could have alienated land, tradi
tionally was "with sticks, spears, and rocks" (Green 1977)o Literature 
and the recollections of informants portray the situation as more 
orderly, however„ The traditional legal mechanisms of changing title 
to clan land are trade, sale, mortgage, service reward, marriage ex
change , and punitive fine0 The first five are voluntary, the sixth is 
note

Klaitutechei involves trade of one piece of land for another0 
In case one blai is deficient in taro swamps and another in coconut 
groves, an arrangement between the two blai accommodates both needs and 
two parcels of land simply change hands0 Although this is an accepted 
mechanism for transferring land, I know of no examples in the last 40 
years from Melekeok that have involved chetemel a blai„

Kubary (1885?15-16) describes the sale of land as a common
occurrence in l883o He says that,

The sale and acquisition of land is a regular thing and the 
proper procedure is prescribed,. The buyer gives one piece of
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money as Ngologollel a pelu and one for Ortel a. kabeas and 
may then look on the land he has bought as his property, with
out having to enter into any other engagements for the future
vis-a-vis of the clan from whom the land has been acquiredo

Deeken (1912) also confirmed that purchase and sale were pos
sible o Recently, however, the sale of chetemel a blai has been rare0 
In one case it was done without the consent of the rest of the blai and 
hence was illegal,, The purchaser, unaware of the problem, was reim
bursed by an individual member of the clan who then felt entitled to 
keep the land as his own individual property and the rest of the clan 
assentedo In this case, as it transpired, an individual strong member 
of a blai actually bought, indirectly, his own title to blai lando

Mortgaging of clan land has been and still is, possible» This 
is known as telecherakel £ chutem* Quick cash is sometimes required to 
fulfill clan obligations, and using land as collateral on a loan has 
always been a means of getting it0 All strong members of a blai must 
give their consent, but, too often, this custom is ignored. In recent
years, mortgaging blai lands has been practiced to get large sums of
American money. This is so widespread that a bill in the Palau District 
Legislature was drafted to protect unsuspecting clan members from losing 
their land. A few men in Palau have recently made their fortunes as 
money lenders.

Someone who provides extraordinary care and assistance to a 
non-relative might earn a reward of a parcel of land from the blai of 
the person receiving the aid. This is called ulsiungel. The land may 
remain in the original blai if the recipient wants to perform obliga
tions in that blai and be an adopted member. Alternatively the land
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can leave the original blai and become corporately owned by the recipi
ent's blaio Some argue that the land becomes the individual property of 
the recipiento The issue is moot; neither chetemel a kebliil (clan 
land) or chetemel a telungalek (lineage land) is used for ulsiungel 
rewards any more0 Individually owned property is now available to repay 
an individually received favoro

The omeluchel exchange provides another channel for the aliena
tion of blai lands. This exchange network has attracted the attention 
of anthropologists and is well documented in the literature (Vidich 
1 9 4 9; Barnett 1949; Force and Force 1972; Smith 1977)o The essential 
feature of the exchange is that members of the husband's blai give money 
or land to members of the wife's blai (orau), while the latter give food 
and services to the former (telechuul). There need be no occasion for 
either part of the trade; a man can expect to be given money from his 
sister's husband when requested, and gifts of food from a woman to her 
husband's relatives may be made on the spur of the moment. More note
worthy, however, are the institutionalized exchanges occurring at life 
cycle events such as marriage, divorce, childbirth, and death.

Land could substitute for money in all orau payments of a hus
band's family to a wife's family. The occasion that usually demands 
large amounts of money or land is death. At the cheldecheduuch (death 
discussion) held by the deceased's blai, pieces of land are sometimes 
assigned to the blai of the widow (chelebechiil) and to the children who 
are, of course, only ulechell or patrilineal weak members of their 
father's clan. This payment is known as chetemir a rengalek (land of 
the children).
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If the land gift from one blai to another is substantial and the 

people involved are rich and from prominent kebliil, then the land could 
be the focal point for the founding of a new telungaleko This, accord
ing to Reklai, is how the Sechedui telungalek came about0 The father of 
Tmol (the eleventh Reklai) gave land owned by his Lukes kebliil to his 
wife’s Tides kebliilo The land was so significant and her family so 
high ranking, that it symbolized the start of Sechedui telungalek from 
which both Tmol and present Reklai Lomisang hail*

Generally, money is the preferred medium of omeluchel exchange, 
but the option of substituting land was always available„ Now the use 
of clan land in omeluchel exchange occasions is rare0 Individual land 
of the deceased male can be used to pay his widow and children thus 
allowing the man’s clan to retain both their corporately owned money and 
lando ,

Most blai have decided to relinquish their land holdings to 
individuals;, It is impossible to determine to what extent economic and 
social changes were indirectly responsible and to what extent foreign 
policy decisions were directly responsible for this trend0 In either 
case, the allotment of blai lands to individual members began to take 
place under the German administration, and continues to the present0 
The Japanese Tochi Daichio land registry of 1938 gave the impetus for 
blai chiefs to make many of these changes0 Economic pressures on indi
viduals and the declining importance of the kebliil and telungalek might 
explain the continuation of such shifts0

A final means by which blai lands may be alienated is not Volun
tary, and need not be approved by the strong members of the blai* Land



can serve as a fine for a violation of law. Money, Palauan or foreign, 
is the usual means of atonement, but a few crimes justify the confisca
tion of land belonging to the blai of the culprito Adultery earns a 
saker payment of land or money* The cuckolded husband visits his wife's 
lover and names his price* High-ranking men can demand high sums* Any 
reluctance on the part of the lover results in an objective decision 
made by the klobak (village council) (Ritzenthaler 1954:27)* Murder 
can command a fine of a piece of land, but in this case, the land is 
taken by the village chief0 A low ranking man violating the privacy of 
a high ranking woman may be punished by a fine (mochelochel) which, on 
rare occasions, could have been land* Smith (1977s158) states that 
"* * * people within Melekeok still maintain the Reklai has the right 
to take lands of anyone," but she correctly admits that the custom has 
"lost current significance*" Certainly, any assertion of this anach
ronistic right by the Reklai or any other chief would be met by a suit 
filed in High Court*

Chief's Title Land
Some chetemel a. kebliil and chetemel telungalek is supposed 

to stay in the family eternally* This is the chief's title land (ikul 
a dui in its most general sense) of which there are three types*
Omesolel a blai is the home base of the blai * The blil _a dui is the 
titled chief's house site, and Ikul a dui (in its specific sense) is 
the titled chief's taro patch*

The titled chief administers the dry lands, while the titled 
female leader controls the taro patch* She usually gives use rights to
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the chief's wife. In fact, this amounts to a form of omeluchel exchange 
(see page 64), since the husband's side provides the land and the wife 
produces food from itD

Though these types of land are technically inalienable, there 
are exceptions^ The ultimate punishment for a serious offense is for 
the village chief to confiscate chief's title lando This would be a 
blow to the heart, not only of the criminal, but of his whole family0 
I know of no cases in which this was done? however informants state 
that it is possibleo

The Tochi Daichio coded both blil a. dui land and Ikul a dui land 
. for the kebliilo Other special kin group property such as omesolel a 
blai or Ikul ja dui for smaller kin units was not distinguished from 
regular clan or lineage lando Unless the members of the group continue 
to feel that the omesolel a blai is really the geographic hub of that 
blai, these parcels run the risk of being allotted to individuals or 
otherwise alienated from the clan or lineage = The ideological value of 
omesolel a. blai has diminished since 1925 when the settlement of 
Melekeok moved from its traditional inland location to its present 
beachside spot (see Chapter 6)0 Now the old chief's title lands are 
largely overgrown and forgotten., Many young people no longer have a 
grasp of the meanings of omesolel j* blai, blil a dui and Ikul a. dui.

People in Melekeok have strong feelings on the value of retain
ing chstemel a blai, Some favor individualization, and some are 
adamantly opposed to the complete dissolution of clan and lineage hold
ings, Within this latter group, the reasoning varies, A few people 
express feelings of sentiment and nostalgia for an era when land and
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family unity were indivisible„ The majority of the supporters of the 
retention of chetemel a blai are more pragmatic0 Two arguments are 
given. First, people are frightened at the prospect of an emerging 
landless class if individual allotment of clan garden lands is accom
panied by a rising population. Secondly, they reason that land is more 
likely to be used productively if there is a large and flexible set of 
potential gardeners. There is an accelerating flow of young people 
away from rural villages like Melekeok, so there is a growing likelihood 
that owners of land will not be present to use it to its fullest. 
Absentee landowner ship may be as grave a problem as a landless class,

Kloklel a Bedengel

History
Whether or not some type of individual land tenure (kloklel a. 

bedengel) existed in Palau traditionally, is a matter of debate, Some 
maintain that it originated when, in 1902 (Senfft 1902), the Germans 
forced individuals to plant and harvest coconuts on land that Germans 
insisted was to be the individuals' personal property, Palauan legal 
and cognitive acceptance of this individualization was, of course, not 
immediate. Others argue that land could be acquired by individuals who 
provided aid for non-relatives above and beyond the call of duty. Thus, 
any ulsiungel gift (reward for aid to a non-relative) was an individual 
reward. For the lifetime of the recipient, the land may not have been 
under any outside superior authority, but certainly after his or her 
death, it reverted to his or her corporate kin group. In this respect 
it differed fundamentally from kloklel a bedengel of today.
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The Germans sought to increase coconut production by forcing 

coconuts to be planted, by making every individual adult male respon
sible for his plantation, especially to reduce the incidence of disease 
(Fritz 1907), and by allowing these individuals to keep the rewards Of 
their labor„ There was not any written land registry accounting for 
this assumed individual ownership of coconut groves, but, despite the 
lack of documentation, most of these individually owned parcels remained 
so after the departure of the Germanso

Just as the Japanese took over in 1914, the coconuts so dili
gently and abundantly planted during German times were ready to harvest« 
The Japanese capitalized on this state of affairs and bought the copra 
originally intended for sale to their predecessors. Certainly the in
centive to keep the land in the hands of individuals was reinforced 
just as the profit-reaping time had begun.

On that foundation, the Japanese embarked on a program to con
tinue to individualize lands and let the trend spread from coconut 
plantations to the rest of the land. There was, among the Japanese a 
marked preference for the economic philosophy of land tenure individu
alization, as Yanaihara reveals, "The land held under clannish 
feudalism should be deprived of its feudal character and private owner
ship should be granted to those who are its real managers. Private 
proprietorship should have the boundaries of individual plots clearly 
marked and the rights of ownership defined so that commercial transac
tions relating to these private lands may be made more fool proof" 
(Yanaihara 1940:155),
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The pressure to divide up clan holdings was not entirely an out

side force, howevero By 1922 a growing contingent of "progressive” 
Palauans began pushing for the full individualization of landso Vidich 
(19^9?97-9 9) calls them the "collaborators" and describes how they paved 
the way for the changes to come0 The development of an agricultural 
market economy, the possibility after 1931 of selling land to foreign
ers, and the deterioration of chiefly authority and kin group unity 
were all influential in breaking up matrilineal corporate kin group 
holdingso Finally, when the Tochi Daichio survey and the subsequent 
hearings were done as part of the Japanese land registry, it was not 
surprising that there was a "land slide" toward individually registered 
landso

While the American administration has been ostensibly dedicated 
to the protection of native culture, the native land tenure rules are 
already too far gone to be protected,. Revival of the old would have met 
outcries of fury among the contented individual land holders0 Adminis
trators admitted that the "purpose of introducing individual land 
ownership in Palau was to get away from complications of matrilineal 
clan and lineage system" (Mgiruchelbad v Merii, Trust Territory Record 
Volo II)o The United States proceeded to leave the laws open to native 
interpretation and reformulationo

Inheritance
The problem of inheritance of individual lands was one area left 

to the legislative devices of Palauanso The Olbiil era Kerurau, the 
legislative body created by the U 0S0 administration, was burdened with 
the problem of drafting some law for the inheritance of individual
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lands left intestate» Resolution 8-55 governed the inheritance of indi
vidually acquired government lands and provided that, in the absence of 
any will to the contrary, this land would go first to the oldest living 
son, or, if none exists, the oldest living daughter of the deceasedo 
At least the rule did not infringe on the rights of the clans from which 
most privately-derived individual land had come0 Also, there was, and 
indeed still is, relatively little individual land that has been ob
tained from the Trust Territory government 0

Then the Olbiil era Kerurau tackled the problem of privately- 
derived (formerly chetemel a blai) individual landso In 1957 they 
extended the terms of Resolution 8-55 to apply to individually owned 
"private" lands as well (Resolution 28-57)= Thus was born Palau Dis
trict Code Section 801 providing for male primogeniture

Outrage ensued because it was felt that certain legislators who
had proposed the bill had done so in their own self interest, and felt
that Section 801 contributed to the dissolution of the family0 Finally 
in 1972, the Palau District Legislature, the successor to the Olbiil 
era Kerurau, drafted a revised Palau District Code Section 801o

Now there are effectively two subtypes of kloklel at bedengel,
which I call "purchased" and "not purchased," Revised Section'801
states that the parent-to-offspring route of inheritance for intestate 
individual lands can apply automatically only to land which was pur
chased by its previous owner. The inheritance of the rest of the land, 
individual because it was either directly allotted by the blai chiefs 
or because it was inherited from an allottee, must be resolved by the
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strong members of the deceased owner's relatives at the cheldecheduuch 
(death discussion) 0

Although literature in Palauan has been disseminated to rural 
villages describing revised section 8 0 1, there is still widespread con
fusion and immediate association with the original version0 Many 
people do not realize that, for the inheritance terms of section 801 

to apply, the land must have been purchased, ip, other words be two 
steps removed from clan control0 Section 801 is falsely invoked in 
cases instigated by sons and daughters and it is falsely accused of 
undermining the unity of the blaio

Here there is a difference between law and perception of law 
that is worth noting. In general, laws act as a control mechanism to 
keep social order and to encourage just and predictable procedure for 
enforcement, judgment and punishment. The law influences behavior by 
identifying its socially acceptable extremes. But it is clear from 
this example that it is not the law, but rather the perception of law 
that is significant, and where these two diverge, some judicial dis
order is likely to result.

Where the parent-to-offspring clause does not apply, the dis
position of individual land is supposed to be undertaken by the strong 
members of that individual's kin group. In many cases these clansmen 
and women are ineffectual decision-makers, and some people once again 
support the extension of the inheritance guidelines to all individual 
lands.

They argue on four grounds. First they say it is really not a 
violation of the traditional matrilineal rule since inheritance from a



man to his children can be considered just a form of omeluchel exchange 
(see page 64) specifically involuntary chetemel a ngalek (child's land) 
and inheritance from a woman is matrilineal anyway0 Second, I have 
heard the Biblical justification from staunch Protestantso In Numbers, 
Chapter 27, Verse B, God decreed that land should be inherited by the 
sons first and then by daughters and the other relatives. Third, there 
is no question that rigid rule of inheritance would alleviate conflict 
situations, and, finally, it would help compensate for the weakened 
condition of the corporate kin group.

The critics of such a revision feel that social change is pro
gressing at an unhealthily rapid rate as it is, and more regard for 
traditional values, especially the value of the mutually supporting kin 
groups is in order. Many people describe with longing the days of 
family solidarity and some people, too young to recall the time before 
individual land ownership and Section 801, have an idealized vision of 
Palau as a pristine communal state. There is also a suspicion that 
promoters of Section 801 are motivated by selfishness, and this makes 
many people annoyed, especially those who stand to lose their interest 
in large clan landholdings.

Section 801 does not apply to lands left intestate if the land 
was never bought and still belongs to a descendant of the blai that 
owned it before the Tochi Daichio. In this case, the inheritance of 
the land is left up to that blai and is decided in the cheldecheduuch 
(death discussion) for the deceased. At these meetings land may be 
issued to siblings or children as Tenants in Common, it may be re
claimed by the kin group as a corporation, or it may be inherited by
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an assortment of relativeso The widower would never, under any circum
stances acquire his deceased wife's land, as this would violate the 
well-trodden path of traditional omeluchel exchangee In theory, the 
widow of a man could well receive her husband's property as chelebechiil 
(widow's payment)o But, in none of the 97 cases that I observed in
volving funeral disposition of individual non-purchased lands did the 
widow get any<, Smith (1977) wrote that the blai prefers to give money 
to widows as chelebechiil because, thus "paid off," she will never be 
able to claim any lando

Men and women have the option of expressing their desires for 
the disposition of land in a willo An oral will is of little use unless 
there are plenty of witnesses who can testify on behalf of the heir0 

One old man claims that, "It was the required policy in this munici
pality to call any member of chief's council at that time to be present 
when you want to make your will giving property to someone else0" Some 
wills contain conditions such as performance of duties toward the kin 
groups, agreement not to part with land, or assurance that it will be 
sold only to a particular individual= The only strength that these 
conditions have is the strength of commitment to a promise0 One of the 
most common sources of conflict in Melekeok is generated out of con
flicting oral wills, agreements and laws0

Other wills return the land to the blai from which it originally 
came0 One man in his will said his children had enough land as it was, 
and the parcel in question should go to the lineage0 The chief of one 
clan went further and said, "When clan distributed clan land to its 
members it intended that the land should be returned to the clan on the
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death of the individual ownero" This, of course, violates the much re
peated rule that the lineage from which a piece of land came, retains 
no further rights over that lando

Alienation (
Unlike blai land, which today is rarely alienated, individual 

land frequently changes hands0 The mechanisms allowing the transfer of 
kloklel a. bedengel are trade, ulsiungel service reward, mortgage gift, 
and, most significantly, salec

Exchange of two parcels of land of equivalent value is called 
klaitutecheio In most cases, it is used to consolidate holdings in a 
single area, preferably even to acquire adjacent lots0

The means of rewarding someone for providing service and care 
can involve kloklel ja bedengel as it traditionally involved blai 
property* Ulsiungel land is given to compensate a favor toward a non- 
relative, and blai land is not commonly used for ulsiungel now that 
individual land is available * In one of several examples from Melekeok, 
Mengort, alone and disfigured from leprosy, depended on the care of 
several relatives and non-relatives* He had spent from 19^7 to 1954 in 
leper colonies on Ngerur Island north of Babeldaob and on Tinian* After 
he returned, his needs were attended to by many people including his 
family and especially Joseph Belau, a non-relative* Although the word 
"ulsiungel" was never uttered, .Joseph felt entitled to seven parcels of 
land in reward for service* The family meanwhile cited their contribu
tions toward Mengort*s care, recalled some conflicting statements by 
Mengert concerning the disposition of some of his land, and objected
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that seven pieces of land was excessiveo The case had not been resolved 
by mid-1 9 7 8.

Mortgaging land, telechakl el chutem, or taking land as payment 
for a debt (blals), are traditional means of alienating land that also 
apply to individual property0 There are examples in Melekeok in which 
land was claimed in repayment for a long-standing debt (kekedel & belsel) 
years after the death of the debtor 0

Gifts of individual land are common0 Individual owners who 
expect that disputes will follow their deaths give their land to their 
chosen heirs in advance, since oral wills have proven untrustworthy in 
one controversy after another0 Individual owners sometimes reassign 
land title to the clan or lineage from which it came c Others give land 
to individual heirs, and a growing number are designating a group of 
tenants in common to succeed them0

Through the omeluchel exchange system (see page 64), relatives 
of a husband may give a wife’s family land for which they, in turn, 
receive food and services,. Generally a parcel of land is an unneces
sarily generous gift for most of these affines0 It would be appropriate, 
however, for the wife, herself, or for his children, who are, of course, 
ochell members of his wife’s blaio Most of these gifts are actually 
posthumous, such as chetemir a rengalek (children’s land), but they 
may occur in advance, as wello

The sale of land today is not an alien concept in Palau where 
land sales were common in the 19th century (Kubary 18 8 5)„ Today, how
ever, the money earned through such transactions has many more uses in 
the market economy than Palauan bachel, kldait and kluk (indigenous
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forms of money) had in the 19th centuryo Now that much of Palau's 
"private lands" (non-government lands) are owned as kloklel a. bedengel, 
the necessity of obtaining approval to sell lands is bypassedo

Since the Japanese were removed, alien land purchasing has been 
prohibited, but foreign corporations may invest capital, skill and legal 
assistance for land development0 This creates new avenues for enrich
ment of Palauans with limited means0 Speculative purchases of land in 
fee simple have become, if not widespread, at least recognized* Hopes 
to attract foreign capital to real estate development led to the 
creation of the "Melekiok Economic Development Corporation" by Reklai 
Lomisang* The dream was to line the extensive white beaches of 
Ngeruliang hamlet with luxury hotels* So far there is nothing to show 
for these aspirations except the building that is called, with some 
liberty, the "hotel" to be described in Chapter 6 *

Leasing individual lands was common in Japanese times when the 
lessees were foreigners* Land rental is possible between Palauans, but 
is rare* There are too many alternative channels for acquiring rights 
to use land for formal rental to be necessary* In fact, borrowing land 
without any prescribed rent payment may be preferable to the owner* As 
Shigeru Kaneshiro (1956) found, "Many people are using lands of friends 
without paying rent, but are called upon to assist with food and money 
at an o'oraol (ocheraol or money-raising party)* * * * Land users prob
ably want to pay rent, but owners realize land rent is cheap and it may 
be more profitable to establish customary obligatory ties*"
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Tenancy in Common 

To resolve certain problems that have arisen with the inheri
tance of individual land, the category "Tenancy in Common" has been 
createdo The ramifications and meaning in terms of use, disposition and 
inheritance rights are not widely understood. These problems will be 
ironed out as precedent decisions are made in court0 Tenancy in Common 
is far removed from any traditional land tenure type, that people use 
its English name more often than its recently constructed Palauan name, 
klokjir lochado

Under tenancy in common, each partner has equal rights to use 
the land for purposes whose limits must be set forth and agreed upon by 
the groupo Sale or other disposition of the land must be approved by 
all. Whenever any one or more of the partners die, then the survivors 
inherit the shareso The last survivor becomes the individual owner and 
subsequent inheritance is up to him or her0 Tenancy in Common is in
voked in four types of inheritance situations«

This tenure type serves as a compromise among several claimants 
each of whom may feel entitled to inherit the land as an individualo In 
one case, five assorted relatives of the deceased had registered claimso 
There seemed no resolution to the problem, as they joined forces and now 
all own the land as tenants in common=

A claim by several tenants in common has more power than an in
dividual claim, and allows a chance at victory in the face of a strong 
opposition,. In the case involving one of Mengort*s (see page 75) lots, 
several descendents of Mengort* s brothers united to combat the ulsiungel 
claim by Joseph Belau0
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Individual owners sometimes have more than one equally deserving 

heir0 They are generally siblings0 In one case, a woman left her land 
to all of her children as tenants in commono In another, a woman left 
her property to her sister's two daughterso

Tenants in common make up a well-defined and bounded group0 

There is no question of membership, strong or weak, and no misunder
standings about the power of the trustee,. It has some advantages over 
the corporate descent group and the escape from the indeterminate 
kebliil and telungalek is attractive to some. In one case a kebliil as 
a corporate descent group and a group of its members as tenants in com
mon vied for a parcel of lando The corporate kebliil withdrew its claim 
and relinquished it to the tenants in common.,

Tenancy in common is a form of tenure that resolves some of the 
problems of inheritance, the need for a sense of group belonging, the 
unbounded roster of blai members and the undefined rights and obliga
tions of the trustee in the face of demographic and economic change0 

Of course, subsequent inheritance of land owned as tenancy in common 
may present its own problems as heirs of the tenants who die first 
feel entitled to a share of the lando

Conclusion
Reklai and his council, the Ngarabaimelekeong, are acknowledged 

to have the authority to decide disputes0 The fact is that cases are 
almost never submitted to them for adjudication, however, even though 
they retain the ideal "privilege-right" (Hoebel 1954;2?6)o The 
American-instituted court system in Koror and Saipan has taken on
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dispute resolution by default and is more and more exercising its legal 
muscleo These means of judgment have the advantage of being objective 
and of issuing a decision which will be on the record for the future0 

Most people, including Reklai himself, are reconciled to the greater 
legal influence that the court in Koror has and to the incontestable 
fact that continued development of this new procedural mechanism is 
irreversibleo

Disputes over land rights were being brought to court in ever 
greater numbers throughout the 1960* s and 1970”s0 These cases were 
instigated by the opposing rights claimants once the disagreement 
reached proportions demanding solution0 To resolve the problems swamp
ing the courts in Koror, a land registration survey was undertaken, the 
land hearings for which began in 1972 and have still not been completed,, 
Focusing on each parcel of land one by one and soliciting claims was 
like opening a Pandora's box of dispute0 Claimants and counterclaimants 
may have smoldered for years desiring some certainty of title but never 
having the crucial impetus that it takes to file suit —  never reaching 
the "challenge threshold,," Systematic land registration pushed the 
challenge threshold right up to the faces of individuals and clan 
leaders who were not normally disposed to provoke an open controversy0 

The people of Melekeok have the impression, justifiably, that the land 
registration proceedings are an attempt to create a speak-now-and-
forever-hold-your-peace legal forum,,

\ 'American administrators have been, to their great credit, 
sensitive to the value of traditional customso The Trust Territory 
Code, containing the laws for the Trust Territory, explicitly protects
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these native laws, and judges have been conscientious in. trying to es' 
tablish a body of substantive laws which they could use to make de- 
cisionso The problem is that the "ideal” tenure norms that are 
described here are actually a blend of old and new0



CHAPTER 4

LAND AND MARINE TENURE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Foreign governments have, for nearly 500 years, been making 
decisions that pertained to the tenure of Palau’s sea and lando Since 
the late 19th century, the involvement of Palau in foreign affairs has 
escalated as resource and use rights in land and sea have become 
pivotal issueso This chapter is about foreign acquisition of real 
property in Palau and resource tenure rules in international relations0

Tenure of the Seas Foreign Policy and 
International Relations

Palauans have never been a seafaring people= Until this cen
tury, their dealings with people beyond^their reef were limited to 
hosting Yapese money miners and castaways, vagabonds, merchants, and 
explorers from a wide assortment of other places0 For most of the his
tory of Palau, the chronic internal disputes between village-states 
consumed so much time and energy and knowledge of the world beyond the 
reef was so sketchy, that Palauans did not conceive of their island 
group as a unified geographic and cultural entity0 As a result, there 
was no notion of a Palauan territory per se0 Territorial seas were, 
however, claimed and defended by the autonomous village-states against 
one another more than against any foreign aggressor (Johannes 1977;

^Yapese came to Palau to chisel their large aragonite money disks from 
deposits on Garreru Island between Koror and Babeldaob (U0S0 Army
1956)o

82
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Nakayama and Ramp 1974)o Faced, in the last century, with increasing 
contact with outsiders and increasing peace at home, they have adopted 
a new perspective,.

The history of territorial seas in early international law and 
Palau's colonial beginnings go hand in hando Even before Palau was 
discovered by Europeans, it figured into international politics,. The 
Bull Inter Caetera decreed by Pope Alexander VI on May 3» 1493 gave the 
world to the west of 35° west longitude to Spain and assigned the yet 
undiscovered territory to the east of that meridian to Portugalo The 
following year, a dispute between, Spain and Portugal led to the compro
mise Treaty of Tordesillas which changed the dividing line to 45° west 
longitude (Swartztrauber 1972)o Although it was common knowledge that, 
the world was spherical, the Pope had not thought to designate the 
meeting point of these domains on the other side of the globe= Pre
sumably each of the two nations had l80°, so the other borderline would 
have had to be 135° easto

This critical line falls almost within sight of the easternmost 
point"(134° 43' 50") of the Palau archipelago putting Palau very narrowly 
on Portugal's side„ It was likely to have been the Portuguese who 
actually discovered Palau only 30 years later, but they did not stay 
long enough to assert their hegemony over the islandso Furthermore, 
navigational equipment was too primitive in those days to give these 
early explorers a very good idea of their east-west position,, They 
were probably unsure whose half of the world they were in!

Until the late 19th century the decision of 1494 was neither 
enforced nor acknowledged by other nationso British and German traders,
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whalers and explorers treated places like Palau as if they were in the 
public domaino Finally, in 1885, Pope Leo XIII announced that Spain 
would reign over the region from the equator to the 11th parallel in a 
north-south dimension, and from 133 to 164 degrees east (Congress of 
Micronesia 1973:21), making, in effect, the first internationally recog
nized territorial boundary for Palau and the rest of Micronesia0 Spain, 
herself, claimed a six mile territorial sea off her own shores (Brierly
1963)o

Germany bought Palau in 1899 from Spain for 25 million pesetas 
(U0S0 Army 1956) and made it a German protectorate0 Germany's defini
tion of her own territorial sea followed the widely accepted "cannon 
shot" guidelineo Espoused by Holland in a 1610 international agreement, 
the "cannon shot" rule allows a nation as much maritime territory as she 
can defend by cannon fire0 Cornelius Bynkershoek determined in his 1702 
De Domino Maris that the distance of a typical cannon shot is roughly 
one marine league0 Germany adopted this rule until 1909 when she 
claimed the increasingly popular, and nearly equivalent three miles 
(Swartztrauber 1972; Brierly 1963)0 Whether Germany's home policy ex
tended to her Pacific possessions is not knowno

Japan accepted the conventional three mile limit and presumably 
applied it to her mandates in Micronesia0 In fact, though, the Japanese 
after withdrawing from the League of Nations, patrolled wide areas of 
the sea surrounding their Pacific holdings0 This was permitted until 
the full outbreak of World War II, not out of any international agree
ment, but out of a reluctance to aggravate a touchy situation (Nufer 
1978)=



The three mile territorial sea continued to be accepted during 
the United States Administration under the United Nations trusteeship 
agreemento The United States followed the example of the Japanese 
before them and designated the region between the high water mark and 
the three mile limit to be Trust Territory government property* In the 
terms of the Trust Territory Code (Trust Territory Code, Title 6 7, 
section 2 ), traditional fishing rights are protected, but no land fill* 
pier construction, or other manipulation of the coastline may be made 
without formal permission of the Trust Territory's high commissioner* 
The Trust Territory's marine holdings in Palau were formally trans
ferred to Palau's public lands authority in preparation for Palau's 
future as an increasingly independent political entity0

In 1979 the 12 mile territorial sea and the 200 mile exclusive 
resource zone went into effect* Foreign fishing parties are required 
to buy permits, and already Palau has issued them to Japanese and 
Taiwanese fishing groups (McCall 1980)= At the United States’ behest, 
the exclusive resource zone explicitly exempts exploitation of highly 
migratory species, such as tuna (Chambers and Goodman 1979)o

The gradual movement toward termination of the trusteeship has 
provoked Micronesian leaders to consider the issue of a territorial sea 
as it would relate to an independent island nation* Although Micro
nesian delegates were not allowed to represent their own interests at 
any of the United Nations conferences on the law of the sea, they have 
at least been given observer status at several recent meetings, and 
formalized their requests in a Micronesian position paper on the law of 
the sea (Congress of Micronesia 1973)°
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Because Micronesia is such a widely dispersed group of small 

islands, the Congress of Micronesia defined the coastal "baseline" as a 
set of outermost points of the entire Micronesian archipelago —  in fact 
cluster of archipelagoeso The total "internal water" would have been 
enormouso In addition the Congress expanded the "territorial sea" to 
include 12 miles from this baseline = Furthermore, the Congress re
quested a 200 mile exclusive resource zone and included mineral re
sources, and all marine life, both coastal and migratory, in the 
exclusive domain0 To assure maximum utilization of the resources 
"o o o as long as starvation and famine exist in the world = » » <>" 
licenses to fish would be issued to other nations in inverse proportion 
to Micronesia's development of appropriate large scale commercial fish
ing technology (Congress of Micronesia 1973)°

In April 1978, representatives from the United States, headed 
by Ambassador Peter Rosenblatt of the Office of Micronesian Status 
Negotiation, and representatives from each of the Micronesian districts 
met in Hilo, Hawaii to discuss the terms of the status of "free associ
ation" that all but the Mariana Islands had chosen,, A draft of the 
compact for free association was composed and initialed tentatively by 
all participants,. Two of the eight principles of free association set 
out in that compact have bearing on law of the sea* Point #5 states 
that,

The United States will have full authority and responsibility 
for security and defense in or relating to Micronesia, includ
ing the establishment of necessary military facilities and the 
exercise of appropriate operating rightso The peoples of 
Micronesia will refrain from actions which the United States 
determines, after appropriate consultations, to be incom
patible with its authority and responsibility for security and 
defense matters in or relating to Micronesia (Manhard 1979:73),



Assumed in this is the right of free passage of UoS0 military vessels 
and the use of.port facilities for ships and submarineso Point #6  

states that?
The peoples of Micronesia will have authority and responsi
bility for their foreign affairs including marine resourceso 
They will consult with the United States in the exercise of 
this authority and will refrain from actions which the United 
States determines to be incompatible with its authority and 
responsibility for security and defense matters in or relat
ing to Micronesia (Manhard 1979s73)°

During 1975» Micronesian leaders drafted a constitution (Micro- 
nesian Constitutional Convention 1975) which incorporated their demands 
for marine rightso It was presented to the people of Micronesia in a 
plebiscite held in July 1978o The Marshall Islands and Palau (the 
latter by a 55^ majority) rejected the constitution, not so much owing 
to its legislative contents, but because it represented unity of all 
Micronesian islandsc The Mariana Islands had already opted for in
clusion in the United States as a Commonwealth0 Now, both Palau and 
the Marshall Islands have chosen to segregate themselves from the rest 
of the islandSo Negotiations concerning the law of the sea develved 
to these smaller political entitieso

Palau, unencumbered by an association with the other districts 
of the Trust Territory, and embarking on a future "free association" 
with the United States, began the job of drafting its constitution 
during the spring of 1979° This document stipulated several points re
garding Palau's rights to its surrounding oceano

First, the archipelagic definition of the islands applied to 
the Palaus as it had applied to all of Micronesia under the terms of 
the Micronesian constitution rejected the previous year0 The difference
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between an archipelagic baseline and a land mass baseline would not be
dramatically different if it were not for the southwest islands of Tobi,
Sonsorol, Pulo Anna, Merir, and Helen's Reef, which are included in the
Palauan nation0 Lying between 180 and 380 miles from the southernmost
island in Palau Proper, they clearly make it advantageous to insist on
an archipelagic definition of the islands0

The straight archipelagic baseline shall be drawn from the 
northernmost point of Ngeruangel Reef, thence east to the 
northernmost point of Kayangel Island and around the island 
to its easternmost point, south to the easternmost point of 
the Babeldaob barrier reef, south to the easternmost point of 
Helen’s Reef, west from the southernmost point of Helen’s 
Reef to the easternmost point of Tobi Island and then around 
the island to its westernmost point, north to the westernmost 
point of Fana Island, and north to the westernmost point of 
Ngeruangel Reef and then around the reef to the point of 
origin (Palau Constitutional Convention 1979s2)o

Secondly, Palau defined its "territorial waters" to include 200 
miles from this archipelagic baseline 0 Ships and planes traversing the 
sea for peaceful means are permitted under the terms of the constitu
tion, but,

Harmful substances such as nuclear, chemical, gas or biologi
cal weapons intended for use in warfare, nuclear power plants, 
and waste materials therefrom shall not be used, tested, 
stored, or disposed of within the territorial jurisdiction of 
Palau without the express approval of three-fourths of the 
votes cast in a referendum submitted on this specific question 
(Palau Constitutional Convention 1979s

The constitution won overwhelming support at the polls in July 
of 1979o But no sooner had the election taken place, than the referen
dum was declared null and void by the high court because of a legisla
tive technicality (U0S0 Department of the Interior 1980) 0 A new 
constitution was drafted that was much less stringent in its demands 
for ocean rights, but this constitution, in a plebiscite held in



October of 1979» failed to meet the approval of the majority0 A third 
referendum in July 1980 once again assured passage of the original 
constitution,,

Although the constitution is popular in Palau, it has met some 
powerful opposition abroad0 There are three main objections,. While a 
200 mile exclusive resource zone has a precedent in international law, 
a "territorial sea" of 200 miles is not well supported, especially 
where there is such extensive internal waters (Dubner 1976)„ Secondly, 
the consortium of Pacific tuna fishing companies has strenuously voiced 
its concern that it will be denied the right to exploit migratory fish, 
especially tuna, within Palau's 200 mile sea0 And, third, the prohibi
tion of nuclear materials unduly curtails TJoS„ military and civilian 
transit through the sea (Rosenblatt 1980; Berg 1979)o Fulfilling the 
United States' defense obligations in Palau and respecting such a 
restriction aire incompatibleo

In terms of Palauan cognition, the difference between an exclu
sive resource zone, a territorial sea, and the internal waters is not 
significant, and has had no bearing on either behavior or traditional 
lawo The Palauan term for territorial sea (ngamek e]L omak) as used in 
the Palauan version of the Constitution, was a recent semantic construeto 
It means, literally "farthest extent of the connectiono" The words 
debel emel translate to mean "sea of the interior" or internal waters0 

The legal connotations of these various fabrications are not embodied 
in their traditional meanings, and rights and obligations associated 
with the terms are non-existento
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The Compact for Free Association was initialed by Palau in 

November 1980 and, at the time of this writing, it faces only approval 
by the United States House and Senate before its terms go into effecto 
Issues in the law of the sea remain to be resolved*

Foreign Influence on Tenure of the Land
When foreign administrators have looked at Palauan land tenure, 

they have tended to focus on distinctive features of land tenure types 
that reflected their own interests* Although ethnographers from 
Germany, Japan and the United States have not failed to detect and 
describe, however incorrectly, a native classificatory scheme, the 
distinction between "public lands" and "private lands" was always of 
greater importance to administrators*

Public Lands
In various stages, Palau’s population fell from an estimated 

precontact high of between 20,000 and $0,000 (Semper 1873) to a nadir 
of 3,748 in 1902 (Senfft 1902)* As the decline progressed over a 200 
year period (Osborne 1966), the least desirable, inhospitable lands 
were vacated and joined the chutem buai (public community lands) of the 
various beluu*

In the 1840* s, Malakal Island, under the jurisdiction of the 
village state of Koror, was such an uninhabited place * The Englishman 
Andrew Cheyne, a "trader of rather ill repute" (Osborne 1966:24), bought 
the island from Ibedul, the paramount chief of Koror* Malakal Island 
served as the focal point not only for his entrepreneurial activities, 
but also for some of the social and political misadventures
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characterized by the "spasms of blind rage" (Shineberg 1971) that 
finally brought about his murder in 1865= Alfred Tetens, a trader with 
the firm of Johann Godeffroy, resided on Malakal during Cheyne's 
absences and following his death (Tetens 1958)= Johann Kubary replaced 
Tetens in February of 1871 (Ronck 1 9 8 0 )0 By August he found dealings 
with Ibedul increasingly difficult and moved to Malakal= He declared 
the island "foreign land" where Palauan rules and authority did not 
apply (Kubary 1892; Spoehr 1963)= Eduard Hernsheim followed Kubary 
establishing his trading operation on Malakal in 1874 (Firth 1973)=
James Gibbon, a West Indian who headed the police squad under the 
German administration made Malakal Island his home0 He was reported to 
have been living there in 1902 with two Japanese traders (Senfft 1902)= 
The German administration appropriated Malakal for the government head-* 
quarters "since it was without an owner (Senfft 1902s4)0 Malakal Island 
was a haven for foreigners who wanted to stay beyond the legal and 
political reach of Palauans= This was the beginning of a long history 
of foreign controlled public lands=

Early in the German administration, all of the lands not regu
larly used were labeled government "public lando" According to William 
McGrath (1971s12), "The German Government adopted a general policy that 
all suitable land was to be used for economic development and that land 
not put to active use be acquired by the government for development by 
otherso" The criterion Germany considered most salient in the cate
gorization of land was productive use, but there are no extant maps or 
land registration materials, so the area that Germany appropriated 
cannot be determined=
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The Japanese construed the terms of their League of Nations 

Mandate to mean that all German government owned lands (however nebu
lously defined) and all lands not claimed by individuals, clans or 
lineages were entrusted to them as "agents of the Mandate" (League of 
Nations 192?)o The trouble was that,

o => o with the exception of the land and possessions to which 
the German Government had formal title in the islands, neither 
the Treaty of Versailles nor the mandate from the Council of 
the League of Nations conferred the right of ownership of 
either land or possessions in the islandso c = o Nevertheless, 
the Japanese government started with the principle that the 
land transferred to Japan in its capacity of mandatory was 
"land which ipso facto belongs to the state by virtue of the 
principle that all real property without owner belongs to a 
state (Yanaihara 1939, from Moos 1974:283)o

Their contention that the "public lands" (previously chutem buai) were
"without owner" was fallaciouso

In any case, to Japan’s increasing discomfort, the League of
Nations began to ask pointed questions very soon after the ink was dry
on the Mandate Agreemento The international body "wanted some assurance
that native land rights were being respected, (and) the Japanese were
repeatedly questioned about land policies after 1923" (Purcell 1976:
196)o There were accusations of and rebuke for "creating a vague and
elastic procedure which greatly facilitates the acquisition of land by
Japanese immigrants" (Purcell 1976:196)o The public lands were, indeed,
allotted generously to Japanese colonists and leased to such developers
as Nanyo Boeki Kaisha for coconut groves and farms, to Nangyotakusiok Co«,
for pineapple plantations, to Nanyo Aruminyumu Kogyo Kaisha for bauxite
mining, and to smaller companies for perfume crops (UoSo Navy 1944:17;
Moos 1974)o To mollify the League, the Japanese promised to do a land
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survey to define the bounds of foreign and native land, Between 1925 
and 1 9 3 3» this survey was undertaken0

By the time Japan resigned from the League of Nations on March 
279 1935 their full claim to the Public Lands was no longer cloaked by 
their internationally sanctioned mandate, and they not only treated the 
land as Japanese government property, but acquired additional area with 
no regard for outside approval0 The original idea of the public land 
was totally obscured by some of' the frantic land grabbing that occurred 
mainly between 1937 and 19440

The United States' victory over the Japanese in 1944 and 1945 
and the ascension of the United States as administering authority under 
a United Nations Trusteeship agreement in 194? meant resolving some of 
the problems of the public lands0 The first action in the solution was 
to place all lands acquired by prior governments under the jurisdiction 
of the newly organized Trust Territory Governmentc By this time, it 
amounted to some 68% of Palau's total land area (Palau District Adminis
trator 1974s3 )o

The Trust Territory Policy Letter, P-l (Wright 1947s52) 
addressed the issue of the public lands=

It is realized that rulings by the Germans and Japanese, which 
treated as public domain those land areas which were not used 
continuously by native people, violate some Micronesian con
cepts of ownership, since the resources of such "no-man's land" 
were usually recognized by the natives as belonging to some 
specific community or group0 In view of the changes and im
provements which have been made in much of the land which was 
declared public domain, it is deemed necessary to continue to 
regard all such lands, which the German or Japanese govern
ments took physical possession of, or developed or used, as 
having acquired the status of public lands, which are to be 
administered for public benefito In the future, the transfer 
of title of such lands to non-native individuals or associ
ations will not be considered valido
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The enactment of the policy suggestions outlined in letter P-l 

occurred finally on September 27, 1951 when the Attorney General of the 
Trust Territory invested custody and title to all former foreign-owned 
property in the Area Property Custodian (McGrath 1971sl4)0 The United 
States reserved rights to use the land in any way as to serve the pub
lic interests in its capacity as trustee0 These lands remained largely 
under weak Trust Territory supervision for the following 28 yearso The 
authority of the Trust Territory over the Public Lands was periodically 
reiterated in the Trust Territory Code where the form of tenure was 
called "state ownership in trust for the people" (Trust Territory Code, 
Title 6?, section 2)o

There were repeated promises to resolve the problems of the 
public lands and claims for title to these government holdings were 
made by individuals or, more often, clans0 Adjudication has been 
agonizingly slow, however, and the acceptance of such claims with the 
procedure on hand, hardly constituted a remedy to the problem0

While plans were made to deal with the entirety of the Public 
Lands, at least some of the more fertile tracts could be acquired 
through the provisions of the Homestead Act (Trust Territory Code,
Title 67, section 20Q)o This allowed Trust Territory citizens to gain 
land upon demonstrating their sincere desire to put it to productive 
uses by initiating their improvements in 120 days, by marking bound
aries within six months, and by continuing to use the land productively 
for three years=

Increasing complaints from Palauans and other Micronesians 
about the handling of the situation provoked the United States,
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represented by Ambassador Franklin Haydn Williams, to draft a new policy 
toward the Public Landso This occurred in 1974, and information about 
it was disseminated in Palau in a document called Beches el Lluchul a 
Chutem ra Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (A New Land Law for 
the T0T0P 0I0) (Palau District Administrator 197*0° The law provided for 
the return of the public lands to the district government» But before 
Palau’s land could be returned, a legal entity had to be created which 
was entitled to receive the land° In 1975» the Palau District Legis
lature passed Public Law 5-8-10 creating the Land Authority, composed of 
seven members legally entrusted to receive the land. In the following 
three years, most of the public lands were transferred* And, finally 
on July 25, 1979 the High Commissioner, Adrian Winkel conveyed the re
maining public lands to Palau’s land authority* The plan is eventually 
to return them to the municipalities (Sugiyama, personal communication 
1978)o

The United States has some residual rights, however. The 1974
document stated that,

Where public land is to be used to meet defense needs under 
the terms of the proposed future status agreements with the 
DoS*, title to such land will pass simultaneously with the 
prospective title holder’s formal committment to accommodate 
those needs in good faith on terms to be mutually agreed with 
the United States authorities (Palau District Administrator 
1974:8)*

One of the agreed-upon principles of Free Association (Compact of Free 
Association, Title 3) is that the United States will provide for the 
defense of Palau for at least 15 years beginning in 1981* United 
States plans include: "Rights to exclusive use of 2,000 acres of
Babelthaup Island and non-exclusive use of an adjoining 30,000 acres"



(Rosenblatt 1980)0 At this point it is not known whether this land, 
rumored to be a marine training base, will include any of the Public 
Lands in Melekeoko

Private Lands
As far as many foreign administrators have been concerned, it 

was sufficient to label all lands other than public lands in Palau 
simply "private lands=11 The fact that there was often nothing private 
about them and, that great diversity characterized their tenure rules 
was not as important as their distinction from public, and hence govern
ment, landso

The German government concerned itself with private lands to 
the extent necessary to accomplish three goals=

In 1903 extensive phosphate deposits were discovered on private 
land in Angaur o The land was acquired through forced purchase by the 
Deutsch Sudsee-Phosphat-Aklien-Gesellschaft which began extracting the 
fertilizer that same year (Purcell 1976; Kaneshiro 1958)=

In 1906 or 1907 plans were drafted by German government engi
neers to blast a channel across the isthmus dividing the two northern 
Babeldaob beluu, Ngaraard and Ngarchelongo Actual construction was 
underway in 1907 after the property, which had been owned by clans, had 
been appropriated,, By 1912, however, these plans were scrapped due to 
"construction difficulties" (Deeken 1912)„ The land presumably re
verted to its original clan owners, although there is no record of any 
of these transactionso For these projects interest in indigenous 
Palauan land tenure rules was limited to the requirements of obtaining 
construction and mining rightso
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The third interest of the German government which influenced 

its perception of tenure of private lands, was in maximizing production 
of coprao  To this end, the Germans made an effort to adjust tenure 
rules of coconut groves« The goal was to take the power out of the 
hands of the "dishonorable plutocrats" (Senfft 1906:4) and give a profit 
incentive to individuals who planted coconuts and cut and dried their 
own copra (Hughes and Lingenfelter 1974:10-20)„ The major success of 
the German plan was on Kayangel atoll where coconuts do well in the cal
careous soil and where, to this day, the land boundaries and tenure 
patterns of German times are respected (Kaneshiro 1958)o Beyond the 
recognition that land tenure had been traditionally corporate, there 
was little concern about the specifics of native property ownership0 
The German administration ended too soon for questions of inheritance 
to ariseo

The Japanese administration was accused early in its role as 
mandatory power in Palau of conspiring to appropriate native lands for 
Japanese nationals (Purcell 1976)o  There is little reliable evidence 
that this allegation was true with respect to the non-public lands for 
the first 16 years of the administration0 There were errors in the 
original public/private survey, however«, While laying claim to all 
public lands, the surveyors erroneously included some village owned 
lands (chutem beluu)0 Amends were apparently made for the mistakec 
In 1935 Yanaihara (1935°39) remarked, "At first these ^village/ lands 
were included into government property, but on account of native’s pro
test, finally a part was recognized as village common property*" A few 
parcels of clan land were also mistakenly included into the Japanese



government landso In spite of protests for correction of the error, 
however, these parcels were never reclassified (Kaneshiro 1958)Q

During the 1950's droves of Japanese nationals arrived in Palau 
looking for fertile land, opportunity and relief from the excessive 
population densities of the Japanese countryside0 They were allotted 
government land on a lease-hold basis at first» There was opportunity, 
loosely defined, and certainly relief from large numbers of people, but 
there was little fertile land to be found in the interior of Babeldaob 
where the soil is a highly acid latisol (UoSo Army 1956; Vessel and 
Simonson 1958)o At that time alien land ownership was explicitly for
bidden, but by 1951 the policy was revoked (Purcell 1976:195)o Both 
private Japanese citizens and companies such as the South Seas Develop
ment Corporation (Nanyo Kohatsu Kaisha) began purchasing lots that 
Palauans were willing to sell (Teeling 1973)o The purchase prices may 
not have been fair in view of the value of fertile land in Palau, but 
at least in those early years, an effort at mutually satisfactory com
pensation was made0

The overwhelming problem encountered by land purchasers was the 
corporate nature of Palauan land tenureo Yanaihara described three 
different types of native tenure: family, village, and chief's land0

He also saw signs of individual tenure that arose from two situations: 
(1 ) the use of currency in land transaction; and (2 ) chiefly giftso 
"In case a certain person received a land /sic/ from chief of other 
village, this land is recognized as his private property" (Yanaihara 
1935:39)° For all lands other than those in which an individualistic 
ownership pattern was emerging, it was likely that the person claiming
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to be in a position to sell his land was, in fact, only one of many co
owners „ Though no records remain of land cases at this period, there 
was undoubtedly considerable disagreement about the issue of clan land 
saleso

Whether this was a causal factor or not, the Japanese embarked 
on a massive land registration effort in the middle 1 9 3 0's, although 
registration in Melekeok was not actually completed until 19^1o In 
1933 the South Seas Bureau Land Investigation Committee (Nanyo cho 
Tochi Shinsa I-inkai) was established to conduct the survey (U0S0 Navy 
1944; Purcell 1976)» A thorough land survey was made, the maps for 
which are lost* Boundaries were marked with the constant consultation 
of clan chiefs and land users, and claims and counterclaims on land 
were registeredo The process precipitated the reevaluation of clan and 
lineage property, and clans, as a body, often agreed to apportion their 
corporate holdings to individual strong members0 Finally, title was 
issued to land owners and a comprehensive land registry (Tochi Daichio) 
was compiledo At- the time there may have been violent disagreement and 
internal clan disputes, but from a distance of 40 years, these problems 
and recollections have become hazy. Many young informants complain 
that the survey violated Palau custom, and several basic errors in the 
Daichio have been uncovered, but the majority of informants old enough 
to remember the proceedings admit to their fairness and justice0

Certainly, the large number of individual lands registered 
facilitated purchases by Japanese nationals, but by the time the survey 
was completed in 1941, fair land transactions were eliminated with the 
frantic buildup of military activities on Babeldaob0 Even as early as
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1935 troops were stationed there (UoSo Army 1956)o By 1944 respect for 
native land rights had degenerated altogethero From the recently won 
island of Peleliu, the United States conducted repeated assaults on 
Babeldaob during November of 19440 Memory of this agonizing year is 
vivid among older Palauans= They recall huddling fearfully in hidden 
settlements having yielded their homes and gardens to Japanese soldiers^ 
Surreptitious trips to the taro patches and furtive midnight fishing 
expeditions kept them alive0

When the dust finally settled after the war and the trusteeship 
status of the United States was established, questions of private land 
ownership were among the foremost issues facing administrators,: In
Trust Territory Policy Letter, P-l, a few general guidelines were set 
forth which have remained matters of policy, but have been only par
tially implemented,.

Until disputes were resolved and proper settlements were made, 
private lands which had been acquired by alien individuals or govern
ments were held in trust by the Trusteeship government» There are four 
combinations of possible circumstances: (1 ) private land appropriated
by the Japanese government prior to March 27, 1935 (the date on which 
Japan withdrew from the League of Nations); (2) private land purchased 
by Japanese nationals prior to March 27, 1935; (3) private land taken 
by the Japanese government after March 27, 1935; and (4) private land 
acquired by Japanese nationals after March 27, 1935o

The first category was considered a binding transaction and 
these lands became incorporated into the Trust Territory Public Domain= 
The second situation was not covered in Policy Letter, P-l, but in a



subsequent letter entitled "Land Titles in the Trust Territory —  Adju
dication of" (Russell 1948) the issue was addressed. If "adequate con
sideration was paid to the former owners" (Russell 1948;5)« then the 
property is held by the Trust "for the time being" (Russell 1948;5) 9 and 
can be used as reparation land in or in any other way to benefit the 
native inhabitants. Private land taken by either the Japanese govern
ment or Japanese nationals after the cut-off date was binding only if 
appropriate payment was made to the prior owners. In this case the 
lands were treated as if they were Trust Territory private lands. If 
appropriate payment was not made, then "title will be returned to for
mer owner upon his paying in to the Trust Territory government the 
amount received by him" (Wright 194?;53)o Presumably inadequately 
compensated alien lands not thus reclaimed by their prior owners became 
Trust Territory government lands, too. Despite the best intentions, 
there appeared no alternative than for the Trust Territory to possess 
large amounts of private land after the war.

From the problems the United States inherited, it was not dif
ficult to conclude that ownership of native lands by non-hative indi
viduals or corporations was a bad idea. Policy Letter P-l states that 
"title to land now owned by natives shall not be transferred to non
natives" (Wright 1947s 55)° Title 57 of the Trust Territory Code states 
that "only citizens of the Trust Territory or corporations wholly owned 
by citizens of the Trust Territory may hold title to land in the Trust 
Territory" (Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands 1980).

American administrators cherished native customs and were 
dedicated, specifically, to the protection of native land law. "The
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guiding principle of land policy is to safeguard native land rights and 
land ownership” (Wright 19^7s 51)° At the same time they wanted to see 
the implementation of a just channel for land dispute resolution and a 
precise and predictable body of laws0 The way to satisfy both aims, 
was, they thought, to codify land lawo "In order to ascertain native 
concepts of land tenure, for use as a guide in future decisions on land 
titles, the rules for each culture area shall be codified” (Wright 194?: 
52)o It must have been discouraging to see the results of Shigeru 
Kaneshiro's 1956 land tenure research in Palau (Kameshiro 1958)o In 
this brief paper, he gave a perceptive view of land tenure in the face 
of rapid social change = Underlying his discussion is the theme of 
complexity, flexibility and variation through idiosyncratic individual 
circumstanceso Palauan land tenure appeared to be, in a concise and 
elegant legal sense, uncodifiable0

No land tenure code was ever drafted, but precedent statements 
of Palauan "custom” were accumulating in the Trust Territory recordo 
Cases taken to court establish guidelines and rules which are articu
lated by Palauan rubak (old men) acting as unbiased expert witnesseso 

Issues of clan membership as they have bearing on land tenure 
have become matters of written law0 In Dirralemau Elechuus vc Had 
Tkedesau (High Court of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands Vol0 

IV, 1968-1969) we learn that, "An ochell adopted from his or her clan to 
another clan remains an Ochell member of the original clan, but his or 
her authority is not as great in the original clan as an ochell member 
remaining in the clan*” Another case brought before the court teaches 
that, "Under Palau custom, one’s failure to take part in and contribute
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generously to a close relative's ocheraol (money raising party) is a 
serious affront to such relative" (High Court of the Trust Territory 
of the Pacific Islands Volo III, 1965-1968) and, worse still, "Failure 
of a party in Palau to participate in a close relative's ocheraol justi
fies relative in revoking use rights in land" (High Court of the Trust 
Territory of the Pacific Islands Volo HI, 1965-1968)= But, finally, 
"Relative who antagonizes family should have fair chance to appease 
them before they sell his land" (High Court of the Trust Territory of 
the Pacific Islands Volo III, 1965-1968) 0 The legalese into which 
these cultural "rules" are translated has a ludicrous qualityo The 
findings of fact end up sounding like aphorisms of Confucius= Also, 
when all the "if s," "and's," and "but's" are inserted in the legal 
record as cases provoke their codification, then there emerges a cumu
lative complexity that never endso

The interest of the expert witness rubak (old man), while 
supposedly unbiased, rarely is<> And the very fact of his funneling 
diverse and nebulous custom into law and then petrifying it destroys 
the essential flexibility of the culture= Where contradictory rules 
seem insurmountable, the flexibility itself has been codified*

That a custom may be subject to certain exceptions is not un
usual in application of Palauan Custom to a specific set of 
facts (High Court of the Trust Territory of the Pacific 
Islands Volo IV, 1968-1969).

In discussing Yapese land law, Marksbury (1979a) expresses dismay that
the codification of custom should mean the suspended animation of an
otherwise dynamic and flexible system0 "One must take care not to be
too rigid or dogmatic in describing Yap's land tenure system since it
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has been and continues to be very dynamic and fluid" (Marksbury 1979as 
29l)o This admonition holds true as well for Palau„ The trouble is 
that disputes needing formal outside resolution are on the increase0 

They demand, unavoidably, the specification of the rights and obliga
tions of parties in the controversy0 One of the reasons that Palau has 
become such a litigious society is that land has changed in value 0 Once 
a source of wealth in food production and in social exchange, it has 
recently acquired a new value —  a value in terms of dollars and centso 
Clamoring for individual title or firm membership in a corporate group 
holding title is understandable 0

United States' policy in the settlement of war claims has aggra
vated the situation. There were two types of claims that Palauans were
able to make against Japan and the United States. One, covered by 
Title I of the War Claims Act of 1971, was for lands destroyed during
the War itself by bombing, fires or troop movements. Title II of the
War Claims Act covered post-War claims for damages suffered during the 
military occupation and naval administration of Palau. Most of the 
claims come from Peleliu which suffered extensive direct was damages.
The Japanese share of Title I compensations have been made in the form 
of goods and services (Gallagher 1979), while the United States has 
generously issued checks for large sums of money (Chambers and Goodman
1979)o There are still unresolved claims, mainly those under Title I.

Dividing up the long awaited reparations among clan members has 
presented legal problems and provoked internal family strife. Too 
often a clan chief or spokesman has taken and squandered the war claims 
money (Manhard 1979:17)o Even if the money is divided up among clan
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members, there is disagreement about the respective shares of the chief, 
the biologically ochell (matrilineal or ’’strong*1) members, the adopted 
ochell members, the strong and weak ulechell (patrilineal) members, and 
whoever else may rightfully or not claim membership in the clan„ Hard 
and fast establishment of degrees of clan "in-ness” and "out-ness" is 
entirely contrary to Palauan custom= The need for these rules is un
avoidable , however, as long as individually owned money may be derived 
directly or indirectly from clan owned property0

At the outset of the American administration, the Japanese Tochi 
Daichio was declared valid unless proven otherwise0 This interim 
decision was not intended to last long, though., As early as 1945, the 
United States promised to register land, and the Land Titles Investi
gating Commission was set up to perform this task as soon as the war
was over* In 194?» this goal was reiterated in Trust Territory Policy 
Letter, P-l, which states that, ’’the long range plan includes cadastral 
survey of all land, registration of titles, and recording of all land 
transfers” (Wright 1947s55)= Registration was more complicated than 
its promoters realized; by 1 9 5 1, the project was abandoned for lack of 
manpower (McGrath 1971)= Meanwhile, the Tochi Daichio was still the 
most reliable record of actual tenure, even though there were complaints 
that it was inaccurate in places0 Time tended to heal some problems, 
but tended to compound otherso There was no allowance of precedent for 
the inheritance of individual lands, and the Japanese registered indi
vidual owners were, one by one, dying of old age0 This situation was
handled, like others, with promiseSo
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Then the Congress of Micronesia, composed of representatives 

from all districts, was established in 1965= One of its first areas of 
legislative concern was the increasing disorder of land ownership and 
inheritanceo In 1966 the Congress of Micronesia passed Public Law 2-1, 
the Land Commission Act, providing for the registration of public and 
private lands=

The provisions of the Land Commission Act are set forth in 
Trust Territory Code, Title 6 7, Sections 101-108o They include the 
implementation of a land cadaster program, and the appointment of munic
ipal land registration teams made up of local men who would settle 
disputes and issue titleo In 1972 the land registration hearings began 
in Melekeok (Smith 1977:171)° They have, to this day, still not been 
completed for the 735 parcels of "private land" in the municipality0 

The community agrees with and appreciates the program, though the 
approach to dispute resolution is far from traditionalo People are 
conscientious in cooperating with the ordeal and endure delays and in
conveniences stoicallyo Nevertheless some Americans are exasperated 
by the fact that " 0 = <, Micronesians as a whole do not appreciate the 
need for signatures, correct spelling of names, rigid compliance with 
legal requirements as to time and place of notices and acknowledgment 
of receipt of notices" (Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands 1971:
23)° Though this is a tactless way to express a cultural difference, 
it is certainly true that Micronesians are not in nearly as much a 
hurry to resolve their land problems as their time, career, and 
politics-conscious administratorso
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Between 19̂ +5 and 1979, no private land was immune from the spec

ter of United States eminent domain provisions,.
Lands in the Trust Territory = « „ shall be made available 
o o o for such period of time as the using agencies may have a 
continuing requirement in such lands and provided always that 
such use be consistent with the purposes of the Trusteeship . 
agreemento „ <> o
In case of land which is not owned by the government of the 
Trust Territory, such government shall act for and represent 
the owner thereof in the conduct of negotiations. In any case 
where an agreement for the use of privately owned land cannot 
be negotiated, it shall be the responsibility of the Trust 
Territory to acquire such land or interest therein as may be 
required and to thereafter make the same available for use-, 
upon receipt of fair and just compensation (Fogler and D1Ewart 
1955:597-598)o

At the time of the passage of the Land Authority Act, signed into effect 
in 1979, Palau has also obtained rights of eminent domain in its own 
land. This privilege is currently shared by both governmentso But as 
soon as the trusteeship is officially terminated, and Palau has emerged 
as a quasi-independent nation, the right of eminent domain will be for
feited entirely to Palau,

Conclusion
Early in the history of Palau, the contrast between imposed 

foreign law and the native tradition was clear. By the time of the 
Japanese administration, though, it was less distinct. At that time a 
sense of "correctness” of certain land law amendments was adopted by 
segments of the Palauan society. Politically active native agents of 
change, of "collaborators" as Vidich called them (Vidich 1949), had as 
much of an impact as did foreign administrators. By the time of the 
American government, the gap narrowed even more. We now see legisla
tion originating in the Congress of Micronesia and the Palau District
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Legislature that might be seen to be radical departures from tradi
tion =

It is obvious just how closely linked in a mutual feedback
system are outside and inside forces affecting attitudes toward justice
in land law0 Kozo Yamada, the Micronesian head of the Department of
Lands and Surveys with the Trust Territory Government said:

We can -0 = 0 turn back the clock, abolish representative 
government, revert to tribal patterns and rule by the strong, 
idolize and revere land law based upon the whims of the victor 
in countless local wars, forget the money economy of the rest 
of the world and withdraw from the twentieth century (Yamada 
1975?167)o



CHAPTER 5

GEOGRAPHIC ZONES OF THE SEA 

Ngoaol
Beyond the protective reefs surrounding the Palau Islands is 

the seemingly limitless open sea0 The Palauan term for this region out
side the usual universe of activity is Ngoaol (Kaneshiro 1958; McManus 
1977)o Not a seafaring people, Palauans rarely ventured into the open 
sea in the old days0 On exceptionally calm nights at low tide, though, 
members of a young men's age grade club (cheldebechel) trolled with a 
line for sharks (chedeng), skipjack (chesodel) and mahi mahi (chersuuch)o 
Such weather conditions on the east side of Babeldaob are only common 
in the middle of the season of the west wind (rekil ngebard) from June 
to Augusto During the rest of the year the crash of waves against the 
reef is unrelenting and wherever there is a passage through the reef, 
the currents and eddies are treacherouso The lagoon provides abundant 
subsistence resources, and going beyond it for any reason is generally 
unnecessary and foolhardy (Johannes 1977)o

Anyone who wants to use the ngoaol is free to do so0 The neu
trality of the open sea is exemplified by the custom of traveling past 
enemy villages outside the reef» Until the end of the last century, 
bitter rivalries divided Palau= Since allied villages were sometimes 
separated by enemy villages, communications between allies had to take 
place by way of the ngoaolo

109
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In spite of the universal free access to the open sea, however, 

its hostility places informal constraints« It is thought to be no 
place for a woman, and, as Smith (1977;7) points out, a woman found in 
that masculine realm would be considered oddo

With the advent of heavier boats and motors, the ngoaol has 
become accessible to more people under more circumstances^ The deep- 
draft boats that carry agricultural produce to market cannot negotiate 
the shallow lagoon especially when laden with hundreds of coconut bas
kets of vegetables and are forced to travel Outside the reefo

During the Japanese administration, commercial deep sea fishing 
became an important economic activity. Skipjack fishing started in 1925 
and reached a peak of productivity in 1937 when fishermen hauled in 
some 680 metric tons in Micronesian waters. Since 1964 the Van Camp 
Company has operated several tuna boats and bait boats in the open sea 
off Palau, At this point, the primary catches are skipjack (Katsuwonus), 
little tuna (Buthynnus), albacore tuna (Thunnus), and yellowfin tuna 
(Neothunnus), It is from the Palauan waters that we get 16,000,000 
pounds of "Chicken of the Sea" each year. In 1979 foreign fishing don- 
tracts were issued to Japan and Taiwan for exploitation of tuna. For 
various economic and cultural reasons, no Palauans engage in this type 
of fishing and have forfeited these work opportunities to Okinawans and 
Koreans, Nevertheless, the increasing exploitation of the open sea and 
its escalating economic value has led to the current concern for 
acquiring and protecting exclusive resource rights to this area, Palau 
has responded by claiming a 200 mile territorial sea in order to be in 
total control of her marine resources.

\
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Chelmoll

The reefs (chelmoll) that surround the Palau group harbor an 
incredible diversity of sea lifeo Marine biologists have declared the 
reef system of Palau one of the most complex, containing more species 
per unit volume than almost any place else on earth (Brower 1979sl8)0 
"Over 48 genera and 163 species of coral were identified in Malakal 
Harbor by the University of Guam marine lab" (Palau Planning Office 
1977)o Other invertebrates and fish are also abundantly represented,.
So vital are the reefs for subsistence activities that each section of 
the reef has a name and a feature for which it is best known0 In 
Melekeok, some of the most significant reef points are Kngerameketakl 
(prominent place), Uchul a bad (origin of the rock), Ngai (sliver), and 
Toachel Ngermecheluuch (passage of Ngermecheluuch)0

Significantly different reef patterns characterize the various 
regions of Palau (see Figo 4)0 Kayangel, an atoll at the northern 
extreme of the island chain, has a ring of islands and reefs surrounding 
a lagoono Angaur, at the southern end of Palau proper, lies altogether 
outside of the enclosing reefs, and the reefs on the west and east sides 
of Babeldaob exhibit important differenceso On the west (leeward) side, 
which is known as kiukl, there is a fringing reef acting as a shelf on 
which the mangrove grows, and there are, in places, two parallel chains 
of barrier reefs running north and south„ These are broad, often dry 
at low tide, and relatively calnio The east side (despedal) has only a 
few small examples of barrier reef systems, but has a continuous broad 
level plain of fringing reefo The abrupt end of the shelf and the be
ginning of the open sea is a treacherous pointo Even though it is
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technically reef flat from the shore all the way to the open sea on the 
east side, the people who live there call only the elevated brink the 
chelmollo

At dead low tide in the summer months, when the winds come from 
the west (rekil ngebard)9 it is possible to stand on the surface of the 
reef and kill fish with a long, multiple-pronged spearo Night fishing 
with a lamp's glow to mesmerize the fish is especially productiveo 
Swimmers can get lobster (cherabrukl) and other sedentary reef dwellers 
with a shorter single pronged spear0

During the season of prevailing westerly winds pools large 
enough to harbor an assortment of fish but small enough to be tempo
rarily stagnant remain in the reef when the tide recedes0 Several kinds 
of fish poisons have been used to paralyze the trapped inhabitants of 
these poolso The root of the Perris elliptica vine contains rotenone, 
a powerful fish poison0 The plant is called dub in Palauan (R= 0o Smith 
19^7; Fosberg et al« 1980; McManus 1977)° The Barringtonia tree has a 
nut whose kernal contains toxic alkaloids, and the leaves and bark of 
Tephrosia purpurea can also poison fisho Widely used throughout Micro
nesia (R0 Oo Smith 1947), these were probably used in Palau as wello A 
black sea cucumber called choas, when pulped, releases a substance nar
cotic to fish (Kramer 1926; RD Oo Smith 1947)o Thus immobilized, the 
fish float helplessly to the surfaceo Now, however, none of the above 
products is in use because an effective and abundant alternative is 
readily available= This is Clorox (Owen 1979)°

Reliance on such environmentally devastating poisons as Clorox 
enraged biologists and conservationists like Robert Owen of Palau's
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conservation departmento Finally, a law prohibiting the use of certain 
of these harmful products was included into Trust Territory Code, Title 
45o This act specifies that bleaches, plants yielding rotenone, deriva
tives from Barringtonia nuts, and Tephrosia are now illegal0 The law 
exempts any "roots, nuts and plants" other than those itemized above, 
which only stupify fish, but, to my knowledge, there are none0 It is 
not clear whether pulped choas sea cucumber is now legalc In any case, 
this, like many conservation laws in Micronesia, is minimally enforcedo 

Kramer (1926) describes the use of coconut meat as fish baito 
It is sprinkled liberally over the surface of the water as the tide is
going outc The fish eat it voraciously and are attacked by a case of
diarrheao Then they are hungry by the time the sea begins to come in
again, and will bite any baited hook0 My informants mentioned the use
of coconut meat but did not confirm Kramer’s explanations of its effect,, 

Dynamite, known, like Perris elliptica, as dub, is occasionally 
used to catch large numbers of fish with little effort (Owen 1979)o 
Because it is illegal (Trust Territory Code, Title 45), few of these 
cases come to an outsider’s attention,, Useem noted that fishermen 
tossed "war surplus" hand grenades into pools (Useem 1953-147)9 and, 
according to Shigeru Kaneshiro (1980), Guam fish dealers often rejected 
sales of Palauan fish in the 1950’s because of the mutilated condition 
resulting from the use of explosives0

The top shell, Trochus niloticus, is native to the Palau 
Islands where it has been harvested for its mother-of-pearl„ In 1931, 
the Palau Tropical Biological Station was established to study trochus
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mariculture and by the middle of the Japanese administration trochus 
shelling was a fruitful local industryo

Mature trochus live on the outer slope of the fringing or bar
rier reef systems in Palau at a depth of two to 20 feet* The immature 
ones develop on the top of the reef platformso They thrive where the 
seas are predictably rough (McGowan 1970;1), so that Melekeok’s outer 
reef slope is idealo They are protected by conservation legislation 
which allows trochus collecting on a seasonal basis, usually in August, 
and only trochus with greater than 3" diameter may be taken0

During the American administration the trochus industry has con
tinued, bringing in some $36,000 in 19^7 (Barnett 19^9) and $25,881 in 
1948o Groups of men, women and children go out en masse to the reef 
and collect trochus every day from the trochus grounds at low tide 
during the legal season0 While cooperation is not necessary in the 
activity, it is good fun to go in a crowd„

Reefs are the property of the beluu as a whole and are loosely 
administered by its chiefo Melekeok never had any shortage of trochus- 
rich reefs, but its southern neighbor, Ngchesar, had nonec Through a 
long-standing agreement, the reef off Ngchesar's shores belonged to 
Melekeoko According to legend, the hamlet of Ngerang in Melekeok once 
came to the military aid of Ngaruingel village in Ngchesar= To repay 
Ngerang for this help, Ngaruingel gave up its reef as teliakl payment 
—  payment of land or money in compensation for service in war0 The 
reef became known as Idimes ("southern") as affirmation of its owner
ship by Melekeoko ,
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As trochus became more and more valuable a trade item, the resi

dents of Ngchesar began to help themselves to the wealth that Idimes 
reef harbored* The poaching began during the Japanese administration, 
but created a real annoyance to Melekeok in the 1950's* There were some 
insults exchanged by the chiefs in power, and a payment of money to a 
chief of Melekeok was made to acknowledge wrongdoing and indebtedness 
and to assure future use rights* In this way, title by Melekeok has 
been confirmed, and use rights in perpetuity by Ngchesar were acquired* 
Had trochus not been a valuable resource, such a "trouble case" (Hoebel 
195*0 would never have resulted in the explicit definition of the 
villages' respective rights*

Ironically, the trochus trade crashed in 1956 as a result, in 
part, of good mother-of-pearl substitutes in plastic (Wilson 1969)0  

People continue to gather trochus for a sport in August* However, as 
a viable economic development industry, "The future of trochus in the 
Trust Territory is dim" (Wilson 1969:690)*

Outside the confines of the fringing reef there are a few shal
low spots, reefs and small unoccupied atolls that are occasionally 
exploited for marine foods* These places have a special meaning to 
different beluu and different clans within those beluu* There are two 
that are of importance to Melekeok* The chiefly Udes clan of Melekeok 
feels a special affinity for the deserted atoll of Ngeruangel located 
far to the northwest of the islands* This was the original home of 
their ancestors who were forced to abandon it following a devastating 
tidal wave * The refugees sought one new home after another over the 
succeeding generations and a splinter group successfully appealed to
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the charity of the then-chiefly Baulbei clan of Melekeoko The various 
other splinter groups of this band reunited many years later in 
Melekeok (Kramer 1919; Smith 1977)= Now, some 17 generations after the 
original disaster on Ngeruangel, the descendants still identify with 
that little atoll* People of the Udes clan do not make pilgrimages to 
the place, nor do they exploit its resources* No authority over the 
use of Ngeruangel accompanies this tie, in fact nearby Kayangel atoll 
has exclusive trochus shelling rights there* It is nonetheless the 
ancestral home of the Udes clan, the ultimate kotel a kebliil (the heel- 
print of the clan)*

Ngibtal reef lies off the coast of Melekeok and Ngiwal* It also 
lies beyond the fringing reef and was, according to legend, also occu
pied before being obliterated by a tidal wave* In a recent underwater 
archaeological search, however, no certain remains of any settlement 
were in evidence (Marksbury 1980)* Even though it harbors few cultural 
resources, this reef provides a wealth of marine resources which are 
occasionally exploited* One informant described it as a breeding ground 
for the dugong, who supposedly congregate there during June* This 
demographic information has never been confirmed by divers (Marksbury
1 9 8 0) or by aerial surveyors (Brownell 1980) however* Though they are 
highly endangered and killing them is strictly prohibited, this in
formant told me that in 1977 a blast of dynamite on Ngibtal killed 
about 20*

1
Between the high point of the fringing reef and the calm lagoon 

is a thick forest of coral* Certain areas of the lagoon are apparently 
better suited for certain species of coral* The currents carry an
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indiscernibly different complex of microorganisms or the water tempera
tures are slightly different so that, within a space of four to five 
feet, a climax forest of one species will end and another will begin,. 
Among the coral heads and growth complexes a myriad of fish darto Rays 
rest in the sandy patches at the lagoon bottom, and eels lurk in the 
creviceso

The deep holes (chis) among the coral are ideal spots for set
ting trapso Now they are rarely used, but there are descriptions of 
traps in the older ethnographic literature (Kramer 1926; Kubary 1892; 
Tetens 1958)o So lucrative was the catch in some of these delachel 
(place for setting.something), that they were claimed as kebliil prop
erty and thus held corporately by this unit over the generations= The 
chief title holder issued use rights to a member of the clan, and the 
chief could claim the best of the catcho Usufruct endured as long as 
the trap lay in placeo As kebliil real property, it is likely that 
these delachel could be transferred like money and plots of land, in 
the omeluchel (see page 6 5) exchange„

The U0S0 Trusteeship Agreement protects the tenure of delachel 
even though the Trust Territory was, until recently, the owner in title 
of the region below the high water marko

Such rights in fish weirs or traps and such rights to erect, 
maintain, and control the use of these weirs or traps as were 
recognized by local customary law at the time the Japanese 
administration abolished them are hereby reestablished,
PROVIDED that no weirs or traps 0 0 0  shall „ „ o interfere 
with water travel (Trust Territory Code, Title 6 7 , 1970s )„
Fishing rights in waters over reefs where the general depth 
of water does not exceed four feet at mean low water as were 
recognized by local customary law at the time the Japanese 
administration abolished them are hereby reestablished where



such rights are not in conflict with the inherent rights of 
the government as the owner of all marine areas below the ordi
nary high water mark (Trust Territory Code, Title 6?, 1980379)°

and, furthermore, "Nothing = o o shall withdraw or disturb the tradi
tional o o o right of the individual, clan, family, or municipality to 
control o o o marine areas" (Trust Territory Code, Title 6?, 1980379) =,

In spite of this protection in the law, the old family tenure 
rights are now ignored,, The demise of the custom is probably attribu
table largely to changing fishing technology, but, in part, to the very 
laws that were designed to protect them,,

The introduction of goggles, the underwater flashlight and the 
Hawaiian sling revolutionized fishing,. Together these items comprise 
the uniform of a night fisherman,, Goggles made of odd pieces of glass 
are reported as early as 1909 (Kramer 1926) but water tight commercial 
ones were introduced to a select few Palauans during late Japanese 
times (Bo 0= Smith 19^7)° Now everyone has good rubber and glass 
factory-made masks0 The Hawaiian sling was largely unknown in Palau at 
the time Eugenia Clark visited the islands in 1949, but she remarks 
that the Tobians were familiar with the concept0 Peter Black (1980) 
suggests that it was their proximity to Indonesia that led to their 
prior acquisition of this piece of technology= By the middle 1950's, 
however, the implement was widely used in Palau as well,, The common 
use of the underwater flashlight is a very recent phenomenon, perhaps 
occurring in the middle to late 1960*80 Night fishing before the flash
light era required setting a glowing lantern on a rafto Fishing with 
traps used to be a stationary activity, and independent of the fisher
man 0 Trap-setting places had to be protected with tenure rules0 Now
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that new equipment has been introduced, the means for catching fish are 
mobile and both fish and fisherman are migratory0 Trap-setting spots no 
longer need exclusive tenure o Old fishermen recall the ownership of 
delachel, and express disapproval that the former custom of asking per
mission to use these spots has fallen by the wayside» Although the 
custom is generally overlooked today, it is still considered courteous 
and a gesture of respect to abide by it0

Ever since the Japanese government formally appropriated the 
region below the high water mark, there has been a slow erosion of tra
ditional rights to marine lands0 At present, while the Trust Territory 
government is the "trustee" of the sea, the rights of the fisherman in 
the resources of the lagoon and reef have been explicitly protected,,
In spite of this assurance, the nominal ownership is still with the 
government„ This idea of final title has always been an important sym
bol in Palauo Most informants will state firmly that the government is 
the "owner" of the reefs and the lagoono Supplementing this underlying 
awareness is the diminution of the power that the chiefs and old men 
(rubaks) had to resolve disputes and otherwise carry out Palauan jus
tice 0 As a result, the delachel are no longer used and the enforcement 
of old rules is neither possible nor desiredo The rules themselves are 
consequently anachronistic=

There is a variety of coral (merangd) growing in the chelmoll 
that is the main ingredient of aus, the white lime used in a betel nut 
quid (chemachel)o The coral is abundant although not ubiquitous0 Be
cause of slight variations in conditions, there are great concentrations 
of it in some areas of the reef, and little or none in otherso It is
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easily gathered and carried ashore in coconut baskets on a bamboo raft0 

Then it is put in a drum over burning btaches wood (Calophyllum 
inophyllum) for a whole day0 It is removed to coconut baskets lined 
with Xanthosoma taro leaveso After two days stored in this way, the 
burned coral crackles, pops and becomes pulverized (ng mla obuu) 0 The 
powdered lime is packed in cleaned beer cans with a strip of the leaf 
of Xanthosoma to cure (omkar) the auso

These cans sell for about fifty cents apieceo Many are bought 
directly from the manufacturer and the surplus is sent to stores in 
Koror whose customers have no local producer from whom to buy0

There were two occasional aus manufacturers in Melekeok living 
almost a mile apart and gathering merangd from well=separated coral 
groves in 1978* Making aus is a business that is traditionally under
taken by specialists who sell the product to consumerso The acquisition 
of the skills and hence the practice of the industry is passed from a 
man to his son as is described for other trades by Vidich (19.̂ 9! 39) o 
Rights to collect merangd from the lagoon and reef have never been 
exclusive or articulated,. The resource is too abundant and the skills 
and motivation to use it too scarce to justify any such tenure rules„

Kereker
Moving landward from the chelmoll on the east side of Babeldaob, 

the density of coral is progressively lighter and the bottom becomes 
predominantly sandy with scattered stands of sea grass0 This zone is 
generally known as the kereker, a term which can be roughly glossed as 
"lagoono" Unlike the lagoon on the west side (kiukl) of the island, it
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is technically only a region of fringing reef flat. Several valuable 
commodities come from the kereker, notably fish, clams and other edible
mollusks, marine mammals, turtles, echinoderms, and wormso

Fish
There are no extant immovable fish weirs or garths (beng, 

chebingel), but Kramer (1926:80-81) described some that were still in 
operation in the early part of the century0 The object of these struc
tures was to capture fish at the time the tide recedes and allow them
no means of escapeo About 15 feet across, a beng may have been roughly 
heart shaped with the only entrance or exit at the interior angle0 

Those depicted in Kramer (1926) were formed from a stockade of bamboo, 
but he mentions one made of stone0 Gary Klee describes the chebingel 
as a "fifty-foot long, twenty-foot wide multi-chambered bamboo and man
grove wood structure that challenges the most skillful fish to escape 
its trap" (Klee 1972:121-122)»

It was difficult to elicit recollections about the tenure of 
these traps and of the lagoon bottom on which they were built0 Most 
informants agreed that the region of the lagoon was beluu properth with 
beng and chebingel building privileges available to an individual upon 
request to the chief0 Exclusive, though temporary use rights to that 
trap, the ground on which it rested, and the fish it harbored, were held 
by the individualo It was the work of an individual to construct one 
of these corrals and it took a week to do it (Klee 1972:123)o

R o  O o  Smith (19^7) comments on the short life span of the traps, 
and their duration across generations seems unlikelyo However, one
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informant made a point of describing inheritance of usufruct rights by 
a man's sons in violation of the broad matrilineal ruleo A factor ex
plaining this tendency is the dominant patrilocal post-marital residence 
system with the associated convention for members of a household to 
share their food0 Fathers and sons cooperated in bringing home the 
catch and the son's inheritance of the trap for purposes of supporting 
the remainder of the family after the father's death seems reasonable0 

Individual interests in lagoon regions where these structures 
once loomed are no longer valid; the bamboo stockades and the stone 
walls have long since been reduced to rubble while the advent of new 
fishing technology, especially the Hawaiian sling, the glass face mask, 
and the underwater flashlight, has made them and their tenure rules 
obsolete, as is the case for smaller traps0

In the smooth-bottomed section of the kereker, more aggressive 
fishing activity once took place0 Kramer (1926) is the most thorough 
source on the different ways in which hand nets, group nets, throw nets, 
and seine nets were used in Palau0 More recently, Klee (1972) describes 
these implements for Ngermetengel, a hamlet on the west side of Babel- 
daobo Ro 0o Smith (19^7) discusses them for Micronesia as a whole0 

Unlike the weirs and garths, nets were not abandoned in place to do 
their worko Instead, groups of either men or women of age grade socie
ties (cheldebechel) gathered together to play an active role of short 
duration in catching fisho Cooperation of the entire group was essen
tial 0 One type of net resting on the lagoon floor had to be hoisted up 
firmly implanted poles0 Another technique required that the participants 
create a disturbance in unison and drive the fish into a system of nets*
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In a third method, everyone, forming a large circle, was armed with a 
hand net much like a lacrosse sticko Then they closed in toward the 
center catching all the fish within the circumference 0 The catch was 
divided up among the members of the group according to the position of 
the individuals’ clan0 Tribute to the chief has been described for 
certain species of fish*, notably the maml, or wrasse fisho

The cooperative use of fishing nets has ended in Melekeok while 
some fishermen continue to use a large circular net that they can manip
ulate single-handedlyo Both the introduction of fishing tools for 
underwater night fishing, and the disintegration of the cooperative age 
grade societies are responsibleo The Japanese replaced the traditional 
dual system of cheldebechel with clubs known as Seinen Dan0 Though 
these persist to the present, especially among women, they are merely 
vestigial in most subsistence labor activities*

Sometimes the stingray, rrull was hunted by the men’s clubs* 
Palauans, according to Semper (1873s3 8) are "passionately fond of the 
meat" and used the stinger as a tip for their spears* To catch a rrull, 
"the men surround it and drive it toward land* Then they let fly spears 
and darts" (Semper 1873s38)* Instead of being divided up among the 
club members, the relatively small amount of meat went to the one who 
first sighted the ray and summoned the others (Semper 1873?39)° Today 
rrull is killed with spearguns by solitary fishermen or by men fishing 
in a non-cooperative group* The individual keeps the results of his 
pursuit*



Mollusks
It is in the sandy-bottomed, light-coral-growth area of the 

lagoon where giant Tridacna clams (kirn) are obtained, Though they are 
most abundant and large in the reef, they become permanently imbedded 
in the coral there and cannot be extracted with ease„ Where coral 
growth is less dense, the clams rest on the sand. They never attain 
such impressive sizes within the lagoon, but are at least easy to re
move o

Gathering kirn is generally the responsibility of women and 
children who go out on a bamboo raft at low tide carrying a plastic 
washtub, a glass face mask and a machete0 One must approach the clam 
gingerly, take aim and swiftly pierce the blade of the machete between 
the scallops of the shell and the flesho A well-placed stab severs the 
adductor muscle and prevents the animal from snapping shutc Otherwise, 
if alarmed, the clam will contract its muscle and it is then necessary 
to smash the shell to extract the meat. Most of the clams one finds 
within the reef are only 18" or less in diameter, but some of the ones 
in the deep sea are reputedly collosalo The shells of these large ones 
were made into axes and adzes where hard stone was scarce0

Several other edible mollusks are found on the sandy bottom 
amidst the coral in this part of the lagoon= Among these are Strombus 
luhuanus (semachel, in Palauan) and spider shells (Murex murex or 
drucher in Palauan)0 They are both abundant in the lagoon off Melekeok 
and are commonly gathered by women and children at low tide.

For these activities and resources no restrictive tenure rule 
applies beyond the basic ownership of the lagoon by the beluu0 Though
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these mollusks are important in the diet, forming the meat course (odoim) 
of a meal every seven to ten days or so, they are plentiful and require 
no investment of labor or material into the grounds on which they are 
gathered and they are never sold or used in the omeluchel trade network0 

There has never been any need to protect any exclusive rights to this 
resourceo

Marine Mammals
There is a marine mammal, Dugong dugong that inhabits the Palau 

Islandso Dugongs (mesikiu) habitually graze among the sea grass of the 
deeper areas of the lagoon= This region within the kereker is called 
the ueto In Melekeok there are two places recognized as feeding spots 
and one thought to be the place where they sleep0 The features which 
seem to attract the dugongs are: (l) thick and deep strands of grass?
and (2 ) proximity to the mouth of a fresh water stream where the water 
is slightly less saline0 I was told that the best time to spot a 
dugong, now extremely rare, is 3:00 A0M0 at the time of the full moon* 
This is when the tide is coming in at its rapidest rate (keriik)o

When dugongs were freely sought as food, before protective legis
lation was enacted on their behalf (Palau District Code, Section 203), 
it was at this early morning hour of the full moon when the hunting was 
donee Spearing with a heavy-duty single pointed spear and netting to 
suffocate the mammal were most frequent methods0 Everyone assured me 
that, in compliance with the strict conservation law, dugongs are no 
longer hunted0 However some small scale poaching still takes place 
within the lagoon0
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Young men1s age grade societies (cheldebechel) used to hunt 

dugongs as a group with nets and spears0 When they were successful, the 
meat was divided up according to the rank of the participant’s claru 
According to this rule of thumb, the head goes to club members from Tides, 
the number one clan, and two shoulders go to Umerang and Lukes, the two 
hind quarters to Ngeruleong and Kerurau, etc0

No matter who killed it, the dugong was so prestigious a food 
that a portion of the best meat was always given to the chief0 When a
dugong was speared off the coast of Melekeok in the spring of 1978, the
boys who killed it were concerned that the acting paramount chief, 
Secharuleong, not learn of the killing,, This was not out of fear that 
he would report it to the conservation authorities, but rather that he 
would demand his chiefly tribute0 It interested me that at least this 
minimal recognition was given to the old custom0 Secharuleong found 
out about the dugong anyway, and I took advantage of the opportunity to 
ask him if he expected any share of the killo He smiled, and replied 
that it would have been customary in the old days and he would not pro
test if he were given some, but such courtesies are no longer prescribed0

The chief has claim over the atlas vertebra of the dugong, as
wello Thir circular bone, when worn on the wrist, once symbolized 
heroism and valor. Rather than accumulating a collection of these in
trinsically useless klilt, a chief then bestowed them on men he chose to 
honor (see Kubary 1892; Keate 1788; Semper 1873)=

When a dugong was killed in Ngebuked hamlet of Ngaraard munici
pality in December 1977» there was, at that time, no chief (Mad era 
Ngebuked), and old men of the high ranking clan took little interest in
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the atlas vertebrae I noted, however, that a 15 year old boy, a sympa
thizer with the Modekngei revitalization movement (see Vidich 1949:84- 
9 1) obtained the bone and was cleaning it and preparing it in the old 
style o

Turtles
Green turtles (Chelona mydas) occasionally cruise the region of 

the kereker0 This animal (uel, melob) is considered a great delicacy 
and is hunted by spear or net whenever it is spotted by a fisherman0 

It was once customary to give a portion to the village chief, but this 
rule is now overlooked. Unlike fish, dugongs, and invertebrates, these 
reptiles can be kept captive until a need for the food arises. For up 
to a week, they can lie immobile on their backs, enduring the torment of 
dogs, cats and chickens in the cook house (uum) until the relief of 
death. Another more merciful way of saving a turtle is to put it in 
specially designated crawls (ongriul) built of stone in the lagoon, but 
there are none of these crawls still in existence in Melekeok. Now, 
conservation laws protect turtles from June to September and from 
December to February, and those under 34" are protected at all times 
(Trust Territory Code, Title 45).

The Hawksbill turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata) has never been 
sought so much for its meat as for its deep brown and richly mottled 
carapace. At one time this shell was used primarily for Palauan woman's 
money, spoons and plates (toluk), but by the mid~l8 0 0's it also acquired 
a high foreign trade value under such dealers as Andrew Cheyne (1843- 
1868). With the passage of the Endangered Species Act of 1975,
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conservationists became conscious of the depletion of these reptile re
sources and curtailed the killing of any specimens under 27 inches in 
length (Trust Territory Code, Title 4$ ) 0 Like the law against killing 
dugongs, this one is inadequately enforced and is often violated*

Echinoderms
The shallower part of the grassy area of the lagoon (uet) is the 

place where edible sea urchins, ibuchel, live* Gathering ibuchel is the 
responsibility of children who go out with tubs or coconut baskets and 
pick them up by hand* These children are not possessive of their indi
vidual collections of sea urchins* They drop their findings in the 
basket that is closest at hand and the food is informally divided up on 
the beach* The reward of hunting ibuchel seems more social than nutri
tional* Ibuchel seem to be an omnipresent feature of the uet providing 
a reliable, though unprestigious source of protein (odoim)* It is less 
profitable to gather them just after they have spawned as it is the egg 
case which is eaten* For some reason, release of the eggs is triggered 
by heavy rains or overcast skies, so the best tiijie to get the sea 
urchins is after several dry and sunny days* Then they are especially 
melaoch (rich with fatty eggs)*

Holothurians also inhabit the sandy fringing reef flats on the 
east side of Babeldaob* These slug-like echinoderms are more commonly 
called sea cucumbers, trepang, or beche-de-mer* Very popular in China 
for their gelatinous texture and alleged aphrodisiac properties, they 
became items of fiercely competitive trade in the middle 1 9th century* 
Such colorful and sometimes unscrupulous characters as Andrew Cheyne,
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Alfred Tetens, and V/oodin capitalized on the market (Shineberg 1971; 
Tetens 1958)o

To supply these traders, groups of two to four men and boys en
gaged in the search for trepang on the reef flats0 Extensive descrip
tion of this operation is found in Semper (1873° 37-43)o His observa
tions were focused on the west side of Babeldaob (kiukl); he lived in 
the Ngebuked hamlet of Ngaraardo Routine trepang gathering took place 
on the fringing reef flats at low tide* On a calm day when the tide 
got very low, a greater haul could be made on the sand flats of the 
barrier reef„ For the duration of the low tide, these men stayed out 
on their boatso After each day the animals would be preserved for 
tradeo

Cleaned of all sand and debris, they were piled compactly into 
an iron pot (one of the more popular trade items at that time), sea 
water filling any remaining volume 0 This was covered with the leaves 
of Colocasia taro0 The trepeng was steamed several successive times 
until it was thoroughly shriveledo Then it dried in a hut while enough 
accumulated to make up a worth-while sale0

In addition to iron pots, guns, powder and beads were popular 
trade itemso The constant threat of intervillage warfare made weapons 
a valuable commodity, and it was clearly to the advantage of the traders 
to keep the demand strong0 Maybe it is more than a coincidence that the 
villages of Ngaraard, where Woodin traded, and Koror, where Cheyne 
traded, were embroiled in repeated and vicious wars during the height 
of the trepang trade in the i8608 s (Semper 1873°136)o
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There is one clue in the early literature that changes in tenure 

of these reef flat regions may have been stimulated by the trepang 
trade* This is a passing reference in Kramer (1919) to a "Professor 
Pabisch's" observation that trepang grounds were the property of clans* 
In any case, there was, at that time, little trepang business with 
Melekeok or other despedal villages* The only incident in which 
Melekeok was included in any of these transactions is well documented* 
Andrew Cheyne violated an exclusive trade rights agreement he had with

/Ibedul, the king of Koror, by buying trepang and other trade goods from 
Melekeok in 1865* It only happened once, however, as Cheyne was im
mediately assassinated by the Ibedul#s men, an act which led to Ibedul*s 
punitive death at the hands of British Captain Stevens in 1866 (Shine- 
berg 1971)o

The most important reason for the neglect of the East Coast
villages was not political, however * The simple east coast fringing
reef does not provide a habitat as conducive to the growth of large spe
cimens as the west coast parallel fringing and barrief reef system*

The trepang trade continued, with some ups and downs until World
War II* A graph of trepang sales for all of Micronesia between 1922
and 1939 is provided in Purcell (1976)* If a constant proportion from 
Palau can be assumed, then the years of peak productivity were 1924,
1929 and 1939o A 1941 yield for Palau, alone, is 341,244 lbs* (Wilson
1969:6 9 1)*

The industry never recovered after the war although the Trust 
Territory government is attempting to encourage the marketing of trepang 
for local consumption by offering up to $2*00 a pound for "first-grade"
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trepang (Smith and Stimson 1979ill)o And the Palau Indicative Develop
ment Plan of 1976 (Palau Political Status Commission 1976) articulates 
the need for reactivation of the trepang trade 0 There is now a trepang 
drying plant in Koror (U0S0 Department of State 1979)= This effort is 
not likely to answer prayers for Palauan economic development, howevero 
Sea cucumbers are an omnipresent source of protein that are easy to 
gather, yet they are rarely eaten0 Some (irimd) are pickled with the 
acid juice of the titimel (Spondias pinnata) or kemim (Averrhoa bilimbi) 
fruitso Others are boiled in a thickening gelatinous gravyc

In addition to their food value, certain sea cucumbers provided 
toxic fish poisons which were put in tide poolso The choas, a black 
holothurian (Kramer 1926; McManus 1977) was one that was "pulped" (R0 0o 
Smith 1947) and used as a poisono Now the Clorox has become easier than 
sea cucumbers to obtain, the business of fish poisoning has changed, and 
sea cucumbers are no longer gathered with this intent0

Worms
The very shallowest part of the uet is the place where the 

sipunculus worm, chiull, liveso The time that women go out for them is 
at low tide, but it takes so long to get enough for a respectable meal, 
that it is best to start an hour or so before the tide is at its nediro 
In the grassy part of the lagoon, there are occasional domes of bare 
silty sand in which the worm makes its home0 At dead low tide, these 
little hills are exposed to the air0

Women and older children generally gather chiullo The only 
tools required are a stick about 3/4 inch in diameter, a container for
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the catch, and a knifec With one hand pushing in at a 45° angle by the 
side of the mound, the other hand plunges in from the top so fast that 
it catches the worm unaware0 With the pulsating animal firmly in hand, 
the stick is pierced in one end and pushed until the worm is entirely 
inside outo Sometimes chunks of silt and sand clog up the entrails and 
must be excised with the knifeo On top of the work of gathering the 
worms, their preparation is arduous0 It involves repeated cleaning, 
fine chopping, prolonged boiling and extraction of the accompanying 
coconut milk (see Kramer 1926 for chiull recipes) 0

Chiull is surely one of the most energy inefficient sources of 
nutrition in Palau0 The ratio of calories invested in their collection 
and preparation to calories derived from their consumption must be far 
greater than one0 This means that from a purely energetic standpoint, 
it is not worth the efforto These worms are a great delicacy, however, 
and this must justify the expense of laboro

Keburs
Roughly 56% of the Melekeok coastline is separated from the 

lagoon by dense stands of mangroveo The total area amounts to about 
3/4 square mile0 This sheltered environment houses a complex ecosystem 
including immature forms of many species of reef invertebrates, fish 
and marine crocodiles^ Nipa palms (Nipa fruticans) break the monotony 
of the mangrove close to dry land and to the mouths of fresh water 
streams, but the dominant vegetation is Mangrove of the genera 
Bruguiera and Rhizophorao

The wood of the mangrove is resistant to rotting and insect 
damage and, so, makes good structural material for houseso People from
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nearby villages go into the swamps by boat or bamboo raft, cut the trees 
and float them back to the beach nearest their house sites in the vil
lage 0 In the old days tridacna shell adzes were the main cutting tools, 
but occasional Malay and Filipino castaways brought iron knives and 
axes long before contact with Europeans (Keate 1788)0 Today metal axes, 
machetes and chain saws are usedo Although technblogical changes such 
as gasoline powered outboards, and labor-saving cutting tools make the 
job easier, the demand for timber from the swamps has diminished with 
the availability of precut lumber imported from other countries0

Before the advent of the corrugated metal roof, houses and abai 
were thatched with nipa palm fronds from the mangrove swamps (Kubary 
l895)o Supplies of thatching were frequently needed to patch leaking 
roofs, and these were obtained by men who cut it and either bundled it 
out by way of the muddy paths that approach the keburs from the land or 
float it out on bamboo rafts by way of the natural mangrove swamp chan
nels that emanate from the mouth of fresh water streams0 Kaneshiro 
alludes to a tradition of planting the nipa palm and says, about the 
tenure of these plantations, "If a villager wished to plant nipa palms 
in the tidal flats, he could do so freely, and the planter gained per
petual use rights to the planted area" (Kaneshiro 1958s296)0 To my 
knowledge, no one is currently cultivating the trees nor is anyone re
specting former groves, if they indeed exist at all in Melekeoko Only 
two dwellings in Melekeok were thatched in 1978, and these were repaired 
with coconut fronds which are much more accessible, though less durable 
as a roofing material0 According to Barrau (1961s5 6), nipa palm fruits 
are eaten in Palau, though I never observed nor heard of this practiceo
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The embryo of the fruit of the oriental mangrove (Bruguiera 

gymnorhiza) provides a starchy food known as denges0 Though it has 
never been especially popular as a dietary supplement, it is remembered 
as one of the wild ongraols (starches) that offered relief during the 
taro famine of 1912-1915° At that time the starchy staple, taro, was 
in desperately short supply, having been afflicted with a root-rot 
disease that followed on the heels of a great typhoon,. The food cate
gory, ongraol, is an important element in the proper Palauan meal, and, 
to supply a substitute for the customary taro, women resorted to gather
ing dengeso Most young people in Melekeok today have never tasted 
denges; the taro plantations have recovered their health, and now, more 
important, the ongraol rice, is a ubiquitous part of the dieto

A greatly valued Palauan food is the mangrove crab (chemang)„
It is and always has been an important feast food, served with ceremony 
and sometimes decked with plumeria flowers0 To catch the crab, mangrove 
crab traps are set in the keburs'and retrieved at intervals* A burgeon
ing urban population having social needs for chemang has become an 
chemang-consuming class* These people buy mangrove crabs, still alive, 
from two or three markets in Koror* In Melekeok, the demand has in
spired the exploitation of the swamps for crabs by a small group of 
local entrepreneurs who have set up small-scale commercial crabbing*

In general, anyone from the beluu can use the mangrove swamps of 
that beluu, though a resident of another must ask permission of the 
chief* The two beluu on either side of Melekeok (Ngchesar and Ngiwal) 
have their own keburs, so the issue of non-Melekeok use of mangroves 
has rarely arisen* Today the custom of respecting chiefly authority
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had dwindled to near non-existence for three reasons<, First, the demand 
for wood is decreasing with the abundant availability of foreign lumbero 
Second, the power of the chief to extract fines and to influence public 
opinion has diminished (Melekeok’s high chief lives in Koror, anyway) 0 

And third, since mid-Japanese times, everything below the high water 
mark has been declared "Government landso'1 There is no higher authority 
on which to appeal for a decision on use rights violationso Informal 
means of social control have protected the traps set by the individuals 
who are in business to trap and sell crabso I am unaware of any theft 
or vandalism of the traps or their contents, so, this inexplicit use 
rights understanding appears to be adequate0

Taoch
Meandering through the mangrove swamps are clear channels free 

of mangrove growtho These sometimes emanate from the mouth of a fresh 
water streamo The channels that go all the way through the keburs to 
the land are known as taoch; those that just wend their ways among the 
mangrove and never touch land are demetaocho At high tide the taoch 
are useful as boat channels to keburs-bound hamlets0 Melekeok has no 
taoch thoroughfares, but some of the most dramatic of these channels go 
to the hamlets of Ngehesar, Ngeremetengel in Ngeremlengui, Ngebuked in 
Ngaraard, and Choikul in Airaio

Taoch function primarily as passageways for boats going to and 
from hamlets, cutting timber in the keburs, tending to crab traps, and 
collecting nipa palm fronds and dengeso The mangrove swamps tend to 
harbor crocodiles (ius), though, and hunting parties sometimes lie in
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wait for one that makes its appearanceo Today, they are shot with 
rifles; the law against firearms codified in the Trust Territory Code, 
is waived for hunting parties invited to purge the area of its croco
diles « The chief of Ngeremlengui is said to have contracted with a 
group of Australians to get the job done in his municipalityo The game 
provides an abundant source of protein*

Although Melekeok has no channels that could technically be 
called mangrove taoch, there are two boat harbors which are known figu
ratively as taocho The southern harbor is indeed a channel that has 
been artificially constructed where only a small stream once was* This 
is known as the Ngermecheluuch taocho At the point at which the taoch 
meets the beach, a war-canoe house and a men’s clubhouse used to be 
situatedo The northern taoch, Okemii, consists only of a stone pier, 
the site of a war-canoe house, and the location of a men's houses

The reason for the persistent figurative use of the term taoch 
for these places involves the characteristic division of village age- 
grade societies^ Affiliated with each of these taoch were cheldebechel 
for men and women which were called bital taoch ma bital taoch (other 
taoch and other taoch (Kubary 1885; Kramer 1926; Barnett 19^9; Vidich 
1949; McKnight I960; Force and Force 1972; Smith 1977)o Each group of 
age grade clubs identifies with the location of its canoe house and 
club houses, and this place is called, by extension, taocho

>Because of this association and because the men's club houses 
and canoe houses usually stood prominently next to the taoch which 
served their canoes, the cheldebechel were responsible for the main
tenance of the taocho For Okemii this duty had little meaning, as there
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has never been a physical taoch there. But for Ngermecheluuch, the con
stant refurbishing of the stone embankments and the clearing of the 
silty debris at the bottom of the channel were the responsibilities of 
the cheldebechel on that side of Melekeok, Final jurisdiction over the 
taoch lay in the hands of the village chief and his council (klobak), 
while _de facto jurisdiction was held by the cheldebechel. Like all 
regions below the high water mark, however, the Ngermecheluuch taoch is 
presently in the public domain having recently passed from the Trust 
Territory government to the Palau District government. The authority 
of the chief, Reklai, is minimal, the age grade societies are defunct, 
and paid workers now replace crumbling stones and mortar.

Piers
There are two major piers in Melekeok, Traditionally each served 

the rival halves of the beluu and the rival clubs, but today, along with 
the importance of the men's age grade societies that function has be
come vestigial. Leading to the northern half of Melekeok is Okemii, a 
short cement dock that is only useful at high tide. Next to the south
ern taoch is Ngermecheluuch, a coral rock dock (chades) long enough to 
reach beyond the outer reef, and, thus, useful even at dead low tide,
A gap in the dock covered by a wooden bridge allows passage of boats in 
transit in the lagoon. At the end (bdelul a. chang) is a one-room block 
waiting house.

These two piers are for public use. At one time their mainten
ance was overseen by the chief while communal work parties composed of 
members of the age grade societies affiliated with the bital taoch would 
perform all construction and repair work on their own dock.
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Today, the authority over these piers still resides in the 

chief, but he can no longer induce young men to do the maintenance0 
The age grade societies, once the basic unit of non-kin based social 
organization, are virtually gone» And, more significantly, money from 
the Trust Territory can now be obtained to hire wage workers and im
ported materialso When Okemii was rebuilt a few years ago, it cost 
around $17,000 and is currently again crumbling because of poor design 
and workmanshipo

It was in the mid i9 6 0*s that this shift from communal respon
sibility for the taoch walls and the chades took place0 In 1961 a 
United Nations mission roundly condemned UoS0 administration of the 
Trust Territory and prescribed increasing the budget allocated for long 
term investment in development» The Solomon Report of 1963 (National 
Security Action Memo #1^5) came rapidly on the heels of this inter
national criticism* Drafted by a team of economists headed by Anthony 
Solomon (then of Harvard), this document proposed a general budgetary 
increase in order to induce dependency and a permanent and stable stra
tegic alliance with the United States (McHenry 1975; Marksbury 1979b; 
Nufer 1978)* There is inadequate evidence to condemn American adminis
trators for following this proposal with a conscious idea of dashing 
hopes for independence and self-sufficiency* Nevertheless, the events 
of the subsequent three years confirm, suspiciously well, this indict
ment*

Between 1964 and 1967 three devastating typhoons battered Palau, 
the most recent of which, Sally, took away buildings, roads, docks and 
other improvements in rural villages* U*S* Disaster Relief money was
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channeled into local salvage and reconstruction crews composed of people
Jfrom both halves of the village, men and women alike, were put to worko 

The taoch and the piers were rebuilt with these funds, thus marking the 
final demise of communal maintenance groupso

Chelecholl
Still technically below high water mark in the eyes of the Trust 

Territory government, sire the beaches (chelecholl)„ Where there are no 
mangroves along the coastline of Melekeok, there are pristine white sand 
beaches that stretch for miles* They sire not evenly distributed among 
Melekeok’s hamlets; Ngerubesang has little sandy beach, while Ngeruliang 
has over a mile*

The beaches are popular recreation areas where big multi-family 
picnics sometimes take place * Children and dogs run around in and out 
of the water on the sandy spits and beaches for hours* The beaches are 
also good for intermediate storage of goods being transported by boat 
to or from another village or the capital city of Koror*

Finally, there is at least one edible resource that is gathered 
in the sand* This is the tiny sand clam (chesechol) that makes a good 
soup with coconut milk* When the tide is on its way out, women and 
children might go to the still damp sand and rake it for clams* They 
usually use their hands, but the sand is abrasive and a bamboo garden 
rake or half coconut shell works better to scrape aside the top inch or 
two of sand*

It may take two hours to gather enough to serve a family of six 
and the recipe for the soup requires coconut milk squeezed from a



freshly grated coconut« But the expenditure of calories per unit of 
time is small0 Sitting on the beach sifting sand does not involve great 
physical exertion* Relative to fish which require more concentrated 
labor, chesechol is an energy inefficient source of protein* For Poly
nesian outliers, Bayliss-Smith (197*0 computes the caloric ratio for 
fish as 9o2 calories out per calorie in,. while shellfish yield only 1*5 
calories for every calorie invested* This ratio does not take into 
account the energy needed for preparation, but the cleaning and frying 
or boiling of the fish is probably roughly equivalent to the grating 
and squeezing of coconut and the boiling of the soup* As Meehan (1977) 
observed for strand shellfish gathering in Arnhemland, gathering food 
from the beach is technologically uncomplicated, and incurs no physical 
risk* Most important, it can be done by a segment of society that is 
not otherwise occupied in protein subsistence activities, such as women 
engaging in infant care, very young children, and the elderly*
Chesechol is a reliable source of protein when the sea is rough or there 
is no alternative protein food (odoim) immediately at hand*

Conclusion
In the preceding discussion, I described the sea in terms of the 

several alternative systems in which it is subdivided* The first is the 
system, still evolving, which reflects the way the sea figures into 
Palau’s emerging role in international politics* Under various foreign 
administrations, Palau’s ’’territory" has come to be defined more and 
more specifically in geographic and legal terms* Now there is the prob
lem of identifying not only the territorial sea, but also the internal
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waters and the exclusive resource zone0 Rights helf by various juris
dictions over various resources also are being resolvedo

This discussion promotes a multi-dimensional view of tenure0 
As was emphasized in Chapter 2, tenure must be defined with reference 
to personnel, time, rights and obligations, and coordinates in space0 
These superimposing ’'maps’1 of the sea give the necessary perspective to 
the issue of marine tenure0



CHAPTER 6

CATEGORIES OF LAND USE 

Houses
As of 19789 Melekeok municipality had 50 residential buildings 

which housed its roughly 350 part-time and permanent citizens*

Residence vs* Ownership
The Palauan word blai means house —  the structure 9 and it also 

has a more abstract meaning* We use the word "house" to refer to a 
family line, as in the House of Bourbon and the House of Plantagenet; 
so, in Palauan, does the word acquire a metaphoric connotation (Force 
and Force 1961) referring to any* extended family group from an ongalek 
all the way up to a klebliil (see page 57) (Force 1960:50)* There is an 
etymological explanation for these dual meanings that brings into focus 
the traditional tenure pattern of house sites*

At one time, all house sites were the property of a group of 
related people under the leadership of a male elder, usually title- 
holder* For the most part, these groups could be called telungalek or 
kebliil, but there may have been Cases in which a smaller or inter
mediate group might have obtained title to a plot of land* Because of 
the indistinct and flexible nature of the home owning group, the word 
blai is an appropriate substitute term*

143
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Just as there are two meanings of the term blai, so are there 

two meanings of chad er a. blaio Literally it means ’•person of the 
houseo" The chad er a blai as a member of a house owning social group 
may have no residence or use rights to that building or the land on 
which it sitso The chad er a blai as a resident of the house, may have 
at best an affinal or a weak ulechell (patrilineal) connection to the 
owning social group0 In fact, at one time, it was possible that those 
who lived in a house and those who owned that house were completely non
overlapping setso The post-marital residence pattern makes this paradox 
clearo

Despite the general matrilineal rule governing strong membership 
in telungalek and kebliil, post-marital residence is patrilocalo There 
are many exceptions, of course; neolocal couples abound and matrilocal 
couples exist, but the ideal pattern dictates that a newly married 
couple move in with the husband's parents0 Up until the German adminis
tration, furthermore, the adult men of the household, those who have the 
strongest affiliation with the house owning kin group, would sleep and 
spend the bulk of their waking hours at the age grade club house (bai) 0 

It would have been typical then for wives and young children —  

hone of whom were strong kin group members —  to be the actual resi
dents of a house (Semper 1873; Kubary 1 8 8 5)° The adult women were 
affinally related to the kin group and the children were patrilineally 
related to patrilineal (ulechell) members —  twice weako

Additional residential diversity is due to the inclusion of 
people with neither consanguineal nor affinal connections* The 
Japanese ethnographer, Hijikata (1973)1 attributed this to the
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precipitous decline in population that occurred in the mid 19th centuryo 
Lineage and clan membership fell and domestic groups dwindled0 House
holds were boosted by frequent adoption, consolidation of families, and 
hospitality to drifters and transients (ultechakl)0

Household composition has continued to change o Owing to the 
particular orientation of the Germans and of the missionaries, and to 
their ideas about appropriate domestic arrangements, adult men have 
begun to sleep at home with their wives* Furthermore, the incidence of 
nuclear family households has been increasing, although adoption and 
hospitality to ultechakl are still common*

The rise in nuclear family households is due to a prevalent 
spirit of individualism, to a related change in the manner by which 
house construction is funded, and to the pattern of migration of young 
people* Now house sites are predominantly individual property, usually 
owned by the oldest male in the household* Occasionally a young man 
anxious to establish a neolocal home for his family uses land indi
vidually owned by one of his relatives, his okdemelel (mother's brother) 
or, more likely, his father* The use of the husband's father's land is 
in keeping with tradition, but the essential difference now is that the 
husband invests his own money gained at his own ocheraol (money-raising 
party) or from his own wage work in the house he, his wife, and children 
will inhabit* The young man is almost certain of inheriting title to 
his house site upon the death of his father* Even if Palau District 
Code, Section 801 does not apply, the deceased man's relatives are 
likely to give land to his son as chetemel a ngalek (children's land)*
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The mobility of young adults in Palau also explains the rise 

in the frequency of nuclear family householdso Couples with their chil
dren follow job opportunities wherever they may be* Even if they move 
back to the husband’s home village, they may still want to maintain a 
dwelling separate from his family’s on land that he owns as an indi
vidual o

Today the blai as a kin group rarely acts as a house-owning 
groupo The house-owning group, meanwhile, is seldom coterminous with 
the house dwelling group= It is critical to distinguish between the 
land owning chad er a. blai in its metaphoric sense and the domestic 
chad er a blai.

Potential house sites may be borrowed for use by non-ownerso 
Once a house is erected (a substantial investment for an individual with 
only usufructory rights) his investment is protected* Occasionally a 
case distinguishing usufruct from title is taken to court* In one land 
suit (Palau Civil Action 97-75) involving property in Melekeok, indi
vidual Â, the owner listed in the Tochi Daichio, allowed individual B> 
use rights to his land* B, in turn, transferred these rights to indi
vidual £, who built a house on the property* Later, A died without 
heirs and B along with two other persons (not including C) claimed the 
land* The Court partitioned the parcel, dividing ownership between the 
two individuals other than 13 who had claimed it* B, received indefinite 
use rights, and <3 was awarded permission to occupy his house, although 
it straddled the property line between two plots*

Far more often, however, usufruct is not assured through any 
legal contract and is not protected by any force beyond courtesy.
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reciprocity, and respect for the social order. Agreements vary from 
blanket use permission to a tacit expectation of generous reciprocal 
favors, at customs or ocheraols, often, as Kaneshiro (1956) noted, in 
the capacity of adopted members of the owner’s family. In Melekeok 
there are no cases of formal leases in which the tenant is liable for a 
certain pre-stated and regular payment to the land owner.

Even when conflicts between owner and borrower arise, there is 
no mechanism with which to implement an eviction. Law enforcement by 
police or by the local traditional authorities is inadequate. Further
more, a land owner who pursues such a socially disruptive act would 
incur the disapproval of fellow villagers. In one dispute, a long
standing resident 'A' on a parcel of land argued that he was the owner 
against the protests of another individual 'S’. A court decision dis
closed relevant details of the history of the land transactions. Title 
to the land was issued to ’B’, but three years later ’A’ still had no 
immediate plans to move.

House Site Activities
The houses and house sites are used for a variety of activities 

which have bearing on the set of people who come and go with impunity.
Women and men prepare their food inside houses now that water 

is conveniently at hand and kerosene stoves have made the job less hazar
dous and smoky. Preparation used to take place exclusively outdoors 
under a thatched shelter or uum where one or more fires were boiling 
taro and grilling or boiling fish. The uum is still an important part 
of the house site since large quantities of taro, boiled port and cas
sava need the space allowed by the roughly 4' x 8’ fire places.
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The finished meal is then consumed in the house in the company 

of the residents and guests. Those who do not live in the house but are 
entitled to share a meal have been summoned with the spontaneous invi
tation ’’bemtuo' Ke mla mengur, ng dirkah?” (Come in. Have you eaten 
already, or not?). Sometimes the invitations and the plans are pre- 
arranged for as many as 350 guests. Such occasions as an ocheraol, a 
funeral talk (cheldecheduuch) or a first childbirth ceremony (ngasech) 
would attract such a crowd. Invitations for these events come in the 
form of "custom boxes" of food which arrive about two to three weeks in 
advance of the party by a messenger who issues the information on time, 
place, and purpose, Smith (1977) gives a functional step by step 
description of the manufacture, delivery and indirect material and 
social price of one of these boxes.

People are always coming around to a house to see each other. 
Certain courtesies are expected of those who do not actually live there. 
One is that a house is never approached from the left side (cheldeng) 
past the traditional location for the blai god house and the place where 
the family valuables are kept. Another is that the announcement, "ALII!" 
must always accompany arrival at the door where the visitor waits until 
he or she hears the acknowledgment "bemtu" from within.

Taking eight to ten hours per day per person, sleeping usually- 
consumes more time, than-any other single activity. Today the -people 
who generally sleep in a house are also those who eat the food without 
invitation, and consider it "blik" (my home), As I have mentioned al
ready, this has not always been the case. At one time the men and post
adolescent boys habitually slept at the club house of their cheldebechel
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and commuted to their houses for meals and visitso But now men custom
arily sleep at home with their wiveso

Guests for the night are commono Some are temporary chad er a 
blai such as anthropologists, peace corps volunteers and people from 
elsewhere who hold temporary jobs in the villageo These people are 
expected, though not asked outright, to help by providing occasional 
food, kerosene and whatever domestic work is appropriate to his or her 
sexo Short term visitors from other villages find friends or relatives 
in whose homes they can stay0 And other people spend the night when 
they have stayed late or are planning to depart by boat at a high tide 
before dawn and they do not want to walk far in the darko These visits 
do not need to be repayedo

There is more to a house site than a house alone0 All house 
sites are equipped with an outdoor uum for cooking, an outhouse in the 
back, an enclosed bathing and laundry area, and a clothes line0 Many 
homes have one or more pig pens, chickens, dogs, cats, small gardens 
and useful trees0 Three houses in Melekeok as of 1978 doubled as small 
stores in which they sold soap, kerosene, soft drinks, beer, ramen 
noodles, canned meats, sugar, instant coffee and matches0 Those who 
specialized in making aus, the betel nut ingredient, lime, dispensed 
it out of their houseso

Settlement and House Construction
Typical house construction has changed with the dependence on 

foreign monetary systemso As the flow of dollars in the Palauan economy 
has increased, so has the use of foreign building materialso The oldest
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still habitable house belongs to Ubal Tellei at the northernmost end of 
Ngerubesango Its walls are of finely plaited pandanus and its roof of 
coconut frond thatcho The basic structural posts and frame are straight 
shafts of mangroveo The floor is composed of strips of bamboo halves 
laid with their convex surfaces up0 The foundation is a pavement of 
basalt rockso In 1885 Kubary said, ’’’A house, which is constructed as 
solidly as possible, lasts a long time and serves to harbor the Obokul 
(blai elder) and his bodily descendants for the term of his existence, 
being then inhabited by his successor" (Kubary 1885:46)0

Plaited walls and thatched roofs were probably among the first 
architectural features to be abandoned» They were replaced by plywood 
and corrugated metal respectively0 The basalt foundations are no longer 
built under brand new houses» Coconut stumps sawed straight with a 
chain saw elevate the new homes from the ground0 More recently, the 
flooring material of plywood has taken over the bamboo slats and today 
even the durable mangrove that was used for beams and posts is not 
used, having been replaced by imported machine hewn two by fours from 
lumber stores in Koror0 All recently built houses have louvered glass 
windowso

Corrugated roofs and plywood walls last longer than their prede
cessors, but plywood floors, pine posts and beams, and coconut palm 
foundation posts are less durableo The basic structural features of old 
houses were built to last while the walls and roofs could simply be re
placed or mended periodically0 Modern houses are more likely to suffer 
from insect damage or rot which affects them structurally0 At that 
time they are given up as irretrievably lost* The present relative lack
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of concern for permanence may be a reflection of several historic, demo
graphic and economic conditions* It is both a result of and an 
influence on changing patterns of tenure of house sites*

There is a growing trend for rural Palauans to move to the city, 
to Guam or to the United States* For over 20 years, this has been true 
for teenagers and young adults; schools and jobs using many of the 
skills learned in school are not available in the villages* Now even 
old people are migrating to Koror to be closer to medical care, which 
many of them need, and to their children and other relatives* Children, 
too, often change homes through the common adoptive process (Smith 
1977) or for temporary variety* At every age level there is a per
vasive feeling of impermanence and flux while household composition 
changes from week to week*

Ever since the United States began its economic "development" 
campaign in earnest in the mid 1 9 6 0*5 , the mean per capita income of 
Palauans has grown very rapidly* The tendency for money to circulate 
within the Palauan economy through institutionalized gambling, rural 
coops, money raising parties, reciprocal obligations of affinally re
lated lineages, and payment for market goods and labor, has meant that 
everyone has the wherewithal to build at least a modest house* And 
growing numbers of people who have played the obligation game astutely 
can afford extravagant homes* Tile floors, louvered windows, velvet 
flocked wallpaper and kitchen sinks sure status symbols —  ways of demon
strating not only monetary wealth, but well-placed social alliances*

Some have overextended themselves in this business and con
tracted to have houses built which they, after the fact, could not
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afford to pay for0 In numerous cases even two money raising parties 
(ocheraol) were insufficient0 Money-lenders in Koror are enriching 
themselves by tapping the resources generated by this status one-, 
upmanshipo

If a house collapses from rot or poor construction after a short 
time, it should not take too long to build up social equity again to 
rebuild the house with yet a few more modern conveniences,. One family 
in Melekeok continues to live in its old house because the floor of the 
palacial new one has already caved in„ It sits there in aquamarine 
obsolescent splendor underneath a grove of coconuts0

Historical events and changes in settlement pattern have had 
probably the greatest impact on house construction,, In 1925 the 
centuries-old interior hamlets of Melekeok began to be abandoned and 
the residents moved household by household to the present beachside 
siteso The immediate cause of this uprooting was the recommendation of 
Acting Reklai Telleio As one of the distinguished members of the "Cul
ture Tour" to Japan in 1924, the former Acting Reklai had the oppor
tunity to see Japanese fishing villages laid out neatly along a central 
avenue beside the shore„ This so deeply affected him and the chiefs of 
some of the other villages that they encouraged similar settlement pat
terns at home0 The chief of Ngiwal even named the thoroughfare running 
through his village the "Ginza" to acknowledge the source of his in
spiration 0 Less direct factors leading to the ready acceptance of the 
plan were perhaps increasing communication by motorboat and the ter
mination only 40 years earlier, of inter-village warfare and attacks 
from which an inland location had served as a defense (McCutcheon and
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Mad 1979)=> For these direct and indirect reasons, the traditional house 
sites with their carefully laid basalt platforms and patios, family 
burial grounds and broad cobbled avenues were all left to be enveloped 
by the voracious jungle0

By 1925 manpower had severely declined in part due to the 
diseases of the previous century and it is likely that the labor har
nessing authority of the Reklai had diminished from the time of con
struction of the original hamlets when vast building projects —  cobbled 
staircases, stone fortifications, miles of nine-foot-wide cobbled 
avenues —  were not too great to be undertaken and completed*

The coastal plain has a scarcity of the volcanic rock that was 
the customary foundation material* The substitutes in the new settle
ment were either coconut stumps, friable limestone or coral rock.

Finally, there is an ideological reason that little investment 
is made in the permanence of house sites* The old locations for houses 
were steeped with symbolic significance for the clans* It is in the
inland hills that the chief s title house sites (bill_a dui and
dmesolel a blai) were located* These plots of land often took on names 
denoting their association with the clan* "Udes" is an example* This 
is the chiefs title house site for the Udes clan, the leading kebliil 
of the beluu. For this clan, and indeed for the whole village, the 
land has importance not measureable in terms of productivity or mineral 
resources0 The Reklai who succeeded Tellei and preceded Lomisang,
Reklai Brel, chose to be buried at this site in 1968 even though it had
been left to the mercy of the jungle 43 years earlier*
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Land has become a speculative investment in some caseso Land 

owners who are living elsewhere, sometimes at very remote locations, are 
certainly worried more about their land holdings than their houses0 

Young men building houses do not anticipate using them for the remainder 
of their lives or the lives of their closely knit lineages= Their 
houses are probably going to be inherited by their sons who, as likely 
as not, will be living elsewhere for the duration of their lives0

The economically independent individual, now able to earn and
keep his own money and land, can build a house for himself with his own 
revenueSo The trouble is that there is neither money nor man power for 
basalt boulders to be moved from their inland sources to a house site 
and to be laid together as a house platformo The specialists in house 
building and the men's clubs (cheldebechel) are non-existent and so is 
the social mechanism for constructing a house in the old style0

When the village was moved, it was not only the proximity to 
big stones that affected house construction,, The deep ideological sig
nificance of the lands held by clans inland was never moved to the 
individually owned lands along the water c There was no new plot analo
gous to the blil & dui to symbolize the authority of the title holder„ 
There was no coastail replacement for the omesolel a. blai to serve as a
blai home baseD As a show place for the family as a corporate institu
tion in perpetuity, the houses in the new village mean littleo As 
monuments to the wealth of one transitory mortal, they mean a lot0

This situation exemplifies the interrelationship of house con
struction, mobility of the people, mobility of the village, and land 
tenureo These seem to have fueled each other in a systematic way0



Other Buildings
Traditionally, the most important community structures were the 

bai, the men’s meeting houses where men convened to make decisions and 
spend the night0 With the German decree that they were unhygenic (Force 
and Force 1972s21), these buildings were destroyed* Now there are two 
buildings that could be called bai, and another under construction*
One of the existing bai was at one time, kebliil property with condi
tional use rights to the men’s club who had its bai there until these 
buildings were destroyed as a disease control measure by the German 
government« Now it is Melekeok beluu property under the final authority 
of Reklai as high chief of the beluu* It is never used for meetings 
now, but has been converted instead into a ’’hotel" for tourists and 
other visitors* The rooms are only separated from each other by jerry- 
built partitions and there is no plumbing —  not even an outhouse going 
with the accommodations* No one stayed there during my nine month 
sojourn in the village* It takes an intrepid explorer to venture in
side the structure and navigate the rotten floors and webs of the 
coliosal bubuu spiders* It is one of the tropical Pacific’s more "un
discovered" spots!

The other existing bai serves Ngerubesang hamlet, Ngerubesang 
being one of the kekerei’l beluu that is politically, geographically, 
and historically distinct* This bai is also never used for formal meet
ings of hamlet leaders and it is in poor repair* It is under the 
authority of Ngerubesang’s high chief, Ngiraingas*

The bai under construction is being built on the inland location 
of the imposing triple-bai complex in pre-Japanese times* Kubary, in
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the l870's marveled at its size and intricate carvings. The inland 
plaza was abandoned with the surrounding houses in 1 9 2 5, and all that 
remains of the original structure today are the basalt paved platforms 
and terraces, and the flat stone seat backs for the eleven rubaks that 
formed the klobak council,

But it has not been forgotten. Under a federal program for his
toric preservations and a federal program to employ the aged, it was 
chosen as a perfect site for a new bai, entirely traditional in every 
detail and modeled as nearly as possible after the original which is 
fading fast from the memories of old men, Renguul, the chief of the 
Baulbei clan is the architect. Not only is he a high ranking, honored 
authority on history and traditions, but he was also trained as an en
gineer and draftsman in the Japanese administration.

The site is beluu property under the trusteeship of Reklai, 
Technically, though, decisions on activities there are made by the 
director of the project, Moses Sam, and Renguul, the architect, Hopes 
are high in some corners that the bai will attract a few tourists who 
will bring some rural economic development, and maybe stay in the local 
commercial accommodations.

There is a two story public building on land where a bai once 
stood. It was originally intended as a municipal office building where 
the magistrate could keep his files and hold municipal business meetings. 
When the land registration hearings began in 1972, they were held in 
that public building. For various reasons, it is not used today. There 
is virtually no municipal business, aside from land registration, that 
requires an office or voluminous files, and when land registration
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hearings and other public meetings are held, the municipal building has 
proven architecturally inadequate0 It is poorly ventilated and there is 
no verandao It is not used at all now0 The land is chutem beluu,
Reklai is officially the trustee as chief of the beluu, but one of the 
"administrative responsibilities" of the elected magistrate is to "main
tain public facilities and properties" (Force 1960s9^)o There is 
clearly an overlap of jurisdiction here, but there has not been any 
conflicto Since the building is never used, it never needs to be main
tained 0

Another public building known as obis (office) is where land 
registration records and hearings are held now* It is in a central 
location, it is breezy and open, and is surrounded on two sides by a 
sheltered veranda with pleasant bamboo benches. Not only is most offi
cial public business handled there, but community parties and receptions 
for visiting dignitaries are held there. During a typical day, a half 
dozen men and women can be seen sitting on the bamboo benches —  some 
are full-time land registration team members, others just stop by for 
the conversation. Children come to play and the atmosphere is con
genial.

Though the land registration building is used for all sorts of 
public functions, the land is privately owned by Kodep Brel who lives 
next door. He has given conditional use rights to the beluu for his 
land as long as the need exists and the present building remains, As 
much as any other building, this one has taken on the function of the 
bai.
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Another example of conditional use rights is the elementary 

schoolo During Japanese times, the land was appropriated as government 
lando It continued as such until its registration status was learned by 
the two blai who had assumed it to be theirs, Baulbei Kebliil and 
Ngeruosech Telungalek* Finally in Palau High Court Civil Action 73-75 
it was determined that there had been an error in the Tochi Daichio,
that it was Baulbei Kebliil land, and that Sebalt Elechuus would act as

(trusteeo Conditional use rights for the school are protected as long 
as there is a need for a school„ Since there will probably always be 
an elementary school aged population in the community, the claim of 
Baulbei Kebliil is hard to comprehend; its members have no rights of 
use beyond those of any other citizen, no rights of disposition, and no 
rights of administrationo The right to title is all they have, and yet, 
in Palau title to land even without associated rights, is still sym
bolic of wealth and prestigeo

Education is not the only activity that occurs at school0 The 
village radio transmitter and receiver are in the principal's office 
and the only community electrical generator is there = Every now and 
then some old Japanese and American films come to town, and there is an 
all night movie marathon in the fourth grade classroom0 The expanse of 
grass in front of the school serves as a playground where kite flying 
and informal and formal sports take place□ Around the periphery of the 
school yard are megalithic stone heads that have been documented in 
Osborne (1966 s 242-246), and behind the building a few banana trees 
supply an extra school lunch treato
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The medical dispensary now stands on land where there used to be 

a bai guarding the entrance to one of the three paths leading to the old 
interior village„ For a few months a year a circuit nurse lives there 
and treats patients0 This land is chutem beluu0 Reklai technically 
administers its use, but in fact any decisions bearing on the dispensary 
building are up to hospital personnel in Koror0

There are two churches in Melekeoko The Catholic church and 
the surrounding property belong to the Palauan Catholic Church0 The 
Protestant church is on land owned by an individual who has given con
ditional use rights to the churcho Protection of its existence on that 
location is informal0 Since about half of the community of Melekeok is 
affiliated with the Protestant church, the church is secure through 
social pressureo

Sacred Land
A discussion of religious structures does not end with the 

Christian churches0 On clan land in Ngerubesang is a modern God House 
for the worship of the village and clan chelid (gods) 0 The most im
portant of these are Uchellechelid and Ngirabengungau0

The traditional religious beliefs have a smaller following now 
that Christianity has taken hold, but even the devout Christians harbor 
respect for traditional tabooed animals and totems (delasech) 0 In 
Melekeok people avoid contact with the Kitelel (fresh water eel) and the 
totemic animals for neighboring Ngchesar, the ochaieu (ray fish and the 
dusky shearwater)o

At one time there was sacred land for the male god (oldesei) 
and the female god (oiachel), with a god house on eacho Today, as far
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as I know, there is only the god house on the land called Sochosong in 
Ngerubesang hamlet<> Although the house is situated on individual land 
on top of a levee dividing a taro swamp, it was funded by believers at 
an ocheraol and is maintained by the Korong, the one who "gets the 
Spirit," This land, like other sacred land, is landscaped with tii 
plants (siis) and croton plants (kesuuk),

Siis and kesuuk are generally clues that land has;some sacred 
significance. They are found around both traditional and modern burial 
grounds where the spirits of the dead, bladek and deleb, are said to 
lurk. Until 1916 almost everyone was interred under the stone paved 
platforms at house sites. Then a graveyard (olekul) was established 
on top of Techobei hill. Prior to that date the land was the property 
of a kebliil, but it was registered as chutem beluu in the Tochi 
Daichio, Kramer (1917) describes chelid houses on top of terraced 
hills, Techobei is such a terraced hill; perhaps its peak once was the 
location of an chelid house, too. Another one of the magistrate’s ad
ministrative responsibilities is to maintain the cemetery (Force i9 6 0: 
94), In recent years, it seems that people are being buried again on 
land that has some personal or family significance. In some cases 
Christian motifs and headstones mark the tombs.

Agricultural Land

Houseyard Gardens
The house yard is used for small scale gardening. Some of the 

plants are purely decorative and line the road, edge the front path, or 
bound the property on all sides. The most popular are hibiscus of all



colors and varieties, ti plants and croton= These last two are some
times avoided because of their association with .the supernatural and 
death, but they are nevertheless attractive0

When space permits, short term vegetables and fruits are planted* 
Sweet potatoes, colorful hot peppers, Colocasia taro, cassava, green 
onions, pumpkins, cucumbers and occasional tomatoes, cabbage and pole 
beans are common as is an increasingly abundant leafy green vegetable 
known as isaol* House gardens are repeatedly reused and a crop rotation 
cycle is practiced in order to minimize nutrient depletion and to pre
vent the take-over of species specific insect predators* The manure of 
nearby pigs and chickens adds nitrogen to the soil*

In every house yard is at least one betel pepper vine* It is 
only grown close to home so it can be zealously guarded and watered if 
necessary* It may be meticulously bounded by an edging of upright coco
nut husks or ’’Bamboo palisades" (Kubary 1892;165) and encouraged to 
climb a coconut or areca palm tree* The plant is not touched until a 
black pepper pod appears* The reason for this solicitous attention is 
that the kebui leaf is an essential part of the betel nut chew and it 
is a fragile plant if left to its own devices in the wild* Kebui 
famines are frequent in Palau, and these are times of severe deprivation 
and hardship for those who depend on a steady supply of betel nut* 
Stealing kebui was a chronic problem when both Kubary (1871-1873) and 
Kramer (1908-1910) were in Palau* In spite of precautionary fencing, 
the loss through theft sometimes became serious (Kramer 1926;279-281)* 
Theft was punished through fines (Kubary 1873:216) and the chief could 
place a taboo (blul) on kebui under the circumstances (Kramer 1926)*
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Among the useful trees that are found on house sites Eire bread- . 

fruit, mahogany, coconuts, areca palm (bearing the betel nut itself), 
the calamondin tree (Citrus mitis), the Panama cherry (Mungtingia 
calabra), papaya, and bananas0 Except for the banana and papaya, all 
of these trees take several years to mature and/or bear fruit0

Any member of the household can cultivate a house yard garden0 
It is understood that the produce is for the whole household, and some
one other than the gsirdener who lives there would feel free to harvest 
whatever he or she wanted0 Usually these small plots are exclusively 
for domestic consumption, but some of the dedicated market gardeners 
use this land for saleable vegetables like cucumbers and pole beans0 

It is usually the women who tend to the vegetable crops, and 
men who plant and care for, as is necessary, the trees0 Both sexes take 
am interest in the kebui vines* Because post-marital residence is 
usually patrilocal, a woman is almost never using her own or her own 
blai land* If her husband should die or divorce her (choitii = "throw 
her out") then her investment is gone unless she is confident his land 
will come to her as olmesumech (divorce payment) —  ̂sin improbable event* 
Nothing that women plant in home gardens takes more than ten months to 
reach fruition, and they make no investment in permanent improvements * 

House sites have room for small gardens and well guarded betel 
pepper vines, but the space is limited* Additional gardens (sers) are 
required to provide enough agricultural food for the community* There 
are two types of cropping systems and domesticated plant clusters that 
accompany vegetational and topographic conditions* One is the ked com
plex, and the other is the chereomel complex*
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Gardens on Ked

The region known as the ked lies in the interior of Babeldaob 
where the terrain is rugged= It is characterized at one extreme by 
highly acid red soils cut with ravines of erosion0 Some withered pteris 
ferns (the indicator of poor, acid soil), pitcher plants, club moss,' 
and pink orchid (Kramer 1917?243) struggle for life on level ground amid 
a natural pavement of packed pebbles of tuff, brecchia or solidified 
clay0 In some places the soil conditions preclude the invasion of any 
vegetation at alio This wasteland is virtually useless for agriculture 
and would require years of concerted and methodical revegetation and 
soil conservation to render it agriculturally viable (Vessel and 
Simonson 1958)o

At the more productive extreme, ked may refer to a grassy area, 
perhaps the secondary growth following the clearing for a garden0 The 
grasslands are likely /to be on undulating hills and not on precipitously 
incised and rugged lando The problem of runoff is thus lessened,. Tall 
grasses, sensitive plants, passion flowers and occasional pandanus and 
coconut are testimony to the thicker top soil and more fertile condi
tions =

A well-placed match on a dry and breezy day is all it takes to 
clear a large tract0 Too often, as Owen (1979) sadly observed, the 
conflagration gets out of hand and takes some neighboring forest along 
with the grasso The shriveled and charred grass and roots are turned 
into the earth and contour ridges are hoed horizontally across the slope 
to prevent erosion of the powdery denuded top soilo
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The most common crops to be planted in these gardens are cassava 

(Manihot esculenta), sweet potatoes (Ipomea batata), taro (Colocasia 
esculenta) and pineapple (Ananas comosus)o Lemon grass (Cymbopogon 
citratus) borders are popular for plot definition and soil retention0 
Cuttings of lemon grass are also a good garden mulch and fertilizer0 
Some arrowroot grows irregularly along the margins of these gardens9 
and various other crops have had less success there 0

The grassy ked can be used for several consecutive years without 
needing to be left fallowo One woman claims she has used her garden 
plot uninterruptedly for 20 years0 The only restriction is that the 
crops be rotated each season to prevent the invasion of species specific 
insect predators0 Few people mentioned exhaustion of soil nutrients as 
the salient reason for crop rotation0 The optimum rotational cycle re
quires that root crops not succeed one another, and this may be the real 
reason that grass lands gardens are finally abandoned; the crops best 
adapted to the conditions are almost all root crops0

Gardens in Chereomel
The chereomel is the forestc Situated on the slopes of streams, 

the trees thrive on the humus that has washed down from higher eleva
tions o The steep contours of some of the dense natural forest have made 
it undesirable for agriculture and, never having been cleared or burned, 
the organic matter is undisturbed and is continually replenished,. At 
the base of the ravines, the soil is rich and completely saturatedc 
There is some gently sloping or level natural forest, too„ Most of 
this has been cleared at some time and such cultivated trees as coco
nuts and betel nut may remain from those earlier days0 Some of this
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secondary forest has invaded the pre-1925 settlements of Melekeok, 
Ngerang, and Ngeruliango Roots have begun to break apart the stone 
house foundations and cobbled roads while leaves and organic debris 
cover up most other evidence of the once-thriving hamlets0

From a series of topographic maps done in 1954 by the Army Corps 
of Engineers (UoSo Army 1954)9 it appears that about 70^ of the uncul
tivated land in the interior of Melekeok is covered with forest0 Aerial 
photos of a portion of the municipality and my on-the-surface assessments 
are less generous, though. This discrepancy either reflects a recent 
deforestation of Babeldaob or an inaccuracy in vegetational lines of 
the 1954 maps.

Some geologists (UoS, Army 1956) argue that dense tropical 
forests once covered Babeldaob and that a combination of acid poorly 
drained soil and slash and burn shifting agriculture (Owen 1979) have 
denuded the landscape, If this suggestion is true, the trend toward 
deforestation must have been well under way long before the recorded 
observations of Kramer (1917), Sennft (1902) and Sapper (1920), "Only 
in the ravines and on various slopes do trees grow in the Palaus"
(Sapper 1920;l ) 0 Deforestation probably occurred at the time of maxi
mum population load that Osborne (1966) postulated for the late 17th 
and early 18th centuries. The scarcity of true forested land is not 
recent and the proportion of forested (chereomel) to heath (ked) has 
remained more or less the same throughout recorded history.

What forest there is in Melekeok is rooted in the prevalent 
"Palau Association" soil, "The association comprises moderately slop
ing to very steep upland occupied by deep, mostly red-colored,
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relatively infertile, acid soils that are clayey but strongly aggre
gated, friable, permeable, and of low plasticity” (U0S0 Army 1956s99) =
In the forest, however, this soil is overlain by a humus-rich layer of 
decaying and constantly replenished organic debris=

The problem of clearing a garden is compounded when there are 
trees, bushes and vines in the wayQ If the trees are useful, such as 
still productive areca palms, coconut palms or mangos, they will not 
be removedo Other trees are chopped down, left to dry and then burned0 

The residue, chunks of charred wood, must be dragged to the edge of
the clearingo It is the husbands of the prospective gardeners who do
this worko

Much of today’s chereomel is either on steep slopes that em
bank the streams or on the rubble of old house sites in the deserted
hamletso The former topographic problem is resolved by the same ridge 
contouring that is sometimes practiced on the grassy kedQ Because the 
act of burning can pulverize the decaying organic material and cause it 
to be floated away like dry peat moss, this type of contouring is vital 
to the success of a garden,. In some extreme cases small scale terraces 
are actually carved into the side of a slope0 Unlike contoured ridges, 
these remain from planting to'planting, perhaps evolving from a simple 
contoured ridge that is repeatedly built upon0

Owing to the relative fertility of soil that has recently sus
tained or been sustained by a forest, a wider assortment of crops can 
be plantedo The staple cassava, Colocasia taro and sweet potatoes are 
joined by Xanthosoma taro, pineapples, bananas, tobacco, peanuts,
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cucumbers, watermelon, pumpkins, green onions, sugar cane, papaya trees, 
sour sop trees and many other fruits and vegetables0

A forest garden is productive for several years with crop rota
tion and the use of leaf and grass mulcho If left to go fallow after. 
only one season’s use, the secondary growth is grass0 Many former 
forest gardens have been transformed into ked gardens and the gradual 
encroachment into the fertile forests is clearly seen inland from 
Ngeruliang where the old Ngeruliang settlement waso Once it is thus 
opened up completely, the crops suitable for the land are again limited 
to those that do well on the kedo

Forest land left fallow covered with a secondary growth of 
grass is good land for grazing water buffalo0 Only a couple of water 
buffalo were in Melekeok in 1978, and one of these was slaughtered for 
a feast early that year0 The meat is generally disliked but as an 
ostentatious display of generosity, it is sometimes used for solemn or 
festive occasions,. Not usually a source of food, these beasts mainly 
function as sources of dung for fertilizer, as efficient lawn mowers 
and as beasts of burden« They are tied by a rope through a nose ring 
and left to clear the grass in the circle with a radius the length of 
the rope after which they are moved onto the next spoto Following their 
stay on a plot of land, the soil is exceptionally fertile and the vege
tation is easy to clear= Choices of grazing areas for water buffalos 
are limited to places provided with permanent streams and shade, how
ever, requirements which seriously curtail the widespread use of the 
animalso
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History of Sers Agriculture

The practice of dry farming in Palau has a long but irregular 
historyo There are artificially terraced hillsides, prominent espe
cially in Aimeliik and Melekeok, that were probably for agriculture at 
one timeo There are clues in their structure and in legends associated 
with them (Osborne 1966) that attest to their defensive functions as 
wello Osborne suggests that Colocasia taro may have been the staple 
crop grown on these terraces at a time in prehistory when populations 
demanded this additional agricultural land (Osborne 1966)0 And when 
their population pressure was finally reduced, in the early 1 8th century 
or so, the terraces, on marginal agricultural soils, lost theie utility0 

Between the time of the abandonment of the hillside terraces 
and the l8th century, dry land was used minimally for cultivation of 
short term crops» Yams (telngot) were grown though never greatly rel
ished, and bananas and papayas were certainly planted here and thereo 
Most of the dry land garden cultigens were non-edible, though, such as 
tumeric (for ceremonial skin treatment) and betel pepper leaveSo It 
was the men who tended these non-subsistence gardens (Kubary 18732101)o 

Domesticated in the Americas, sweet potatoes were brought by 
Spaniards into Southeast Asia and the Philippines in the l6th century 
and were given the Aztec name camuti (Yen 197*0 o The Palauan term for 
the sweet potato, chemuti, is a clear etymological relative, and argues 
for the immediately Filipino introduction of the crop0 Sweet potatoes 
may have great antiquity in Palau, but their popularity, until recently, 
remained low0
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The cultivation of tobacco stems at least indirectly and ulti

mately from European influence as wello The plant (known as dekool in 
Palauan) may have been introduced into Palau well in advance of direct 
European contact, however0 It was known and widely used in the Philip
pines, in Indonesian, and in Southeast Asia as early as the 17th century 
(Laufer, Hambley and Linton 1924), and the frequency of accidental com
munications between the Malay Archipelago, Formosa, the Philippines and 
Palau accounts for a possible early introduction,. By the i860* s it was 
an important crop and had come to be used for smoking and chewing with 
the betel nut quid (Kubary 1892; Semper 1873; Sapper 1920; Spoehr 1963)0

After the shipwreck of the Antelope and the publicity that Cap
tain Henry Wilson gave to the Palaus, the European contact and intro
duction of crops was accelerated^ John McCluer introduced nutmeg and 
cloves in 1791 but neither was in evidence in 1804 (Delano 1817)0 In 
the next century, mangos, citrus, corn, cocoa, peppers, pineapples, 
star apples, avocado, kapok, papaya, passion fruit, and many other crops 
were introduced (Klee 1972; Sproat 1968 )0 The Germans are known to have 
encouraged the planting of cassava to alleviate a famine that followed 
the typhoon and the great taro epidemic of 1912„ Greater reliance on 
sweet potatoes coincided with this shortage of Colocasia taroo The use 
of dry land for food production increased^ More recent introductions 
include soursop cucumbers, cabbage, egg plant and onionso Such crops 
as peanuts and coffee had less of a lasting impact (Mayo 1954)„

Commercial Gardening on Dry Land
The use of dry land for commercial agriculture became common 

practice during the Japanese administration0 The Japanese government
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land in Palau was intensively developed for production of pineapples 
for canning by Japanese nationals in Nantak and Nangyotakusicko At 
Ogowa herbs and flowers for perfumes grew (Japanese Government nod0)0 
In addition to these crops grown for further processing and -export, 
cabbage, eggplant, peppers, and cucumbers were grown on a smaller scale 
for distribution to the non-farming Japanese community in Koror0

With the intention of raising productivity of these marketable 
goods, the Japanese trained some young Palauan men in agricultural tech
niques = The effort met minimal success, however, for four reasons0 
First, urban Japanese comprised the consumer group for which the 
Palauans were expected to produceo They had an appetite for non-native 
foods which the Palauans were not already disposed to grow= Second, 
tens of thousands of Japanese colonists were arriving, many with inten
tions of farming for commercial purposes, and attitudes toward the value 
of long hard work that Palauans did not shareo They already had the 
know-how or the incentive to learn how to grow the vegetables they 
wanted to eato Third, the Japanese had a redistributive infrastructure 
that facilitated transport and sales of produce, while Palauans had no 
such networks which could work for their gain0 Finally, the men who 
were trained in agriculture did not take readily to agricultural food 
production—  traditionally women's worko For these reasons the 
Palauans could not make much headway in competition for markets in the 
commercial agriculture business*

There are serious constraints to commercialization of agricul
ture * The most commonly grown dry land crops —  taro, cassava and sweet 
potato —  are widely available to urban Palauans through channels other
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than the market0 Nearly every Palauan has relatives who grow this trio 
of hardy staples and have a steady supply through gifts or exchange„ 
Those who have no such ready access, Americans and other foreigners, are 
generally not fond of these foods and do not buy them in the market 
eithero Thus the saleable produce is limited to crops that do less 
well in the acid soilo

The assortment of crops is further limited to those that in
volve little risk on the part of the farmero Few farmers dare to grow 
vegetables whose market is untested and whose performance in the soil 
conditions is unknowno The agricultural extension service promotes 
more unusual crops, but acceptance is slowe There is little willing
ness to experiment with different fruits and vegetables=

Transportation from the garden to the market is arduous= There 
are only foot paths between gardens and the boathouse or pier* And the 
only way to get the goods to Koror is by boat* The trip takes three 
hours, during which the deep draft boat travels outside the reef and is 
tossed about on the waves while salt water often washes on board*
Baskets filled with 30 pounds of green bananas, pineapple, unripe 
papayas and other foods are stacked five-deep in the hold* Then the 
cargo has to be taken to market by truck* Anything prone to be bruised 
or crushed is unlikely to make it safely to the consumer, thus further 
limiting the crops raised for sale*

The crops that command the highest prices tend to be in rela
tively short supply and great demand* These include avocados, pine
apples, pole beans, pumpkins, papayas, bananas, cucumbers, calamondin 
oranges, green onions and watermelon* Except for pineapples, which
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survive on the grassy ked, all require chereomel conditions with a thick 
humus layer in the less acidic soilo

Men often become involved in commercial farming now, but their 
activities are confined to initial clearing and burning and to weighing 
and pricing the baskets readied for shipmentc Their wives do the 
intermediate soil preparation, planting, weeding, harvesting and bas
ketry,, There are about 20 couples (about kCP/o of the households) in 
Melekeok who engage in market farming,.

Beyond the husband-wife specialization that goes into most com
mercial agriculture, there is other cooperation, though still very 
tentative and small in scale„ Women sometimes work in pairs on each 
other’s sers (gardens) when they weed and harvest. There is no special
ization involved in their cooperation; companionship is their primary 
motiveo

People often plan their forest gardens adjacent to one another. 
Not only is clearing a cooperative effort, but it is convenient to be 
able to share an access path through the surrounding near-impenetrable 
forest with others using the same area. Another reason for this prac
tice of growing gardens with common boundaries is that rats lurking in 
the forest are, in theory, less likely to ransack the whole garden.
The shorter the forested perimeter, the safer the crops.

Today there are two agricultural cooperatives that involve men 
and women from Melekeok, One is the East Coast Farmers Association 
organized by the Palau Community Action Agency (P,C,A,A,), It is a 
cooperative with a formal charter and can take out loans for capital 
improvement, invest proceeds in savings accounts and draw on the
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organizational expertise of the P0C0A0A0 The other is known as the 
klub and is a formal cooperative only to the extent that its members 
(about 12 couples) share the cost of boat rental to carry their produce 
on a weekly basis to the market in Koror, and share the use of a local 
scale for assessing the market value of their baskets of fruits and 
vegetables. It acts as a de facto credit union also. The members par
ticipate in a weekly game of musing on the evening following a big 
shipment to Koror, Musing is a form of institutionalized gambling in 
which both chance and sense of social obligation play a part. Thus the 
earnings from a week’s farming are invested and, at a later date, re
deemed with the possibility of a profit.

In a society characterized by competitiveness, cooperation 
outside the constricted bounds of the residential unit, clan, or age 
grade club is not viewed with trust, McKnight (i9 6 0) further observed 
that the threads providing cohesion to the traditional social, political 
and family groups have become weak. The reluctance to adopt large scale 
cooperative agricultural plans may reflect both this social disintegra
tion and the prevailing competitive tradition. Now that cooperatives 
in agriculture are slowly proving to be beneficial to all participants, 
fierce competitiveness may yield to more group economic and social 
unity.

Tenure of Sers
Tenure by corporate groups (kebliil and telungalek) by non

corporate groups (tenants in common), and by individual characterize 
garden land in Melekeok, For all of these tenure types, however, the
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set of people permitted to use the land is larger than the set of 
"ownerso"

Under kebliil or telungalek tenure, the title holder of the kin 
group issues permission to use its land for a garden,, Those who would 
feel free to make a request to plant vegetables include all members of 
the group as well as the wives of the men0 When it is time to harvest, 
the chief gets no formal tribute and the rest of the clan members have 
no direct rights to the harvesto This does not mean that the user has 
no reciprocal obligations, however = To affirm his or her clan member
ship and hence right to use clan land, the recipient of use rights is 
expected to use the garden harvest to meet clan obligations with respect 
to its various affinally related clansc Some of the money from sale of 
fruits and vegetables should be given to the families of wives of the 
male clan members (orau) and the food itself might be given to the 
families of husbands of the female clan members (telechuul) (see page 
64 for discussion of omeluchel exchange)o

Tenancy in common has not been in existence long enough for any 
legal or customary precedents to be seto Each tenant in common has 
equal right to make use of the property,. And wives of male co-owners 
may presume a right by virtue of the customary division of labor to cul
tivate the lando The fine lines between legal entitlement, presumed 
entitlement, informal usufruct and usufruct with permission have never 
been drawn. Questions of conflict resolution or questions regarding 
granting use rights to others have so far remained unanswered and un
tested, Already it is true that, if the farmer is one of the owners, 
he or she keeps the produce and seems to have no obligations to the
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rest of the group of fellow owners0 If the farmer is the spouse of an 
owner, the fruits and vegetables from the garden are assumed to go to 
feed the household, including one of the owners0

Individual tenure of garden lands is also a recent phenomenon, 
but has existed longer than tenancy in common0 Kloklel a bedengel 
(individual ownership) involves no shared legal entitlement and no 
need to define terms of membership in a nebulously defined corporate 
groupo The individual owner has the right to use the land as desired 
and has the correlary exclusive right to issue permits for use by others. 
It is typical for a male individual owner to permit his wife to use his 
land to raise food for the household and her use rights may even be pro
tected in courto Such a case has never been tried in Melekeok, however, 
so the question remains hypothetical. Other members of the owner's 
household are not likely to be denied use rights either.

Taking advantage of the opportunity to use an elderly relative's 
land is one way to increase the probability of inheriting that land.
When disputes are likely, land registrars may be induced to consider 
the productive use of the land. In one case, a man who feared that he 
would be denied any inheritance from his okdemelel (maternal uncle), 
proceeded to clear a forest owned by the old man for his wife's garden. 
Only short term and low labor crops are grown there, so he will be cer
tain to realize his return even if he should fail to inherit the land, 
and little labor would have been expended in the meantime. Far from 
impairing the productivity of land, disputes and insecure title may be 

_•> at the least in the short run, an incentive.



Coconuts, Forests, and Forestry
Most trees have some structural, manufacturing, or subsistence 

use though very few are deliberately planted« Trees figure into four 
land use niches: lius (coconut groves), commercial forestry, house
site landscaping, and chereomel (mixed forest-garden)c

Lins.
Coconuts have always been highly valued in Palau and abundantly 

provide certain necessary productso The unripe nut (mengur) is filled 
with a refreshing beverage0 The meat of the ripened, dry nut can be 
grated and squeezed to make coconut cream (disech) 0 And the frothy 
contents of a sprouting coconut (dubech) is considered like candy0 

Fronds make baskets, husks are burned as fuel, and logs of the trunk 
serve as passable house supports. Until the introduction of cheap sup
plies of beer and other imported alcoholic beverages, the top of the 
tree was tapped for its sap. The liquid which dripped out quickly fer
mented to make a sweet and slightly alcoholic drink, ilaot.

In the 19th century, coconuts were ubiquitous along the coast 
of Melekeok where they probably propagated and tended themselves. They 
more than filled the needs of the community for mengur, disech, basketry, 
fuel and wood. A coconut that germinated by itself belonged to the blai 
that owned the land. A coconut that had been planted belonged to the 
planter regardless of the tenure of the land on which it grew. There 
was such a surfeit of most of its byproducts, however, that tenure of 
trees, per se, was seldom guarded. Once a tree had been tapped for 
ilaot, though, it was protected more zealously. Informants relate how
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/fines were once levied for stealing ilaot or disturbing the collected 

syrupo
Traders arrived in the 19th century and saw the groves of coco

nuts heavy with unused fruit as a potential gold mine0 Copra began to 
acquire trade value = Its production for market increased gradually 
through that century0

The German administration (1899-191*0 encouraged the sale of 
copra with a single-mindedness and directness that was generally charac
teristic of her policieso In keeping with the goal of maximum output, 
the German administrators instituted certain laws which local Palauans 
were assigned to enforcec Among the edicts was the rule that every 
adult male had to plant and tend to coconut treeso Kaneshiro (1958) 
noted that Palauans were required to plant 100 trees per adult maleo 
The United States Navy, in a 19*0 report, said that in 1902 the Germans 
decreed that the natives plant four coconuts a month, but apparently 
revoked the rule later ( U o S o  Navy 1944:146)o The planter was exclusive
ly entitled to keep the profits from his groveo Another rule promised 
severe punitive action against any individual who failed to control 
coconut diseases (cochineal insect infestation ̂ Fritz 190T/ 7) 0 The 
German ethnographer, Kramer, in Palau between 1908 and 1910, described 
the terms of this rule0 "At the time of the full moon every native had 
to stay home for three days to care for his palm treeso If the police 
soldiers on their checking tours discovered yellow leaves, the owner of 
the trees was punished" (Kramer 1926s6 8 ) 0 The fine for having a 
diseased tree was a half a kluk (Palauan money) or ten markso
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Finally, the Germans dealt directly with the problem of cor

porate tenure of coconut groves which they saw as an impediment to maxi
mum productivityo Under the supervision of administrator George Fritz, 
they designated the individual who had planted the coconuts on a parcel 
of the land the individual owner of the land as well as of £he trees and 
their fruit. There were many cases in which a man, to comply with his 
obligation to plant trees, used the land of a kin group to which he had 
only tenuous genealogical connections assuming that he was entitled to 
the fruits of the tree but that the kin group retained title to the 
land. At the time, the blai who owned the land never anticipated the 
implications of its generosity. Other individuals had asked permission 
of the village chief to use chutem buai, or public land, for their re
quired plantations. The Palauans considered these groves to be the lius 
beluu, or village coconuts, the rights to which belonged to the man 
who had planted them', the rights in title remained with the village,, 
and rights of administration resided with the chief. The Germans 
declared the land the full property of the individual planter.

The logic of the individualization policy was that individuals 
who owned all means of production and were certain of reaping full 
profit from their investment would work to their utmost to maximize 
their reward. The individualization of land tenure during German times 
was a loudly verbalized concern which older Palauans recall. In the 
dispersal of copra earnings and punishment for neglect of trees, indi
vidual rights and obligations were assumed.

The full impact of this program was never felt at the time for 
four reasons, First, channels for the alienation of land were never
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extracted from the control of the kebliil and telungaleko Second, the 
German administration only lasted a brief 15 years0 Administrators 
never issued deeds or cojnpiled a written registry* Finally, there were 
no means of dispute adjudication which would reconfirm the individual 
titles* For the short duration of the German administration, George 
Fritz concentrated on making land tenure adjustments in the Mariana 
Islands, where he was eminently successful, and on Ponape where he was 
successful once he suppressed a violent rebellion (Petersen 1977)= The 
job on Palau was not carried out to completion under that administra
tion*

The Japanese who succeeded the Germans arrived just in time to
see the tracts of coconut trees planted during the previous administra
tion come to their peak of fruition* They happily provided an outlet 
for the abundance of copra and continued the German plan to reward the 
individual for his labor* When the time came to conduct a registry of 
native land holdings, it was the policy to declare coconut groves the 
individual property (kloklel a bedengel) of the man who had planted the 
trees* Thus all borrowed land and lius beluu was registered in the 
name of the individual borrower to the chagrin of the owning social 
group* To this day the courts are still untangling the confusion 
generated by this policy*

The United States victory in World War II involved heavy casual
ties on all sides* Among the losses were the extensive groves of coco
nuts which died as a result of predation by the coconut rhinosceros 
beetle* Probably the beetle came to Palau earlier in the century, but 
remained a minor problem until the war left a habitat conducive to
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uncontrolled population growth» The larva of the insect lives on decay
ing coconut wood, a substance in great supply after wartime bombing and 
strafing killed thousands of treeso Once thus established, the beetles 
consumed the healthy trees (Owen, personal communication 1977)o By the 
early 1 9 5 0's there were no productive coconut palms other than the few 
that remained then on Kayangel atollo Finally, ethnologist, Robert 
Owen, eradicated the pest and got the coconut groves on a strong footing 
once againo

During the time of the American administration, the price of 
copra has had its ups and downs„ Until the early i9 6 0's, many Palauans 
continued to plant coconuts in geometric rows —  now easily recognized 
in aerial photographso They harvested, cut, dried, and sold their copra 
for the going rate and were pleased with the opportunity for wage worko 
The United States began a policy characterized by big spending in the 
middle 1960's, however, and those Palauans who had previously been pro
ducing copra, found alternative, more lucrative sources of money in 
government work, federal programs, and the nascent government dependent 
private sector0 It ceased to be worth their while to work so hard for 
so little, and copra production ground to a halto

In an effort to encourage the rebirth of a local interest, a 
multi-million dollar copra plant was built on Malakal Island0 It re
ceives an occasional boatload of copra from Kayangel and some from the 
southwest islands of Tobi, Sonsorol and Pulo Anna, but their regular 
and dependable sources came from the Solomon Islands, outside the 
direct influence of American dependencyo



Forestry
There are trees other than coconuts that have economic impor

tance in Palau, Extensive forestry experiments were undertaken during 
the Japanese administration. As a result, a group of trees was found 
to thrive in the infertile and poorly drained Palauan soil (Mayo 195*0° 
The current government is furthering this research at Nekken forestry 
station in Aimeliik and, through the extension service programs and the 
Peace Corps, are promoting a local forestry industry. Among the more 
commercially viable trees are mahogany, ifil (ironwood), ebony, and 
cedro bianco (Mayo 1954:59)° There has been some success so far espe
cially in growing mahogany. This is a significant accomplishment, 
because the expense of an area of fertile land for the cultivation of a 
hardwood tree appears to a prospective planter to be a gamble with high 
stakes. The market has not been empirically demonstrated to Palauans 
yet; it continues to be taken on faith alone. The trees take 20 to 30 
years to grow to lumbering dimensions, and the land is meanwhile under 
a heavy shade canopy and is useless for simultaneous horticulture. Some 
people in Melekeok have put mahogany on house sites where the shade is 
appreciated. Others see these long term, low labor tree crops as the 
perfect way to meet the requirements of the Homestead Act, Trust Ter
ritory Code, Title 6? states that improvements on homesteaded land must 
be implemented within 120 days of the issuance of the homestead, and 
must remain for three years before the deed of conveyance of full title 
is issued. Most homestead property is a long walk from the settlement, 
and frequent trips there to maintain or protect plantations are pro
hibitive, Productive and enduring use of the land with minimal need
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for maintenance is accomplished by planting trees such as coconuts and 
mahogany0

House Site Trees
Around houses the typical vegetation includes such trees as 

areca palm, breadfruit, budo berries (Mungtingia calabra), titimel 
(Spondias pinnata), bananas, papayas, coconut palms, oranges, avocados, 
and soursopo These all produce useful fruit0 For most of these trees, 
notably budo, coconut, and papaya, the fruit is so plentiful that it 
goes to waste and is generously given awayQ

In contrast, the fruit of the areca palm, the coveted betel nut, 
is so precious that it is under close surveillanceo For this reason, 
proximity of these trees to the house is important0 They are planted 
to line walks and edge yardso Indeed they are planted wherever pos
sible, and still there are shortages of nuts» Palau, on the whole, does

t.

not produce enough to meet the needs of the people and stores in Koror 
sell imported nuts from Yap0 It is easy to see why stealing betel nuts 
has traditionally carried a stiff penalty in the form of a fine0 Evi- 
dentally this has not always been the case* Kubary was living in 
Melekeok at a time of very low population during the 1 8 7 0*s0 He 
observed that "areca palms are not planted as they are plentiful enough 
0 0 0 0  The people are satisfied with the trees they have inherited 
from their fathers and plant no new trees" (Kubary 18 9 2:73)° The nut 
is not the only useful product of the areca palm0 The cloth-like fiber 
that hangs off the nut cluster is good for sieving and squeezing coco
nut cream (disech) 0



It is exclusively men who plant and tend to the areca palms 
around the house and in the gardens„ Their household shares the nuts0 

Areca palms could be owned independent of the land on which they grew0 

Kubary noted that men inherit trees from their fathers0 Areca palm 
trees planted by members of a men's age grade society on land owned by 
a blai but used by the club belonged to the club as a corporation 
(Kubary 1 8 8 5s531 Kramer 1926;279-281)0 Trees and land seem today to 
be more impartible forms of property0 Of course land, more often than 
not, is owned by an individual, and it is, as often as not, inherited 
from father to son0 Thus any separation of tree and land is obscured 
by their coincidental routes of transfer0

In discussing other forested regions, it is difficult to make 
the distinction between pure wilderness and groves of cultivated treeso 
Many trees found growing wild descend from introduced species0 Many 
economically useful ones are encouraged to propagate and thrive though 
they may never have been specifically planted,, Others are encouraged 
grow by the reduction of competing trees through small scale selective 
wood cutting or burning,, Trees are inadvertantly planted in the forest 
from a misplaced betel nut, an unconsumed coconut, or a casually dis
carded papaya, orange or lime seedo Even human fecal material can 
carry viable seedso

Almost all trees serve some function in Palau0 The mango, 
breadfruit, Pangium edule (football fruit), Terminalia catappa (tropical 
almond), and Inocarpus edulis (Tahitian chestnut) produce edible fruits 
or nutSo There are many sources of lumber for building materials, 
canoes, and firewood0 Other plants provide cord and medicine„ Only
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the tonget (Senecarpus venenosa) is discouraged because it causes a 
severe allergic reaction upon contact with skin. The useful trees are 
allowed to remain in gardens that have been cursorily burned and cleared0 

They shade houses, they edge taro patches, and they survive even after 
the area has been abandoned and invaded by wild trees and vines0 When 
the word chereomel is used in Palauan, it denotes uncultivated forested 
land, but in fact, there is no clear boundary between the forest and the 
rest of the land, just as there is sometimes no clear distinction be
tween wild and cultivated treeso

The forests are used for a variety of human activities other 
than gathering the products of the trees themselves0 Hunting pigeons, 
fruit bats, feral pigs and wild roosters are popular sports in the 
chereomelo Most of the remote forests in the interior of Melekeok are 
chutem buai and thus are open to use by any resident of the heluu.. But 
completely free access to these public forests is limited with regard 
to certain resources= At one time, fruit bats, pigeons and wild pigs 
had to be shared with the chief, and perhaps some fruits such as riamel 
(from Pangium edule), and nuts such as miich (from the tropical almond 
tree) were also divided* Now the hunting of the fruit bats and pigeons 
is curtailed by conservation laws* Few fruit bats are left in Palau 
and these are protected* Hunting pigeons is permitted only a few weeks 
a year in the month of November» The law, as far as I am aware, is 
obeyed*

Taro Patches and Swamp Land 
Between the interior hills and the coastal plain is a strip of 

natural swamp land* It corresponds well to Barrau's model of Pacific
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high island geography (Barrau 1961:24-26)o Streams whose headwaters are 
in the interior saturate the low lying ground and replenish the soil 
with humus-rich alluvium« Suspended in the water, the organic particu
late matter is highly fertile and provides a deep laterally homogeneous 
hydromorphic medium for cultivating aroidso

The arpid family includes the genera Colocasia and Cyrtosperma 
both of which have edible corms, and both of which are widely grown in 
PalaUo There are two major cognitively distinct patterns of swamp taro 
cultivation which differ in their labor needs, the value of the produce, 
and the fallow requirements= There have also been significant changes 
in the relative popularity of these two agricultural methods* One is 
known as mesei and the other as dechel*

Mesei,
The mesei is the time-honored and traditional way to grow 

Colocasia esculenta* This "true" taro is also the time-honored and 
traditional staple starchy food in the Palauan diet* It was part of 
every balanced meal before alternative starches like cassava, sweet 
potatoes and rice, became popular * Its value goes beyond the mere di
etary role, as Barrau (1968), Kubary (1873)» McKnight and Obak (i960), 
Barnett (1949) among others have all observed* It represents a woman's 
role in the domestic unit (Smith 1977)» it comprises marriage exchange 
gifts from a wife's kebliil to her husband's kebliil, and baskets of 
taro are the standard by which small pieces of Palauan money (mo er_ a 
kaimo) are evaluated (Kubary 1873; Barnett 1949; Ritzenthaler 1954)*
Even the leaves and stalks of the plant are used for soups and sweet
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desserts, respectively0 The Colocasia taro that comes from the mesei is 
most highly esteemed for its lavender hew, its rich nutty taste, and its 
uniform textureo

Three distinctive features of the mesei are thought to influence 
the high quality of the taro0 These are mulching at two levels of 
depth, continuous use, and man made and controlled irrigation0 Also 
mentioned incidentally is the arduous work required to plant and keep 
a meseio

It is exclusively women who do the work of planting, weeding, 
and harvesting, though men join their wives for the semi-annual ditch 
cleaning, path rebuilding and other maintenance of the irrigation sys
tem 0 The intense labor requirements of the mesei have been amply 
described (McKnight and Obak i9 6 0 )0 It is physically exhausting to 
place mulch at a three foot depth, and moving about from spot to spot 
in the mesei is an ordeal, thigh deep in the saturated mudo Women 
usually work alone on a bounded area of swamp land, though the compan
ionship of other women on their adjacent meseis is a consolation0

In spite of the high value of mesei grown taro, the method is 
declining in use0 The reasons include a recent dependence on store- 
bought rice as the staple starch, wage labor for women, and Western 
education with its attendant emphasis on foreign values and goals 
(McCutcheon 1 9 7 8, 1980) Q.

Most of today's Colocasia taro production comes from a different 
cultivation system known as the dechelo A dechel originates either from 
a degenerating mesei or from a wooded uncultivated swamp0 In addition
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to Colocasia taro, Cyrtosperma taro (brak), Ipomea aquatica (kangkum), 
wild turmeric, ginger and bananas grow here and there0

In contrast to the mesei, the dechel seems disorganized and the 
plantings haphazardo The labor requirements are minimal; only surface 
mulching is needed, and the mud is never too soft and deep to work 
easilyo But the facility in cultivation is counteracted by the poor 
quality of the resulting taro0 Although the corms tend to be huge, 
they are riddled with holes and mealy spots, and are lacking the exqui
site taste of the mesei variety<, Also, the land needs to be left fallow 
for about ten years after only three years' use0 The majority of culti
vable swamp land is thus unusedo Nevertheless, the dechel method of 
taro cultivation is growing in popularity,.

More and more women are refraining from growing taro by any 
methodo Vast tracts of land are covered with swamp grass, incipient 
trees, vines, croton, ti plants, and other vegetation that thrives, un
tended, in moist conditions0 The lure of urban work opportunities and 
the replacement of taro by rice in the diet have had a major impact on 
swamp land use in the last 15 years0

Tenure of Swamp Land
Traditionally, all taro patches were chetemel a blai, the prop

erty of the corporate kin group0 Administration of the land was the 
duty of the female kebliil or telungalek leader, mechas who issued use 
permits to individuals0 Now there are still many blai owned parcelso 

Any woman who has a claim to membership in the group is 
entitled to grow taro on her blai swamp land, and any woman married 
to a member of the group has similar rightso Divorce is common,
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however, and women are sometimes reluctant to devote time and energy on 
their husband’s clan's mesei or dechel when they run the risk of losing 
their investment,, Women generally prefer to cultivate taro on their own 
clan land or to grow it in non-intensive dechel where little labor in
vestment is necessaryo

Every kebliil and most telungalek have one mesei that is spe
cial o This is the jkul a dui that is the taro patch of the title holder„ 
It is tended, generally by his wife or the kebliil mechas, female title 
holdero Unlike ordinary clan land, this plot should never leave the 
ownership of the clan„ In fact, however, the Tochi Daichio records 
very few l.kul a. dui; many must have followed the trend toward indi- 
vidualization0

Today taro swamps are commonly owned by individuals as wello 
Individual tenure of meseis had its official inception when the Japanese 
surveyors agreed that women as individuals should receive title to the 
meseis that they were using0 Thus, in the Tochi Daichio, the individual 
taro swamps are owned by women= Now this decision is held to have been 
correcto In one land hearing regarding swamp land in Melekeok a claim
ant declared: "Mlarngii a tekoi er tial beluu ra Melekeok el kmo ng
diak a sechal morngii a ngklel ra mesei /it is customary in Melekeok 
municipality that a man's name will never be ascribed to a mesei7 " 
(Ebilreklai Keringilianged n0do)„ Since many women used swamp lands 
oened by their husband's clan, then the women who acquired little 
through this policy often had previously had rights to use the land 
only through an affinal alliance„ This was a controversial policy, 
though it could have been justified by citing the traditional custom
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of passing land from a husband’s family to a wife’s family as a form of 
orauo

For this individually owned swamp land, mother to daughter or 
woman to sister’s daughter inheritance is thought to be appropriate0 

Palau District Code, Section 801 (see page 71 ) applies to purchased 
meseis as it applies to dry land, but it has rarely been implemented in 
Melekeoko Section 801 gives priority in intestate inheritance to sons, 
but because few taro swamps have ever been sold, this anomaly has never 
been testedo

A woman's freedom to decide how to use her swamp land —  be it 
hers through clan usufruct or hers in title —  is constrained,. Some 
women may be tempted now to abandon their mesei and engage in low labor 
dechel cultivation,. If a high ranking woman persists in maintaining an 
intensive mesei downstream, however, the women who use the land upstream 
are committed to maintaining their out of courtesyo The irrigation 
canals need regular cleaning, and if negligent women using land along 
the route fail to do their share of the communal upkeep, the system can
not be sustainedo High ranking and old women deserve further consider
ation,, When they, set an example of industry and devotion to tradition, 
it is insolent not to pursue the same patho The highest ranking woman 
in Melekeok, Ebilreklai Kerilingianged kept her mesei until she was 
well over 100 years old,. As soon as she retired from her labors, 
all of the others followed suit and the entire tract, once holding 
about 75 taro patches, was abandonsdo Now it is nothing but swamp grass 
and a few overgrown irrigation channels and walkways amid the weedso



Fresh Water
Even though there is an annual rainfall of 155 inches, the 

supply of fresh water from rain is undependable 0 All houses in Melekeok 
today are covered by pitched corrugated metal roofs= Most are also 
equipped with bamboo gutters that funnel the roof runoff into 50 gallon 
drumso These allow people entry and departure from the houses without 
having to duck past intermittent cascades of water coming from the de
pressions of the corrugated roofQ In addition, a well-functioning sys
tem could satisfy the fresh water needs of the household in all but the 
dry season, March and April0 Today no one relies exclusively on rain
water for their bathing, washing and drinking needs, however0 Several 
alternatives are available that, for some purposes, are more suitable0

The irrigation canals are lined with small stream-rolled pebbles 
in placeSo There, the water is clear as it ambles byc These beng 
serve as bathing places for women whose meseis are nearby0 They say, 
euphamistically, "Ak mo er a cheliuis" (I am going to the swamp levees) 
when they are taking a batho Men would never be in the taro swamps, so 
there is the promise of modest seclusion from the opposite sex0 The 
maintenance of these channels is the responsibility of the women who 
tend adjacent meseiso The ownership of the source channels is not 
specifiedo

Naturally flowing streams (omoachel) are used for public bathing 
and laundryo The place frequented by residents of the hamlets of 
Melekeok and Ngermelech is called Itelebang= It is waist deep and 
studded with rocks for sitting or scrubbing clotheso This pool is off 
the path leading to and from one of the larger regions of cultivable



swamp land® Before these meseis were abandoned in the trends mentioned 
in the previous section, the women, returning from their labors in the 
mud arid sun would bathe in Itelebango It was understood that the time 
in the early evening was absolutely reserved for women0 Men, inadver
tently or deliberately witnessing the scene were subject to a fine 
(mochelochel) (Kramer 1926; Kubary 1873s 219; Kaneshiro 1958;303-304) 0 

Neither the early evening time for female bathing nor the punishment 
for violating the bathing place of a woman is in effect anymoreo It 
remains true that etiquette demands some advance notice of one’s immi
nent arrival at Itelebango It is customary to shout "Alii" now, though 
Kaneshiro (1958) recorded the call as "Eiiya" and Kubary (1873:219) 
transcribed it as "Eh oa" 0 There is an old stone terrace next to 
Itelabang which used to be chetemel _a blaio It, like the rest of the 
property that served the public was registered as chutem beluu in the 
Tochi Daichio0

There is no prohibition against routing water from a stream for 
one’s own purposes0 Probably the freedom to do so was never abused, 
and the cases of large scale channeling in the taro swamps are for the 
common goodo Aside from these irrigation ditches, there is one example 
of diverted fresh water0 There is a pipe made of a series of connected 
halved bamboo poles that brings water to a large iron pot0 The stone 
pavement there is called Disechel a chau0 It was once blai land, though 
it has always been a facility open to public use0 Like Itelebang, how
ever, Disechel a chau was changed to chutem beluu during the Japanese 
administration,. Next to one of the main roads leading to the old
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interior settlement, it is a pleasant stopping place for people working 
or exploring in the interiorc They avail themselves of it freely0

Motivated by the idea that everyone should have running water, 
Trust Territory engineers with Peace Corps assistance installed running 
water in most rural villageso Melekeok's system was built in 1967c. 
Gutters are often blowing off and during the months of March and April, 
rainfall is scarcer than usualo The system has therefore earned some 
approval by the people0 But, strictly speaking, it is not necessary 
and overly complicated with a reservoir, miles of PoVoCo pipes, a gas 
guzzling electrical generator, a pump and a gigantic storage tank* 
Furthermore, the purity of the drinking water has been marginal on 
occasion,,. Tenure rules have had to evolve to respond to the various 
problems of security, easements and use rights that have arisen,.

The stream was designated as the source of Melekeok's water 
supply based on its predictable flow, its proximity to the settlement, 
and its headwaters in rarely used and, hence, clean hills0 It was 
deepened into a large concrete-lined reservoir with a pump station and 
a generator nearby= The land immediately surrounding this complex was 
appropriated by the Trust Territoryo The people have been sternly 
advised not to trespass in the area, and the reasons of sanitation seem 
widely accepted and respectedo

PoVoCo pipes, shallowly buried, lead from the pump house to a 
hilltop tanko From there the water simply flows by gravity to the 
houses belowo There are easements, informally articulated, on all land 
bearing pipes= And there is conditional usufruct of the land on which 
the tank sits0
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The only person who is entitled to operate the pump and regulate 

the flow of water is the man employed by the government to do so0 Every 
afternoon at 4;45 he rides a dirt bike to the pump house and refuels the 
generatoro He turns on the pump to fill the tank at the top of the 
ridge that separates the village from the inland dam0 Periodically 
government health officials test the water for organisms such as E 0 coli 
but, with these exceptions, no one is supposed to go near the reservoir0 

It is fully exposed and accidental pollution is a grave threat0

The stream that feeds the reservoir has a watershed including 
three parcels of privately owned lando Two of the owners were absent 
from the village, but the third, Rebelkuul Orukei, also a member of the 
land registration team, was happy to talk about the problems of owning 
land in Melekeok's watershedo When the dam was first built in 196?, he 
signed a statement pledging that he would refrain from using the land in 
any way that could jeopardize the sanitation of the water0 The contract 
was supposed to be renewed after ten years, but, as of 1978, Rebelkuul 
had not been asked to sign an extension0 He has no temptation to take 
advantage of this contractual lapse because he and his family and 
neighbors stand to lose more than he stands to gain0 The land is rela
tively far from the village and inconvenient for residence or minimal 
husbandryo It is marginally useful for agriculture; it is incised with 
erosion ravines arid has little fertile top soilo The owner cannot sell 
it as no one would be willing to invest in land of so few uses*

There is a 12$ acre body of water in Melekeok called Lake 
Ngardok (UoSo Army 1956) 0 People rarely go to the lake now because it 
is far, it harbors few useful resources, and it is infested with
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lake was out of bounds of routine traffic* At that time, though fear 
of attack by neighboring enemy beluu was the main reason (Kubary 1973? 
28)0 Except for the constraints imposed by these factors, the lake is 
public property, part of the chutem buai*

Paths and Roads
Paths and roads in Melekeok facilitate communication within the 

village * Some are of great antiquity and are cobbled with basalt boul
ders, others are of recent origins and are composed of compressed clay- 
dense soil* A new road connecting Melekeok with other villages in 
Palau is slated to traverse Melekeok as part of the infrastructural 
development program being undertaken by the United States*

The three old avenues of stone with their imposing stair cases 
lead from separate points along the coast to the place where the com
plex of three men's houses once stood* When the interior settlement 
was inhabited up until 1 9 2 5, the roads needed occasional maintenance* 
Under the direction of the Reklai, these chores of weeding and sweeping 
were done by female clubs (cheldebechel) as part of a community concern 
for community property (Force and Force 1972; Kubary 1885 )0 These paths 
were part of the chutem beluu* Today, after a period of 50 years' dis
use ,' the paths have been recleared of overgrowth and once again draw 
visitors to the site of the old village* The work on the project was 
done by paid men under a grant from the federal Old Age Program and the 
Department of Historic Preservations * Supervision over the work has 
been undertaken by Trust Territory Department heads in Koror* Reklai,
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today, has little real authority, but has been informed of the plan and 
its progresso

Of the newer roads, one is a main route paralleling the beach 
along which the houses are now located* Built during the Japanese 
administration, it is wide enough for a car or truck* It is seldom
used for such heavy traffic; in 1978 there was only one operating truck

\
and several mopeds and dirt bikes* Another narrower road leads to the 
water reservoir and is meant to serve the transit needs of the man who 
runs the generator and pump* Both of these routes divide parcels of land 
with a ribbon of packed dirt*

The tenure of the roads is an issue about which there is wide 
disagreement* The clerk and several members of the land registration 
team argue that the public only has conditional use rights to the roads 
and if they were left unused, the land owners abutting them could claim 
reversionary rights* Another member of the land registration team 
maintains that they are municipal land (chutem beluu) and are under the 
authority of the Reklai* The two remaining members believe that they 
are government land, formerly of the Trust Territory and, now, since the 
implementation of the Land Authority Act, of the Palau Government* The 
discrepancy between law and perception of law again leads to confusion*
In this case, those entrusted to adjudicate in these matters disagree 
among themselves thus compounding the problem*

A network of other paths varying in degree of permanence criss
cross the land* Formed by unplanned but repeated foot traffic, they 
consist of narrow packed dirt and lead to gardens, taro patches, and 
neighboring villages such as Ngchesar to the south and Ngeremlengui to
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the westo Public use of these paths is generally assumed, but the land 
across which they cut may be kloklel a bedengel, chetemel tz blai, or 
chutem buai0

Conclusion
This chapter, like the previous one, demonstrates the importance 

of describing land tenure with reference to use0 In fact, it is clear 
that specific tenure rules and use are inextricably tiedo Where land 
is used as a house site, rules apply that would not apply to land used 
as a taro patch* In this sense land use certainly determines tenure * 

Tenure rules are geared to protect investment* An individual 
who plants on another's land is the owner of the plantation until it no 
longer is productive* A man who invests in the construction of a house 
can be sure that he will not be evicted and lose his home even if the 
land is technically the property of another person* A commodity in 
great abundance and universally needed, such as water in streams, is 
part of the public domain and no one reserves any preferential rights* 
Where a bathing pool is surrounded by private land, free access is not 
denied by the land owners* Commodities that are scarce and valuable 
are protected fiercely* Examples are betel nut, betel pepper leaves, 
and coconut syrup taps*

It is also apparent from some of the examples in this chapter, 
that rules of usufruct may also influence actual use* The custom of 
patrilocal post-marital residence and the fact that marriages in Palau 
are fragile, mean that women are not secure in their use of their 
husband's land* Crops that women usually cultivate, not coincidentally, 
mature in a short time and need little work that lasts more than a
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year0 (The canals and levees in taro patches were built generations 
ago and are, at this point, a topographic "given,") Men on the other 
hand, feeling greater permanence and security in use rights, plant trees 
that are comparatively slow to mature and may be fruitful for more than 
the lifetime of the planter.

The data from Palau makes clear the concept that tenure is a 
melange of many elements. There are, indeed, as many components of a 
tenure rule as there are relevant rights and obligations, people and 
categories of people, limiting conditions, and resources for which the 
rules apply. In Palau, especially, the breakdown of tenure into right 
of use, right of administration and right of title is critical.

While usufruct in land gives access to wealth through agricul
tural productivity, land title is, in itself, of intrinsic value.
Titular rights can be traded and used instead of Palauan money in social 
exchange„ Titular rights symbolize wealth regardless of the produc
tivity or lack of productivity of the land.

The examples in this chapter and the preceding chapter show how 
intimately connected patterns of use are to one component of tenure —  

the right of usufruct. Are patterns of use also closely linked to 
right of title? Do titular rights provide investment security and 
respond to forms of land use and productivity? The next chapter is 
devoted to the investigation of these questions.



CHAPTER 7

TESTING SOME HYPOTHESES ABOUT LAND USE AND TITLE

The previous two chapters showed how use rights protect invest
ment and insure that the user has control over the products of his or 
her investmento In this chapter I will investigate whether rights of 
title serve the same function0 Fortunately there is recorded informa
tion for two dates, 1938 and 1978 that allows hypotheses bearing on 
title and use to be tested statisticallyo The methods are straight
forward but the nature of these data imposes certain interpretive 
constraintso

The Data

The Tochi Daichio
Between 1938 (Shyowa 13) and 1941 (Shyowa 16), the Japanese 

administration conducted a registry of native lands known as the Tochi 
Daichioo I have referred repeatedly to this document, but now I shall 
discuss the data contained in it with special reference to their utility 
in statistical testso

Plots of land in Palau are named and bounded0 The boundaries, 
at the time the Japanese conducted the Tochi Daichio, were streams, 
ridges, rocks, or treeso Rows of Areca palms often marked the edge 
of house siteso In taro patches, banks, paths and rows of keam (Poly
nesian chestnut) or koranges (Barringtonia) served to demarcate the

198
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plots (Kaneshiro 1958)„ Many of these markers were disputed, not vis
ible , or altogether gone when the survey was done, and the survey team 
was called upon to reestablish them and implant more permanent markers0 

Palauan names for parcels of land are neither unique nor exclusiveo 
More than one name can apply to a single piece of land, ancf the same 
name can identify several plots of lando To supplement this inadequate 
system of identification, the Japanese issued numbers0 There were some 
735 plots of "private" land in Melekeoko For each of these, three 
categories of information were recorded: area, use, and ownero

The unit for measurement of area was the Japanese tsubo equiva
lent to 3°3 square meterso The areas of the numbered plots of land in 
Melekeok range from about 275 square meters to over 25,000 square meters0 

There was a breakdown of eight possible uses: buildings other
than churches, churches, cemeteries, idle land, cultivated swamp land, 
coconut groves, dry land gardens, and miscellaneous =, It is not always 
clear how the Japanese classified mixed use plots, but usually the most 
prominent use was recognized,. Thus, where a house, coconuts, and a 
garden stood, the land was registered as a gardeno Where an isolated 
taro patch was surrounded by uncultivated forest, the land was regis
tered cultivated swamp lando The land use classification was probably 
unsystematic and dependent largely on the label the owner ascribed to 
it, perhaps sometimes overstating its degree of productivityo

Ownership was listed in an individual^s name, the name of a 
kebliil (clan), a telungalek (lineage), a hamlet (e0go, Ngerubesang), a 
beluu (e0go, Melekeok), the Catholic Church, or the Japanese government 
(known in Japanese as Barao Stiolo For parcels of individually owned
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land, and government land, the name alone was sufficiento For the other 
five, the name of the trustee (usually the head of the group) was addedo 
If the name of his title was listed as well, it denoted chief's title 
land (see page 6 6)o Each person's name was accompanied by the name of 
his or her home village and hamlet and a household number, in the event 
that several individuals shared a name0 The purpose of the registry 
was to record title and administrative authority, not to define particu
lar rights in use or disposition,.

Undertaking the job of registering the land were five teams=
Each was composed of a Japanese surveyor, a Japanese examiner, five or 
six laborers, an interpreter, and three Palauan rubak (old men) as wit
nesses (Kaneshiro 1956)» The designation of ownership was supposed to 
have been made by the village klobak (council) consisting of the heads 
of the various clans in that village„ Each clan chief held meetings of 
the clan's strong members to determine whether the land should continue 
to be held in common or should be allotted to individuals,,

These decisions may have been heavily influenced by a general 
Japanese policy to issue title to individualso Some accuse the Japanese 
of encouraging individualization to facilitate the alienation of lands0 

Others disagree and attribute the overwhelming registration of indi
vidual lands to an internal Palauan movement= "The Japanese did not 
encourage directly the establishment of kojinyuchi (individual title)o 
Palauans «, o o wanted lands of their own0 Examiners insisted that 
claimants to kojinyuchi present witnesses" (Kaneshiro 1956)„ There were 
several prominent leaders who were at the forefront of change„ Reklai 
Brel, then high chief of Melekeok, is known to have advocated that 
taro patch title be issued to women as individualso Other chiefs more
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than willingly allotted their clan lands with the understanding that 
their personal shares would be commensurate with their rankso

Whether the designation of title was "right” or "wrong” obvi
ously depended on the point of view0 Those on the receiving end of 
title in property as kloklel a bedengel (individual land in fee simple) 
voiced no objections, but there were a few parcels that were somehow 
allotted to individuals without the full acknowledgment and agreement 
of the kebliil or telungaleko

The word melemalt in Palauan means "correct” and "justo" It is 
the word used to denote generally accepted registry of titlec Since 
there are no traditional guidelines governing individual ownership or 
written registries, however, then melemalt, applied to the Tochi Daichio 
records, only means toleration by most without a quarrelo

Evidence of unjust Tochi Daichio registration has been obscured 
in the time that has elapsed since 1938o Once the Tochi Daichio was 
completed, the war effort on Palau was under way and energies were 
directed away from native land claims» It was not until the recent 
systematic set of land hearings, between 1972 and the present, that most 
of these complaints have been revealedo The most pressing injustices 
have been taken to high court, but the bulk never reached the immediate 
need for resolution —  the "challenge threshold0" Some of the people 
wrongfully denied their land simmered until given the opportunity to 
make their claims= Others have died and their arguments have died with 
them, their descendants likely ignorant of the basic facts bearing on 
the claimso The magnitude of the errors contained in the Tochi Daichio 
is unknowno
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At the time of the drafting of the Tochi Daichio, the majority 

of the people did not grasp the full meaning of the registry and the 
totality of the implications of individual ownership= Their tacit co
operation was not as much a sign of approbation as it was of inexperi
ence = Only when land began to be bought and sold frequently, used as 
collateral on loans, and viewed as a source of war claims money in the 
1960*s did the impact of kloklel a bedengel become clear0 When the 
Tochi Daichio was used as evidence to justify certain patterns of in
heritance, alienation, and use, there was an outcry that it was not 
entirely melemalt.

The maps for Melekeok are gone now, but the registry itself is 
still extanto The original Japanese document is in a vault in the 
office of Lands and Surveys in Saipan« At least two Palauan versions 
are in the village, and several Xerox copies of. the Japanese version 
have been disseminated* Among the editions of the Melekeok registry 
that are used for reference in various offices, I noticed some disturb
ing discrepancies* One copy of the Palauan translation has been defaced 
and deliberately torn on a straight edge* The same plots of land that 
were eliminated from this page were also altered in the Japanese ver
sions* The crucial page in all but the original of the Japanese docu
ments has been replaced by a page which differs for three parcels of 
land* To derive the correct information, I went to Saipan to copy the 
original Japanese Tochi Daichio and referred, as well, to the one re
maining Palauan translation which has not been mutilated* If there are 
still other examples of fraud, they escaped my attention*
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The categorical breakdown by use may have been unsystematic, and 

the accuracy of the ownership of land is open to question0 The data are
not perfeeto With these precautions in mind, I still consider the Tochi

. ' - /Daichio a valuable source of information for 1938 land tenureo

The Trust Territory Land Registry
After years of promises and a false start under the Land Titles 

Investigation Commission (Kaneshiro 1956; McGrath 1971), the new program to 
register lands finally began in 1972o Today, the job is still un
finished and progress in determining title to the 735 parcels is pain
fully slowo But, by the spring of 1978, some 272 had been decided,.

Survey plot maps for 144 land parcels had been completed by that
time, and another older map of Melekeok and Ngerang hamlets made the 
total number of mapped parcels 318„ These were supposed to replicate, 
with few changes, the land registered in the Tochi Daichio0 Now per
manent sments (cement markers) mark the cornerso Although three differ
ent scales characterized these maps, I transcribed them all accordingly 
to a large map of smaller scaleô "

For every municipality there is an appointed land registration 
team that handles claims on the local level (Trust Territory Code,
Title 67)0 The procedure for title determination takes three steps,. 
First, in the preliminary inquiry, claims for plots are registered,, A 
manageable block of parcels is handled in each set of hearings= In the 
second stage, the formal hearings allow claimants and witnesses to 
present their cases in front of the five member land registration team0 

rThe original map is on mylar from which blue prints can be made,. It 
is stored in the Department of Land Management in Koror0
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In these testimonies, the details thought relevant by the claimants are 
articulatedo After a hiatus of several months or more, the land regis
tration team makes its determinations, and the Land Commissioner issues 
titleo Those who lose their cases have 120 days in which to appeal the 
decision,, These appeals are heard by the high court in Koror0

Every claimant to a parcel of land under investigation has to 
answer a specific set of questions regarding the nature of his or her 
claim. It must be determined whether the Dochi Daichio registration 
is considered correct (melemalt) in the opinion of the claimant0 And, 
if so, what is his relationship to the Tochi Daichio owner0 For every 
case in which the Tochi Daichio is felt to have been incorrect, proof
of this assertion has to be provided,. The claimant has then to explain

2through what channels the land came to be his0 The residence of the 
claimant and the fact of his productive use of the land can be con
sidered if all other testimony is inconclusive0 A claim form with all 
of these questions and more is prepared for each statement= And these 
are all reviewed by a registration team of seven members when it is 
time to make the final determination=, Of the 272 plots for which new 
title had been issued by June 1978, 121 involved some dispute which 
the team had to resolve o

It is difficult to judge whether a title decision is right or 
wrong, especially when a wide range of public opinion is represented 
and the law is flexibleo Some of the ways that status, obligation and

2I use the masculine pronouns here, although there is no restriction 
against individual tenure by womeno
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flexible kin group membership are maneuvered in the land hearings en
gender doubt in the results=

Sometimes a claimant hedges his bets and claims land both as an 
individual and as the trustee of his kin group. In other cases, the 
claimant might test resistance by claiming land initially as kloklel a 
bedengelo When he encounters resistance, he changes his claim to 
telungalek or kebliil as trustee of the group. If he encounters resis
tance still, he may create a group of tenants in common which includes 
his opponents and thus, at least for the time being, eliminates strife.

There are cases in which a high ranking person forces the oppo
sition to withdraw his claim, but then gives the property to the former 
counterclaimant after all. This reconfirms status two ways: first by
intimidation and finally by benevolence.

The number of counterclaimants to parcels of land can be great, 
and the types of ownership they represent can span the entire 
garnet of possibilities. One plot of land was claimed by two kebliil and 
four individuals. Another was contested by the Trust Territory govern
ment, the municipal government, a kebliil, a telungalek and an indi
vidual at various points in the proceedings. Still another was claimed 
simultaneously by a kebliil, two telungalek and two individuals. The 
complexity of the cases is staggering. When each party has a reasonable 
case, the decision to award title to one of many cannot easily be deemed 
right or wrong. When those who lose such legal battles give up their 
fights, it is more due to the formality of the procedure than to any 
reconciliation to their weaker case.
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The categories of title in 1978 included; government land

(Palau Land Authority), municipal land, kebliil land, chiefs title
kebliil land, telungalek land, chief’s title telungalek land, individual 
land, church land, and a new non-corporate group tenure known as tenancy 
in commono By 1978 no hamlet land was represented as none of the four
parcels of 1938 hamlet land had been reregistered,.

There is no systematic description of land use recorded in the 
final determinations,, For maximum comparability between the 1938 and 
1978 registries, I needed land use information for each of the 272 par
cels for which I had registration datao There were three ways of 
deriving it: inquiry, aerial photograph analysis, and on-foot assess
ment 0

I learned that direct questioning was unreliable» Those in
formants who were unsure of my motives often over-rated the productivity 
of their lando A garden turned out to be two or three bananas» A coco
nut grove, on inspection, might have been an isolated, ancient, and 
unproductive tree in the middle of the ked (open land),.

There is a series of aerial photographs for the coastal regions 
of Melekeok that reveals with great accuracy, patterns of land use„ 
Coconuts stand out, and the horizontal furrows of ked gardens appear 
like neat lines on the landscape= Fresh water swamp land has a charac
teristic topographic and textural homogeneity and each roof is clearly 
visibleo The sandy beaches and the mangroves are also easily distin
guished o Since the scales of these photos and the scales of the survey 
plat maps are different, it was difficult to superimpose the latter on 
the former in order to identify land useo I finally abandoned the idea
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of being able to evaluate land use for small plots of land from photo
graphs whose scales were not equivalent0 Furthermore, the photos were 
over ten years out of date and hence, for my purposes, obsolete= I did, 
nevertheless reduce the scale of the photos, patch them to the edges of 
one another and create a working study map of gross land use distribu
tions (see Figo 5)°^

It was obvious that the best way to make land use appraisals was 
to see the land for myself0 With the help of the land owners, the plat 
maps, and a Brunton compass loaned by the Department of Land Management, 
I was able to visit all of the 272 plots for which I needed data0

The problems inherent in categorizing a single land use for 
plots used for a combination of dwellings, short term crops and trees, 
were serious0 I attempted to mimic the decisions made for similar 
situations by the Japanese« Any previously cleared swamp, even those 
left temporarily fallow, I called cultivated taro swamp0 Mixed garden 
and idle land was called gardens Mixed house, garden and coconut grove 
was called house0 Where any two or more uses coexisted, I labeled the 
land with the use that was either most visibly prominent or most pro
ductive in an economic or subsistence sense 0 Thus idle land always had 
lowest priority if any alternative existed, and house invariably won 
recognitions As subjective as the method was, I am confident that it 
is roughly consistent with the Japanese classification of 1938o

Despite the occasional problems with these data, they are 
acceptable for purposes of general statistical manipulations<, To

%The mylar original from which blue prints can be made is in the 
Department of Land Management in Koror*
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discard any information because of doubt and concern about the unsys
tematic nature of its collection would be to throw out everything that 
gives a study of land title and land use some diachronic depth„ I shall 
proceed to use both 1938 and 1978 data in the following statistical 
tests with the preceding qualifications0

Investment, Profit, and Ownerships 
Statistical Analysis

I have isolated three hypotheses that are testable with the 
available data and that focus on the general research areas to which 
this study is addressedo

lo The degree of title exclusivity (ownership characterized by 
well-defined titular rights held by an individual or a clearly bounded 
group) is directly associated with the longevity of an improvement or 
the length of time that elapses between initial investment and reali
zation of the final returnso

2o The degree of title exclusivity is directly associated with the 
amount of initial investment made in immovable land improvemento

3o The degree of title exclusivity is directly associated with 
potential for conversion of returns to personal monetary profit.

Of the nine title categories of 1938, there are three degrees 
of exclusivity represented.

At the top of the scale is kloklel a bedengel, individual owner
ship in which title is vested in only one person who assumes, among 
other rights, the exclusive right to determine inheritance and the ex
clusive right to decide on the land's disposition.
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Chetemel a. blai, embracing chetemel a. kebliil, chetemel a 

telungalek, and chief*s title property, is a category in which title is 
corporately held by a group of individualso The group is nebulously 
bounded and is subject to transitory fluctuation in size* The blai is 
ideally defined by shared genealogical features, but is composed of in
dividuals having different claims to membership„

Chutem beluu, including, as well, hamlet ownership, exemplifies 
the least exclusive form of title= The village or hamlet as a whole 
shares titular rights, while the chief of the village or hamlet assumes 
rights of administration0

Only two parcels of land were registered as Japanese government 
property in the Tochi DaichiOo These were eliminated from the sample 
both because of the small number and because the category does not 
embody any concept of exclusivity of title that has significance from 
the Palauan perspective0 The two parcels owned by the Catholic Church 
were also excluded*

For 1978, the title registration categories were similarly con
solidated into four* Individual land, both purchased and unpurchased, 
formed the most exclusive class as for the 1938 data* Tenancy in common 
ranks second in the ordering* It is a form of group title characterized 
by a specific membership* In this sense it is an exclusive group, but 
terms relating to alienation of title or administration are not clearly 
defined* Chetemel a blai, defined as for the 1938 registry, is third* 
The least exclusive type, again, is chutem beluu. Still, government 
land (technically under the jurisdiction of the Palau District Land 
Authority) and Catholic Church property were excluded* There were no
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examples of either in the part of the reregistration that had, by mid 
1978, been completedo

The first of the three hypotheses concerns the relationship be
tween exclusivity of tenure and the time that elapses between initial 
investment and the realization of its final benefitso Now that the 
former variable has been defined and its attributes determined, use 
categories at the two time periods must be ranked according to this 
second factor; how long do labor, capital, and material improvements 
last and retain their value or productivity? Of the eight use classes, 
churches, cemeteries, and miscellaneous land were excludedo (One could 
argue that cemeteries fulfill their original functions until eternity, 
but there is only one in Melekeoko)

Of the other five use categories, buildings and coconut trees 
remain usable and/or productive for 15 years or moreo Taro plantations 
and dry land gardens have a cycle of nine months to three years, in 
general, before renewed investment is requiredo Idle land exemplifies 
nearly no investment and, hence, shortest durationo Thus three cate
gories emerges (l) very long utility or age to fruition (buildings and 
coconuts); (2) short production or rapid maturation (taro patches and 
gardens); and (5) little or no investment (idle land) =,

Two contingency tables can be generated from the data, one for 
each year (Tables 1 and 2)o Since there is an underlying order to 
attributes of both of the variables, a statistical test is needed that 
measures their association not as nominal, inherently unordered points, 
but as ordered, though unquantified, positions on an abstract scaleo 
The structure of the tables reflects this order0 I have distributed
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Table 1= Duration of returns from investment and exclusivity of title1938o

Kloklel a Bedengel Chetemel a Blai Beluu

Long
(Buildings
Coconuts) 262 67 10

Short
(Taro Patches 
Gardens) 271 47 0

None
(Idle Land) 59 15 0

Gamma : -0I63

Table 2o Duration of returns from investment and exclusivity of title 1978o

kloklel a 
Bedengel

Tenancy in 
Common

Chetemel a 
Blai Beluu

Long
(Buildings
coconuts) 76 5 13 3

Short
(Taro Patches 
Gardens) 14 24 0

None
(Idle Land) 50 5 20 0

Gamma : ol?4
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the data with highest ordered paired attributes in the upper left cell 
and lowest ordered paired attributes in the lower righto

The Gamma statistic, credited to Goodman and Kruskal (Hays 1963s 
655-6 3 6; Zelditch 1959s180-186), measures association taking order into 
accounto The value ranges from -1 to lo Negative values denote a 
negative association0 Positive values indicate the reverses that 
higher ordered attributes for one variable occur with higher ordered 
attributes for the other and lower ordered attributes for one variable 
occur with lower ordered attributes for the other0 What we are testing 
here is the relative frequency of landparcels lying on the diagonal from 
upper left to lower righto

The value of gamma for 1938 is -0I63 and for 1978 is ol?4o 
Neither shows any remarkable relationship; the former shows a small 
negative association, but, in fact, both hover so close to zero as to 
indicate a nearly random relationshipc

The second hypothesis concerns the association between amount 
in labor, capital or material of initial investment and exclusivity of 
tenureo In theory an individual who puts work money or material into 
land may press for legally sanctioned assurance that he will control use 
rights and disposition of the improved lando Usually this means indi
vidual title in fee simple. Conversely, individual title is likely to 
promote a disproportionately high rate of heavy initial investment0

Taking the five use categories that are frequent enough to merit 
study, we can place them into four groups based on amount of initial 
investmento Houses involve the most initial investment requiring tens 
of thousands of dollars, several months’ work for half a dozen men and
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boat loads of lumber, corrugated roofing material, window fixtures, 
nails, and toolso Taro patches and gardens now require, on the average, 
similar amounts of initial investment, though traditional mesei taro 
patches (now very rare) demand high levels of work in the course of 
planting and mulchingo The category includes mesei and the more exten
sive dechel however., Coconuts usually succeed in germinating without 
any attention and when they are deliberately planted, it takes little 
effort, no money and no materials.. Idle land accounts for no initial 
investment and thus ranks at the bottom in this scaleo

The contingency tables for 1938 and 1978 are seen in Tables 3 
and 40 Calculations for gamma yield values, of -<,19 for 1938 and -<,01 
for 1978o They show virtually no ordered association between amount of 
initial investmant and exclusivity of title0

Now we shall investigate the third hypothesis to see if predic
tions of a relationship are supportsdc I suggest that the potential 
for monetary profit from a particular pattern of land use may be accom
panied by a tendency for tenure to be exclusive„ In theory, the fluid 
clan and village tenure may be impediments to the development of com
mercial enterprises while individual tenure removes the cumbersome 
social restrictions to maximizing profits., Conversely, an individual 
who puts clan land to financially lucrative use may make an appeal for 
clear title to his source of livelihood., In the frequent examples of 
disputes between corporate kin groups and individuals, the fact that 
the property is a source of an individual's livelihood may be influen
tial in arriving at a decision..
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Table 3= Amount of initial investment and exclusivity of title 1938c

Kloklel a Bedengel Chetemel a Blai Beluu

Great
(Buildings) 44 27 7

Moderate
(Taro Patches 
Gardens) 271 47 0

Little
(Coconuts) 218 40 3

None
(Idle Land) 59 15 0

Gamma : -019

Table 40 Amount of initial investment and exclusivity of title 1978,

Kloklel a 
Bedengel

Tenancy in 
Common

Chetemel a 
Blai Beluu

Great
(Buildings) 29 1 5 3

Moderate
(Taro Patches 
Gardens) 62 14 24 0

Little
(Coconuts) 4? 4 8 0

None
(Idle Land) 50 5 20 0

Gamma : =o01
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The five land use categories in which the sample is divided can 

be lumped into two groups: potentially profitable and not profitable0

Coconut groves and gardens comprise the former» while houses, taro 
patches, and idle land make up the latter„ The contingency tables for 
1938 and 1978 are depicted in Tables 5 and 60 Again, the tests show 
unremarkable association:, Gamma for 1938 is 0l 6 and gamma for 1978 is 
o l 7o

The necessity of pigeon-holing data into rigid cells defined 
according to abstract principles may have led to some statistical de
ception o The beluu (community) is, in some senses, the most inclusive 
title-holding group0 The tenure class, chutem beluu, however, is distin
guished from public community chutem buai (see page 5*0 by the presence 
of community service improvementso It thus misrepresents the concept 
of open public lando To remedy this problem, I shall take chutem beluu 
out of the sample, and see how the gamma statistics respond0

For the first hypothesis —  that exclusivity of title and dura
tion of return from investment are correlated —  the gamma values for 
1938 and 1978 are -o101 and 0299 respectivelyo Still any association 
is weak at besto For the second hypothesis, which concerns the rela
tionship between amount of initial investment and exclusivity of tenure, 
gamma values for the two years are =<>14 and Oo4 respectively0 Neither 
of these values supports the hypothesise Concerning the third hypothe
sis, the gamma values measuring the relationship between potential for 
monetary profit and exclusivity of tenure are 0l6 and o06 for 1938 and 
1978 respectively:, These values still fail to uphold the hypothesis.
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Table 5o Potential for monetary profit and exclusivity of title 1938o

Kloklel a Bedengel Chetemel a Blai Beluu

Potential
(Coconuts
Gardens) 228 40 3

No Potential 
(Buildings 
Taro Patches 
Idle land)

364 89 7

Gamma % 0l6

Table 6 = Potential for monetary profit and exclusivity of title 1978<.

Kloklel a 
Bedengel

Tenancy in 
Common

Chetemel a 
Blai Beluu

Potential
(Coconuts
Gardens) 65 4 20 0

No Potential 
(Buildings 
Taro Patches 
Idle land)

123 20 37 3

Gamma t =17
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The data fail to support any of these hypotheses, so the null 

hypothesis, that there is no ordered association between these patterns 
of land use and land title, cannot be rejected,.

One problem is that these studies lack time depth,. The two 
points in time were analyzed synchronically, and any lag between cause 
and effect did not enter into the data,. As two islands in time con
sidered entirely separate from one another, this diachronic reality is 
missingo To deal with the element of time lapse, I shall answer two 
questions: (1) what happens to land titles when land use remains con
stant oyer the 40 year test period?; and (2) how is land use affected 
by unchanging land title? The inquiry not only takes time lag into 
account, but also allows, ideally, increased control over the variables 
to see which has the stronger causal influence0 Table 7 shows the dis
tribution of title changes for all parcels of land, and for parcels in 
which the use has remained, respectively, building, idle land, coconut 
grove, and taro patch/gardeno I computed percentages for each land use 
within each 1938 tenure pattern0 In addition to observing changes in 
title exclusivity, we can make note of the relative frequency of land 
purchases for each constant land use„ Does demonstrated land produc
tivity encourage marketability of real property, or, alternatively, is 
fruitful land unlikely to be alienated?

I have not been able to find a statistical test geared for this 
data or to force the data to conform to test situations for which it is 
ill-suitedo Nevertheless, patterns can be recognized by simple inspec- 
tion„



Table 7° Changes in title given constant use 1938-1978=

1938 Title 1978 Title
All Land Buildings Idle Coconuts

Taro Patches 
and Gardens

Noo i No. % No. % No. % No. %

1Kloklel a bedengel A Kloklel a bedengel A 1 100 0 0 0 0
Kloklel a bedengel Kloklel a bedengel A 23 11 3 18 0 8 23 2 3

Kloklel a bedengel B 139 68 13 76 4 57 23 66 42 69
Chetemel a blai 19 9 0 3 43 1 3 3 5
Tenancy in common 24 12 1 5 0 3 8 14 23

Chetemel a blai Chetemel a blai 35 83 1 50 0 6 86 9 100
Kloklel a bedengel 7 17 1 50 2 100 1 14 0

Chutem beluu Chutem beluu 3 60 0 0 0 0
Chetemel a blai 2 4o

Total 253 19 9 42 70

■^Purchased individual lando
2Individual land that was not purchased,,
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No consistently idle land was bought or soldo Three of five 

parcels that changed ownership went from individuals to corporate kin 
groups which might suggest support for the idea that unproductive par= 
cels revert from more to less exclusive ownership0 However, the other 
two parcels changed from corporate kin to individual ownership0 These 
two, for that matter, amount to 100% of all fallow land that was owned 
by clans at the outseto

Taro patches and gardens exhibit some distinctive trends in
titleo A remarkably low percentage of individually owned taro patches
and dry land gardens was sold -=■ J$> as opposed to 11% for all land com
bined,, Unlike the other land used, taro patches and gardens were much
more frequently transferred from individuals to a group of related 
tenants in common0 No clan owned taro swamps or gardens were allotted 
to individualso If agricultural productivity promotes land tenure indi
vidualization, then the Palauan example must be exceptional0

In Table 8 , title is held constant and the behavior of land use 
is observedo The left column includes all land regardless of title, 
the middle column is restricted to those parcels which have remained 
kloklel a bedengel for 40 years, and the right column includes only 
those parcels that have always been chetemel a blaio Chutem beluu 
applies to too few pieces of land to justify inclusion,,

The only surprises here lie in the clan owned property on which 
houses stood in 1938„ A small number, only 10%, have remained house 
siteso An exceptionally large 50% have been covered by forest0 The 
movement of the settlement from its original inland location explains 
these two trends (see p„ 152)„ Although the buildings had been
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Table 80 Changes in land use given constant title 1938-19780

All Kloklel a Bedengel Chetemel a Blai
Noo % Noe % j?

Building
Building 26 46 17 55 l 10
Taro 1 2 o 0 l 10
Garden 7 12 3 10 3 30
Coconut 6 11 3 10 0
Idle 17 30 8 26 5 50

Taro
Taro 71 96 43 98 9 100
Garden 2 3 0 0
Idle 1 1 1 2 0

Garden
Building 1 14 1 14 0
Garden 1 14 1 14 0
Coconut 1 14 1 14 0
Idle 4 57 4 57 0

Coconut
Building 12 9 5 7 0
Garden 26 20 14 19 4 27
Coconut 47 36 31 41 6 40
Idle 44 34 25 33 5 33

Idle •
Building 1 10 1 20 0
Garden 1 10 0 l 100
Idle 8 8o 4 80 0
Total 277 162 35

/
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abandoned 13 years before the Tochi Daichio was compiled, the structures, 
by then in an advanced state of decay, were still labeled houseSo The 
land was and still is clan land, but houses are no longer standingo

The high percentage of idle clan land that has been converted 
to garden is deceptive in view of the very small total numbers; only one 
parcel of clan land in the sample was idle in 19380

There is no impressive evidence here to substantiate any claims 
that individual land title will magically bring about higher produc
tivity, more intensive land use, more indirectly lucrative investment, 
or commercial agriculture0 It certainly has not done so in Palau0

Conclusion
The tests of land use and title have shown consistently unre

markable results* None of the three hypotheses is supported and the 
diachronic studies of causality show few notable trends* There are 
three reactions that these failures could elicit*

First, we could interpret these negatively tested hypotheses as 
a demonstration that the underlying theories are false* The conclusion 
would be a resigned dismissal of the hypothetical relationship between 
land use and land title* Knowing that the test situation was not method
ologically problem-free, however, makes this conclusion unwarranted*
There are mitigating circumstances that explain the test results*

The second reaction would be to blame the faulty data* Indeed 
the data used here have two weaknesses* Errors may stem from incon
sistent guidelines for analysis between 1938 and 1978* Land was de
clared a house site in 1938 even though the structure had been vacant
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for 13 yearso Swamp land was labeled mesei when it was fallow„ And 
there are undoubtedly other errors in the classification of land by use0 
Whatever mistakes there are in the Tochi Daichio registration of tenure 
have also been incorporated into the analysiso

There may be methodological reasons for the failure of these 
hypotheses, too0 The crude breakdown of land use into five unsystemati
cally defined classes may obscure refined relationships between the 
variableSo These categories, furthermore, are less than perfect indi
cators of the actual variables I tested —  duration of return from 
investment, amount of initial investment, and commercial use0 If there 
were direct measures in years duration, units of labor, money and re
sources used in initial investment, and in dollars earned from market 
farming, maybe a slightly stronger association would have emergedo

Placing responsibility on relatively small problems in the data 
is like finding a scapegoat; it detracts attention from social and eco
nomic factors that are ultimately more important0 The Palauan situation 
is one which has not promoted high productivity under any of the alter
native land tenure systernsc Nor has the value of commercial or subsis
tence land use in recent years encouraged a trend toward exclusive title0 

In Chapter 3 I discussed the social system of corporate kin 
groups and emphasized their inherent flexibility= Membership in a 
kebliil or telungalek is founded on several sets of principles0 Matri- 
lineal (ochell) descendants have unconditional membership rights, but 
patrilineal (ulechell) descendants and ultechakl (unrelated adoptees) 
have to demonstrate their willingness to participate fully in kin group 
affairso Making productive use of clam lands is one way to assert
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rights where genealogy alone is insufficient0 Vegetable produce, taro, 
in particular, can make up customary donations of food in social ex
change o Use of clan and lineage property for commercial gardening 
provides the financial means to contribute generously at money raising 
parties (ocheraol) and omeluchel exchangeso These uses of clan land 
strengthen, indirectly, a tenuous kebliil or telungalek connection0 

Far from discouraging productivity and profitable use, corporate land 
title actually can serve as a stimuluso

In Palau, the value of land title as a symbol of wealth is at 
least as important as its value as a subsistence or commercial resource= 
Winning a dispute over title is a victory whether or not the exercise 
of restrictive use rights necessarily follows0

In fact, land's importance as a source of wealth through com
mercial agricultural production is negligible 0 This has dismayed 
administrators concerned about economic self-sufficiency and rural 
agricultural development0 Low commercial production has been an in
evitable side effect of several conditions stemming primarily from the 
abundance of money that flows into the economy through UoSo federal 
assistance programs and an inflated, top-heavy bureaucracy= Money is 
far more efficiently earned through these channels than through market 
gardeningo There is no family in Melekeok that earns a majority of its 
income from agricultureo Farming marketable crops serves only as a 

_ supplemento
Land's importance as a source of nutrition has diminished in 

the last 20 years= Bananas, calamondin oranges, cassava, taro, sweet 
potatoes, pineapple and a wide range of other fruits and vegetables
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continue to have important positions in the diet, but two of the staples 
of former times have been replaced by imported alternatives,, The popu
lar coconut syrup beverages, ilaot, is rarely made anymore, while beer 
enjoys that social and dietary role0 The former starchy staple, 
Colocasia taro, has been largely supplanted by the more popular imported 
starch, rice,, Rice is quicker to prepare, is generally preferred, and 
is widely available in 50 pound sacks for a small fraction of an average 
paychecko Use of land for taro cultivation has fallen markedly even 
while the overall population of Palau is increasing (McCutcheon 1979) o  

The problems of economic dependency have had serious ramifica
tions in the prospects for self-sufficiency (Marksbury 1979b ;  Hezel 
1980) ,  in health (Rody 1976, 1978) , and in psychological well-being 
(Hezel 1976) o  It is, most significantly, this economically crippling 
state of dependency that has led to the apparent independence of title 
and land use in the Palauan settingo



CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

Summary
The problem which I have addressed in this dissertation concerns 

the nature of the relationship between tenure and use of land and marine 
environments* Melekeok Municipality, a small rural community in the 
Palau Islands, provided the test cases and the data* As a locale for 
investigating the research topic, it proved a good choice* There are 
multiple coexisting tenure categories and there is a diversity of forms 
of land and sea use* Furthermore, Palau is undergoing a massive program 
of land registration to help resolve the land disputes which have long 
plagued these islandso Melekeok, of all the Palauan municipalities, had 
made most progress in this task as of 1977» and hence provided most 
current tenure information* ' ■

What motivated my research on this subject and underlay my in
vestigations throughout the duration of field work was a body of suppo
sitions that identify specific routes of causality connecting use and 
tenure * In fact, it appeared from the literature and from common sense, 
that the causal arrows go both ways; use influences tenure while tenure 
simultaneously influences use* The more prominent hypotheses explaining 
these relationships were reported in Chapter 2* Eight applied to the 
Palauan setting and governed my approach to the problems
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11= When individuals with use rights in land/sea invest heavily in 

a fixture inseparable from the ground or in some improvement designed to 
enhance the productive value of the land, then they will insist on 
tenure security, especially the security assured through individual 
ownership.

2. When individuals make investments that either have long dura
tions or take many years to reach fruition, then they will demand 
assurances that they will have rights to the benefits these investments 
convey so long as the benefits endure.

3o When the immobile resources and structures of land/sea or the 
resources which are harbored in immovable traps acquire commercial 
value, then competition for the returns of this marketable production 
forces strict definition of individual rights and obligations with re
spect to the land/sea, especially the definition assumed by individual 
tenure.

ho The absence of investment in a permanent land/sea improvement 
accompanied by either the abundance and wide distribution of a useful 
resource or the absence of any resource with utilitarian, subsistence, 
ideological, or market value will promote a non-exclusive tenure pattern 
in which rights and obligations are inexplicit.

5= A permanent improvement in land/sea that is made by capital 
materials and labor of a group, and one that benefits each member by 
benefiting all members will promote corporate group tenure. The degree 
of exclusivity of the rules defining the group depends both on the 
abundance of vital corporately-owned resources the group has to share.
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and its need for members to engage in further investment for the well
being of the groupo

60 The uncertainty of specific rights and obligations and/or in
security of tenure discourages investment in immovable land improvements, 
while certainty and security of tenure, with legal muscle supporting 
them, make such investment attractive0

7o Insecurity and impermanence of tenure and doubt about post
mortem disposition of tenure rights are conditions that are unlikely to ’ 
promote individual investment of any significance, especially multi- 
generational, longevityo Security of tenure in perpetuity with the 
option of making a legally binding testament are conditions that invite 
long term investmento

80 Only when tenure rights and obligations are explicitly stated 
and enforceable in law, will commercial use of land occur in any 
appreciable extent0

Before work could proceed, the concept of land tenure as a 
research area needed to be defined0 Land tenure for island people re
lates not only to land and its associated resources but to the marine 
environment as wello Tenure rules establish terms of relative rights, 
duties, and expectations between and among individuals* Land tenure 
rules can be contingent also upon temporal and behavioral factors*
Thus land tenure rules must state, in essence, who can do what, where, 
under what circumstances, and for how land, and who must do what where, 
under what circumstances, and for how long* A simple declaration as to 
"who owns the land" is not enough*
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Some land tenure rules are legal; others are customary0 Legal 

rules, as Hoebel defines them, are those whose violations are met with 
physical force or the threat of physical force by an authority recog
nized as having this judicial responsibility (Hoebel 1954:28)o This 
authority also has the power to decide each instance of transgression 
on its own merits0 Thus, some of the decisions may have wide applica
tion to many different situations, and others may be only specifically 
applicableo

Customary rules, on the other hand, are those whose infractions 
are met with informal, though culturally consistent, expression of dis
approval by the offended party. Outside intervention by a person in 
whose position judicial authority resides is not invoked. Customary 
rules may also be those rules which are so rarely violated as to require 
no formal sanction in order to maintain the social order or to reaffirm 
the rule. Customary rules may be no more or less flexible than legal 
rules. Similarly, customary rules involve neither consistently more or 
less obedience. It is the procedure bearing on the enforcement and 
punishment of the rule that distinguishes law from custom.

Land tenure is a composite of many component rules defining 
rights and obligations. And the procedural apparatus for the enforce
ment and reiteration of these rules is varied. There are the ideas 
that are critical to the understanding of Palauan land tenure and its 
relationship to patterns of use.

In 1938 four forms of tenure with seven subcategories were 
registered for Palau in the Japanese land registry. By 1978, when the 
new cadastral survey was under way, five broad and nine specific
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categories were coded and/or legally defined* The general types in 
effect at the latter date are characterized by ownership by the Trust 
Territory government, the municipality, a corporate kin group, an indi
vidual , and tenants in common* Descriptions of each type not only 
define the personnel having title in fee simple, sharing corporate 
ownership, and/or having administrative duties, but also stipulate 
culturally acceptable modes of alienation and inheritance*

Individual land, government land, and tenancy in common were all 
introduced in this century and had no traditional precedents* The 
others have meanings in law that are a blend of traditional rules and 
introduced rules in a modern context* In Chapter 3« I tried to convey 
a sense of dynamism in my description of the types* Rules change and 
roles change * The transition is not apparent until a problem needing 
legal resolution redefines terms of tenure * A totally new American 
judicial system with local land registration teams, courts, and courts 
of appeal have supplanted traditional legal procedure under the chief 
and his council* Although American administrators have conscientiously 
tried to maintain the traditional legal substance, they have met with 
uneven success* One traditional tenure type, for example, public land 
and sea, has been effectively replaced by foreign government property* 
The German, Japanese and American governments have each in turn recon
firmed authority over these regions, and the Palauan traditional leaders 
have been powerless to object* They no longer have control over the 
procediral apparatus that reaffirms their political, judicial, and 
administrative authority*
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A large number of land title disputes are brought to high court 

needing resolution, and in the hearings to determine title of lands in 
Melekeok, nearly half of the parcels involve disputes* The rapid 
social change in recent years may contribute to misconceptions about 
the terms of the ever-evolving law* Also the importance of title for 
title's sake is notable in Palau* Land title itself has value as a 
trade commodity, a substitute for money in social exchange, and a sym
bol of real wealth regardless of who uses the usufruct of the property*

In Chapters 3 and 4, the salient point is not to contrast 
Palauan tradition with foreign land law, but rather to show how inti
mately interdependent these have become* Dichotomies opposing native 
and foreign law do not reflect the real situation* Under the United 
States’ administration there has been a confusing blend of Palauan- 
inspired legislation, foreign approval and guidance, foreign legal pro
cedural structure, a mix of foreign and American educated Palauan 
judicial personnel, and the explicit intention of protecting native 
customs and traditions* At this point it is impossible to distinguish 
traditions that are characteristically Palauan from those that have 
undergone change as a result of foreign influence*

Descriptions of the patterns of exploitation of marine and land 
resources made up Chapters 5 and 6, respectively* For each product, I 
provided information on the investment necessary for its acquisition, the 
use to which surplus can be put, and the specific rights and obligations 
informally enforced that pertain to those products* When only these 
informal rights and obligations, the customary rules of use, are
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considered, the hypothetical relationships outlined earlier are repeat
edly demonstrated 0

We see, for example that a woman who invests heavily and indi
vidually in the intensive cultivation of taro has exclusive use rights 
of her plot of land for the duration of her productive use or for the 
duration of her marriage, in case she borrows land belonging to affineso 
Security is provided by the strength of custom= Gifts of surplus taro 
figure into a system of exchange which insures her continued use of the 
land0 If the land belongs to her kin group or a member of her family, 
her dutiful gifts of produce to her husband's family earn reciprocal 
gifts of money or land to her family= Her use rights will thus be en
courage dQ If the land belongs to her husband's relatives, then her 
gifts of surplus taro reconfirm her stake in the marriage and her use 
rights will also be encouragedo The duration of the investment that 
taro requires is only eight to ten months, the time that taro takes to 
ripen0 In spite of the initial labor that a woman invests, the informal 
rights in use are adequate protection for her short terra investments,,
Of course, to construct the complex mazes of canals involved high 
initial investment, but they are of such antiquity, that these water
works are essentially topographic "givens" for the cultivators and are 
not relevanto

' Investments that take a long time to wear out or reach fruition 
are also protected through rules of useo Trees are the property of the 
planter, and fishing weirs, now out of use, were the property of the 
builder regardless of the title of the land or lagoon floor on which
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they stoodo Because these immovable improvements could out-last their 
owners, there are even provisions allowing inheritance of usufructo

The commercial use of surplus from gardens also encourages in
formal exclusive use rightso Crab traps in public mangrove swamps are 
not to be disturbedo The penalty would be informal reprobation and 
disapproval that community trust was disrupted.. Market gardens in clan 
land or borrowed land are similarly protected..

Surplus individual production that is not marketed goes toward 
enriching the individual or elevating his status through customary ex
change o Without refrigeration and preservation, few Palauan foods have 
a post-harvesting "shelf life" of longer than a weeko Production beyond 
that which can be consumed by a residential unit in that period of time 
must be distributed in ways that are economic to the producero The 
customary omeluchel social exchange network described in Chapter 3 
serves as an outlet for excess food that earns, in indirect exchange, 
gifts of money or land title which both symbolize prestige0 Large game 
and livestock like sea turtles, crocodiles, pigs, water buffalo and 
large wrasse fish, as well as smaller fish species, like rabbitfish, 
that are caught en masse in nets, are subject to a distribution system 
that acknowledges superiority and inferiority of social ranko Fulfill
ment of informal social and political obligations can entitle an indi
vidual to achieve a higher social status and important fictive kinship 
alliances that will prove economically and socially advantageous 
throughout his life.,

When there is no investment or movable investment, then non
exclusive use rights are engendered= Customary tenure of fishing holes
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(delachel) has changed to respond to innovations in fishing technology0 

When fishing holes were used for setting stationary traps, use rights 
were allocated to individual members of clans who owned those delachel0 

Traps have gone out of use now that mobile spearguns, glass face masks, 
and underwater flashlights allow more efficient acquisition of fisho 
Violation of long-forgotten exclusive fishing hole rights is not accom
panied by either formal or informal sanctionso

Shared group use rights are promoted by shared investment0 

Houses are built by the money-raising efforts of all members of the 
household* A large number of residents earns more money for house con
struction, but the limitations of the family’s other resources place 
simultaneous constraints on the size of the group*

Owing to the strength of customary exclusive use rights in 
Palau, borrowing land for trees, houses and market gardens is not dis
couraged* Informal borrowing of land, with the understanding that the 
produce will belong to the cultivator, figures solidly in a body of 
land tenure custom* This stipulates a fictive kin role that the bor
rower will play with respect to the owner* Use rights payments will be 
made as part of the inter-kin group exchange in which the borrower’s 
newly adoptive family is locked* Borrowing land strengthens social 
ties*

A person with tenuous connections to clan affiliation, such as 
an ulechell member, an adoptee, or someone adopted out of the clan but 
desirous of retaining dual membership, may choose to use that clan’s 
land as a device to reaffirm otherwise insecure rights*
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In case title to a parcel of land is under dispute, there is an 

incentive, contrary to what we have been led to expect, for a party in 
the litigation to put the land to productive use, invest in the land, 
and thus strengthen his or her legal case* One of the questions which 
counter claimants are acked in the land registration hearings is, "Who 
is using the land?" This factor is seldom a critical one, but in the 
event that claims are otherwise matched in legitimacy the fact of use 
may be the ultimate determinant of title. Uncertainty of title does 
not necessarily mean uncertainty of usufruct rights.

When a case to decide title is brought before the land regis
tration team for adjudication, the party who is currently making pro
ductive use of the land need not fear for his or her investment. The 
cumbersome mechanics of the court procedure allow him or her plenty of 
time to reap a harvest unless the crop is a slow-maturing one like coco
nuts or there is a permanent structure on the land. Most cases, between 
the time of registration of claims and the final determination of title 
in Melekeok, have taken close to two years to be processed. In this 
time, any banana, garden crop, or plantation of Colocasia taro can be 
safely seen to maturity. For planters of longer term crops and for 
residents in buildings, a decision against the user is not an immediate 
eviction notice. First, there is no law enforcement agency which can 
implement such an order. Second, the socially disruptive side effects 
of such an action would prove counter-productive for the newly confirmed 
owner. And, third, in most cases, disputes are over title and not over 
usufruct. Title, in Palau, even without its associated subsistence and 
commercial value, confers prestige and symbolizes wealth. Land, used,
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unused, useless, or inaccessible, is a medium of exchange with its own 
intrinsic value0 Again, de facto security to the user is assured re
gardless of legal titleo

Usufructory rights, informally defined and enforced, are geared 
to the protection of individual investment, be it short or longo The 
user is assured that he or she will reap the returns of his or her in
vestment 0 I wanted to see, contrastingly, whether titular rights, 
formally defined and enforced in law, show a similar relationship to 
patterns of use0

To test this in Chapter 7, I made use of the land registries of 
1938 and 1978 (which, regrettably, contained no data on the sea)0 For 
each year, title type was coded0 Since only for 1938 was the category 
land use part of the registry, I attempted to replicate the land use 
analysis of the earlier registry to complete the data for 1978o I 
grouped the land use types according to three criteria reflecting my 
interests amount of initial investment, duration of return from invest
ment, and potential for marketability of resources* With some of the 
theoretical relationships in mind, I looked for some regular patterns 
of use category and legal title type* I used Goodman and Kruskal8s Gamma 
test which is designed to quantify the association between pairs of vari
ables, each measured according to an ordinal scale0

First, I tested the hypothetical relationship between duration 
of returns from investment and exclusivity of title* Then I investi
gated the association of initial investment and exclusivity of title at 
both time periods* And finally I checked whether potential conversion 
of produce to a generalized medium of exchange (marketability) was
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related to exclusivity of title,, None of these suggestions passed the 
quantitative tests to which they were subjected,, I also investigated 
the extent to which holding use constant over a 40 year time span 
affected title and derived unremarkable resuits» This eliminated the 
chance that there was a lag between use as a cause and title as an 
effecto I looked, then at how constant title influenced use and again 
uncovered no significant association,. Thus I could be sure that title 
as a cause was not leading to a delayed response of use as the effecto

Customary rules governing use of land and sea and redistribution 
of the products thereof have, in Melekeok, more force over actual use 
than rules embodied in legally enforced tenure types defining title0 

Abstract tenure types define only title, inheritance of title, aliena
tion of title, and administration, while strong customary pressures in 
rules of usufruct insure protection of investments and the distribution 
of fish and vegetables in accordance with labor input and social obli
gati on =

Compliance with rules governing use of land is generally in
formally assuredo Rules governing the distribution of products from 
land are tied to the system of social exchange, the bonds imposed by 
customary reciprocity, arid the importance of groups (family, club, or 
territorial) in Palau as unifying institutions with which individuals 
can identifyo The profits of the individual are advantageous to the 
groups because of the force of social obligation,.

Exclusivity of tenure rules as they are prescribed in the legal 
tenure types, serve as no special encouragement of high investment and
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profitable land use0 The fluidity that characterizes corporate land 
ownership in Palau similarly acts as no particular deterrento

Policy Implications 
Those analysts, administrators, and consultants who have advo

cated legislation to break up corporate land holdings in favor of indi
vidual title in fee simple should not hold too much hope that such a 
policy will miraculously raise production for home consumption or for 
marketo If corporate, joint, and communal ownership are indeed impedi
ments to high investment production, they are surely, in the case of 
Palau, some of the least significant0 The culprits in Palau's recal- 
citrantly non-developing economy must lurk elsewhere0

There is little productive specialization among market gardeners 
or fishermen in Palau» There are specialized crab-men and specialists 
in manufacture of lime for betel nut, but, in general, everyone grows 
or catches the same fairly limited assortment of saleable goodso Cas
sava, taro, sweet potatoes, bananas and coconuts dominate the market 
and turnover of these crops is slow simply because most potential con
sumers in the urban center of Koror have reliable supplies of the same 
vegetables either through exchange or from their own small urban plots0 
Without specialization, commerce stagnates0

Why is there so little specialization in agriculture? There 
are limits imposed by characteristics of the soil and topography0 Once 
swidden agriculture denudes the forest cover, conditions place crippling 
constraints on choice in land use and only the ubiquitous trio: cassava,
dry land taro, and sweet potatoes, plus some pineapple, are certain to 
survive even in the barren grassy ked soilo Add to this the lack of
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communication between urban distributor and rural producer, and it is 
understandable why the market is glutted with a monotonously amall 
assortmento Americans in Koror are not fond of most of the native 
starches and this clientele is lost* The occasional pole beams, cucum
bers, green ions and pumpkins are quickly bought, but the producer may 
not find out about this differential demando Innovations in seed 
variety or crop are slow to be adopted where risk is great, and possible 
reward is perceived to be insignificant0

Gardeners justly view their endeavors as a small gain for a 
slightly smaller expense, and are not impelled to risk large investments 
for an earning that compares so unfavorably with the pay awarded govern
ment employeeso In the village of Melekeok, a community of 50 house
holds as of 1978, there were 52 paid government positions (though not 
all were full-time jobs) including school cooks, elementary school and 
head start teachers, a magistrate, his assistant and council of elders, 
members of the land registration team and its employees, C 0E 0 T 0 A 0  

workers cutting down coconut trees, and federal Old Age Program re
cipients clearing the path to the old village of Melekeok» Market fish
ing and gardening provided the sole means of monetary support for no 
household in 1978, and earned a relative pittance of a supplement for 
about 25 familieso

Transportation to market is an arduous ordeal= Gardens that 
produce most of the marketable goods in Melekeok are situated inland at 
a distance of a half mile or more from the beach„ Getting to and from 
these plots while carrying 25 pound coconut baskets of vegetables is 
treacherous on slippery clay foot pathso The baskets are weighed.
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labeled, and taken to a boat house where they stay until a time in the 
middle of the night when the tide that governs all maritime transit is 
coming in0 A rented deep draft market boat anchors as close to the 
boat house as possible and the baskets are systematically loaded on 
boardo Nothing perishable or easily damaged would survive to this point 
much less resist the abuse to come<, By slow boat (bilas), Koror is 
three hours away, a journey that, owing to the keel depth of the boat, 
must be made outside the fringing reefo Waves saturate the cargo both 
human and vegetableo Once in Koror, the baskets are subjected to 
transfer to a truck and transfer from truck to store displayc By this 
time it is morning and the goods will soon be distributed« Rental of 
the boat, usually engaged by members of the farmers" cooperatives, is 
expensive, its hold is limited in volume, and the sale price of the 
goods barely justifies the effort=

Problems of transporting fish are compounded by the necessity 
of refrigeration0 Like most rural communities, Melekeok has no central 
electrical generator much less an ice machineo The only seafoods that 
are sold regularly are mangrove crabs that can be transported by speed
boat and kept alive during the trip0 Any effort to implement a fishing
cooperative in villages with no cooling facilities would be met with 
failureo

There are few young people choosing careers in commercial farm
ing and fishingo The above obstacles are only some of the reasons that 
they are gravitating away from an agrarian and maritime life0 Schools,
as Nevin (1977) so eloquently pointed out, are designed, not to en
courage an adjustment to the exigencies of life on an island gradually
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being integrated into an international complex economy, but rather to 
prepare students for lives abroad, specifically in Guam and the United 
Stateso Indeed, Palauans are renowned for their success in non-native 
careers ™  in law, in medicine, in commerce, and in politics,, During 
all of this training the goal of self-sufficiency and the day-to-day 
implementation of that goal has gotten losto Ambitions of school 
children reflect these unrealistic ideals„ Pitifully few aspire to 
farm or fish either for subsistence or for market0 Meanwhile mental 
illness, as manifested in alcoholism and suicide, is another clue to 
the disparity that lies between the traditional and modern valueSo 
High school graduates by droves seek higher education and work oppor
tunities elsewhere leaving only the old and the very young back home in 
the rural villageso

No less a problem than these other obstructions to rural eco
nomic development, is that most people now prefer rice to their home 
grown starches, both for ease in preparation and its taste0 In the ele
mentary school, the cooks balk at cooking cassava and taro since they 
take so much more time and work in preparation,. People will wash and 
cook fresh rice even when other starchy food is already cooked and ready 
to eato Fresh fish is still the preferred protein food, but the fact 
remains that Spam, canned tuna, and "ramen" soups are reliably available 
when it is inconvenient to go fishing or gathering invertebrates0

I would misrepresent the situation in Palau if I gave the im
pression that rural economic development, particularly development of 
a viable agrarian and fishing economy, is a pipe dreamo There are 
changes that are being undertaken right now that will dramatically



improve the bleak prospectso The construction of an all-weather road 
connecting Babeldaob to Koror will eliminate the crippling reliance on 
slow boats at high tide to transport produce= Still on the drawing 
board are plans to install generators for rural electrification using 
renewable energy sourceso These would permit the production of ice and 
revolutionize the potential for a commercial fishing enterpriseo The 
severing this year of Palau’s entitlement to most federal program bene
fits, such as CoEoToAo and Head Start, will force some away from their 
rural wage labor opportunities and may propel others into market farming 
and fishingo Educational campaigns conducted in the last few years have 
taught the economic and nutritional benefits of fresh vegetables, fruits 
and fisho If this is not, as yet, having an impact on actual diet, at 
least awareness of these issues is growing= Finally, there is an un
mistakable and fierce pride among Palauans in the ability to make it in 
the international economy. Many resent the continued shackles of de
pendency and are frustrated by their impotence in resisting the UoSo 
Marines’ occasional use of 30,000 acres (fully 26% of the public land 
of Babeldaob) and exclusive use of 2,000 acres.

It would be equally deceptive if I imply that economic develop
ment is just a matter of amending poor administrative decisions from 
the past, building a few capital infrastructural improvements to facili
tate marketability of produce, and instilling a sense of nationalistic 
spirit. There is no question that involvement in the international 
economy, however unbalanced the balance of payments, is an irreversible 
trend. The problem now is to find ways to reconcile so many opposing 
needs, wants and demands and still make rural Palauan villages like
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Melekeok attractive homes for young people tempted by the glamor of 
life elsewhereo

The factors that determine agricultural and fishing productivity 
are not simple0 By delving into the cause and effect relationship be
tween land tenure and productive use, in Melekeok, I have uncovered a 
complex of other reasons for the economic dilemma this village and all 
of Palau now face0 In pursuing one hornet, I have found the nesto
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